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Chapter One

The Short Form: Best-Guess Working Hypotheses

for Competency-Based Education

by

Bruce Joyce

Teachers College, Columbia University

Given the confusion that attends the development and

publicization of any fad or trend, how do we get perspective

on it, determine its worth, decide how to use it, and shape

It for maximized payoff?

The case of competency-based education is not unique

in the history of educational trends except .that it is more

.technical than any previous general movement in education,

and it represents an attempt to manage education (bring

it under the direct control of the policy-maker) more than

to influence its goals or methodology.

Definitions (Se e. ekcifIte

Management is the watchword of competency-based

education. It assumes that one can have clearly defined

educational goals, relate them to precise and direct means,

and monitor the process so as to determine its effects and

revise the program intelligently. The competency-based stance

includes behaviorism--the practice of defining human capacity
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in terms of observable behavior. It includes a ?reference

for direct educational methods--those that achieve changes

in behavior by inducing the client to practice the new

pattern. .Even more characteristic is the stance that complex

functionaries (as teachers, military commanders, quarter-

backs) can be conceptualized as a system of related

behaviors (a model) related to an environment (a system of

sub - systems) and that this model can be analyzed into

component behavior-streams which can be developed by direct

training procedures.

Competenc -based education of teachers is the stance

that the teacher can be conce tuallzed as a system of

observable behaviors which can be directly trained and

assessed.

History. (Sao cqoffv- Tkr-e4

Military training needs in the Second World War and

after resulted in the rise of 'very pragmatic procedures for

designing training systems which employed extremely direct

methods and precise assessment measures employed at

frequent intervals to relatively short training units.

Training psychology proved to be effective in preparing

persons to fill a wide variety of complex roles to demanding

standards under conditions of stress.



CybernetieL2mholOgy added ta-practice of con.

ceptualizing human operations as models of communication

and'informationprocessing systems.operating'as sub'-systems

of a complex environment. The. procesS of conceptualizing

.human roles in terms of models operating within model

environments gave rise to the creation of simulatbrs as

training devices which cambined the advantages of realism

(high transferability) and control of task complexity

sequenceability) in the design-of:training systems,

/
- Experience in public edUcatlon has been largely linked

to technological innovation. language laboratories, programmed

Instruction:, television systems, and I.P.I. have all been

applications of the competency stance which have, had

Positive results. (O.

Experience in teacher education .haEt largely .been
. .

technology or pkoductlinked also. The work by All-en and

associates, -Flanders and associates, Cruickshank Dodd,'"Cooper,

KershuDavls, ,
05.)
amd others has produced pOsitive results with

respect to'the teaching of teaching skills. The recent-

work of Joyce, Veil, Wald, and Gullion has provided evidence
,

that it la possible to train teachers-to.employ a variety

..of complex models of teaching which are strikingly different

from normal classroom behaVior.



The Bureau of Research Teacher Education Project pro-

vided application of the stance to the systematic planning

of teacher education programa. The reedits of the effort

suggest that the competency-oriented 'stance embraces a

wide variety Of a pproaches to the conceptualization of the

teacher and strategies for his training. (15(1-e'airdp.

The systems planners, in attempting to conceptualize

the' teacher and his.tral ing, operated in acc.ordance with the

findings of the recut, reform movements in pUbliC educatiOn-

that.it takes a convergence of changesi, In technology, staff-

ptilization and training, and curriculum, accompanied by

strong leadership, to bring about more than a fleeting

change in an educational institution.

The systems planrierS. also. followed stepswhich repredent

the state -of -the art In the.field, steps which constitute

the prodeds- of planning cathpetenCy7based teacher education.

Thecreation Of a ",working.,Dwdel"of the teacher,

described asl.nterrelated setarof cOmpetenclea-and

as a subsystem of-the rele'vant'larger environment

In which the teacher Works ,(teams, schools,.

.commU4litiess. support systems; etc.). The model

must "really work." A coll-ectiOn of competencles."-



-that dcknot'fit together into an effective performance

Model is not anadequate\program,objective.

2. The analysis of this .model nto streams of related

competencies that can form the\basis of components

of the training system.

The selection of component strategi a and the

development of specifications for com onents.

The creation of the overall training, sys em,

especially interlocking relationships anion com-

.ponetts, suppOrt-systeme and.communication s temd.'

The organization -of management systems to monit

progre s, program elements, and program testing`

and re ision.

6., The reconciliation of the-program with the client
Al

(student)/And the fieldm(edutational_system).: (This

is not a step to be done"atter the others, but

must be accomplished in various ways which are

syn,hronized to the other-steps.)

The-result of these steps Is a modular train nE system

whose elements can be matched to the achievement profile and

characteristics of the teacher candidates.

The precision An training which resultS\from this

process should be very high. The reason for this can. be

.seen,by.focusing on three characteristics:of the resultant

Program:



1. A storage and retrieval system of assessment

elements. which can be used to obtain a precise

estimate Of candidate competence and progress.

2. A storage and retrieval. system of bchavAoral

competency descriptions matched with program

elements (modular) for achieving them.

A Tanagement system for relating (1). and (2)

60 that training can be closely matched to

candLdate'needs.

These same features provide the potential fora very .

.htgll, degree of program individualization and personalization.

The implementation of. suoh a program-depends on the

development of a vast quantity of software. .Competencies

have to be specified (the Bureau of Researchprojects each

contained .2,500 or more with much remaining to be done).

Instructional materials have to be created (the la.rEee,t.

bulk job). Assessment devices and a nagement:support

liatertal have to be prepared. (5e:
.

WithOut-te production of high- quality software there

will be no competency-based teacher education. This point

.\ should not be- minimized. If it is not' taken seriously, the

`following dilemmas will,develop:
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1. The creation of competency-based certification

standards without the' Capacity to assess, adequately

or remedy a deficiency once it is found. (Several

states are currently heading straight into this

dilemma.)

2. The placing of the teacher in a position where he

is expected to be competent but has no training

reservoir to turn to to improve himself. (Some

forms of the accountability movement are creating

this dilemma 'by pressuring the teacher to show

pupil achieVement gains but not providing precise

training fpr him so he can increase his ca'pacity.)

rehensive training program which links the

,andiinservice- levels is necessary to assure both

contAro assessment and equal ability to meet training

needs. (Scc- ,t 17: i ((hi)

Teacher Centers (Set:. C4,1 pc e An he)

If the systems-planning technology described above is

applied to the development of a, "teacher center" it will

have the following characteristics:

1. A description of one or more models of the teacher

broken down into related sets of competencies.

2. A modular training training system related to

those competenclies.
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A diagnostic system which enables the teacher to

compare his performance with the modeled behavior

and determine areas of strength and weakness.

4. A management system which permits the teacher to

relate himself to the training system in light of

the diagnosis.

5. A linkaae to schools which permits the teaching

center to function so as to: (a) improve the

present mode of operation of the schools or

(b) to mesh with changes in curriculum, staff-

utilization, and preferred models of teaching to

bring about a new educational environment.

There is considerable evidence that the convergence of

forces identified in 5a and 5b is requisite to training

effectiveness. Ore cannot successfully train a teacher to

one model and then give him a job which demands another or

inhibits the performance of the one. Nor, conversely, can

one bring about innovation without including:performance-

based training of the teacher as one of the main thrusts

of energy. (See- (1 Fovr.) S,Y1 ar,ci

As in the case of a comprehensive competency-based

teacher education Program, a teacher center is dependent on

the development of software to permit implementation of

diagnosis, training, and management. Without software,

a teacher center will not differ appreciably from the inservice

workshops of the past.
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The Direction of Education

Because the creation of competency-based teacher education

programs and teacher centers is an expensive process and,

probably more important, because it promises to be powerful

provided it is accompanied by chances in staff-utilization,

curriculum, and materials of instruction, it must. be aimed

carefully.

Increasingly, software is being developed. See:

Materials fo'^ Modules, appended.

As far as we now know, competency-based education can

be applied to a wide variety of quite different conceptions

of the teacher. Sri Ci"411-e'". Friue- 4-vil 610

Apparently, then, the designer of a competency-based

teacher education program can choose one or more from the

available models of teaching that reflect differing

educational theories. Will one choose the teacher of

Carl Rogers, B. F. Skinner, John Dewey, John Holt, A. S. Neill,

David Ausubel or--who?

The selection of the model constitutes an explicit

selection of an educational stance, for the teacher's behavior

gives life to one or more of the possible modes of education,

and the choice among them should be a conscious one.
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The -ieneralista As a Set of Specialists

A related choice involves the question, "Can we train

a general functionary called a teacher or does each educational

model require a new set of competencies?" My view Is that

the soundest prcedure at present is to view each model of

the teacher as unique and to train for specialized models rather

than for generalized competency. The generalist of the past

has had great difficulty adapting to new models of education.--

he has been unable to implement innovative teaching strategies

and technologies. Thus it seems best for the present to

conceive of a generalized model as a set of specialized models

and to define competence in terms of specific educational

practices. (Set-. Cl uliter S-ix)
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Chapter Two

Performance-Based Education: Overview and D-3finitIons

Whenever a new trend begins to establish itself 1,

field like education, it generally happens that a few

slogans become established In the public consciousness,

and the trend becomes known by those slogans. Our present

subject is "Performance-Based" or "Cotpetency-Based"

education, especially as it applies to the training of

professional educators. As in the case of other trends,

the slogans have rapidly acquired many meanings, and it is

necessary for us to establish a definition which will embrace

the current usages sufficiently to allow us to unify the

literature and, at'tne same time, be precise enough to permit

us to identify orkinF concepts that can be acted on in the

real world.

As contrasted with other stances toward education,

performance-based and competency -based education have in
A

common their espousal of direct and definite ends and means

rather than general, indirect or indefinite ends and means.

At the elementary and secondary school levels, Popham's CE-9,0

study of teachers' ability to identify behavioral objectives

dramatizes the issue. Popham asked a large quantity .of

teachers to distinguish between objectives which were more
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or less behavioral according to the definitions of

behaviorality commonly used by social scient;ists, He found

that many of the teachers were unable.to distinguish

behavi6ral from nonbehavioral objectives; and when he com-

pared them with a random group of citizens, the citizens,

untrained in education, were at least as good as the teachers

and, in some cases, better at identifying behavioral

objectives. Do Popham's findings mean that teachers cannot

engage in an act which we might call teaching? Probably

not, although some might argue the point. What it means is

that teachers, generally speaking, use general and indirect

methods which are not precisely aimed toward specific goals.

They are not, in other words, engaged in competency-based

education.

Given the general mode of operation of most schools,

this should not be surprising because most instruction in

schools is Group instruction. When one becomes precise in

setting and achieving behavioral objectives, he, very

quickly becomes dissatisfied with group instruction because

very few individuals in a group are "ready" for any given

instructional objective at the same time. The more

precise one becomes, the less satisfactory group instruction

in self-contained classrooms or departmentalized organizations

becomes. Consequently, when one becomes much more specific
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about what one wants to achieve and how he wants to go about-

it, one begins to define very specifically the competencies

or performances he wants the student to manifest, and he

tends to devise instructional support, systems that make it

possible to individualize instruction. To this date, the

Individually Prescribed Instruction system developed at the

University of Pittsburgh Research ana Development Center is

the most prominent example of a competency-based curriculum

developed for the public schools. I.P.I.,, as presently

constituted, consists of Instructional systems in reading

and arithmetic--each system containing thousands' of

instructional units or modules, each one related to a

particular instructional objective and an overall system

related to a diagnostic and .evaluation system which permits

. a precise tracking of the progress of whatever number of

individuals are relating to the system.

In contrasting the teacher using general methods

aimed at general objectives with the instructional system

comprised of very specific and definite methodologies

directed at very specific and clearl'- defined objectives,

we find the essence of the nature of competency -based

instruction as it is distinguished from more familiar

forms of teaching.



It should not be assumed, however, that performance-

based or competency-based instruction cannot take place

In groups. For the reasons mentioned before, a competency-
'

based education is more than likely to consider the merits

of individualization, but precision of methods and

objectives is the hallmark not a strategy of individuali-

zation qua such.

Precision and Teacher Education

We can make the same distinction at the higher

education level between general alms and general methodologies

and specific alms and specific methodologies. For most of

this century, teacher education has consisted of general

means: courses In the foundation of education, educational

psychology, methodology, and apprenticeship or student

teaching; and these have been aimed at general goals. The

student was generally not taught specifically how to use a

learning theory to solve its instructional problems, but

rather there was a belief that if the teacher knew a good

bit abou.t learning theories that these would aid him as he

came to try to solve instructional problems in the classroom.

General knowledge of learning theories would bepart of

his available equipment for problem solving. Similarly,

his knowledge of educational philosophy gained in the social,
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foundations courses would help him comprehend more fully

what he was about and understand his historical position.

No one would, however, expect that a .student would use an

element of educational philosophy in a particular way with

a particular learner in a particular classroom. Educators

who are oriented toward the competency stance, however, wish

to make the business of teacher education a great deal more

precise than that. They hope to make a systematic analysis

of the particular behaviors that a teacner will need in

order to solve his problems and then to provide him with

a specific and specialized training to enable him to

arrive at those competencies and touse systematic

evaluation devices to determine his ability to manifest

those behaviors under realistic conditions.

The characteristics of the Bureau of Research

Teacher Education Program models for teacher education (60

illustrate that to apply precision to the definition of a

complex functionary like a teacher is in itself a complex

process. The "systems models," when fully complete, can

be expected to have upwards of 3,000 behavioral objectives

in each one of them, each objective describing a particular

competency of the teacher.
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From my perspective, therefore, the distinguishing

characteristic of competency-based training is precision

in ends and means and, therefore, comprehensiveness and

specificity in planning all aspects of the educational

program. The competency stance is not the possession of

a particular belief in a particular kind. of teacher as the

goal of the teacher education program. A person can be

competency-oriented and embrace any type of end and any

type of means so long as those can be precisely planned.
1,1,/,, '1716 ,S r iterwi 0_44

He 4 u se s the tools of the positivist/Ito make his ends and

means clear. If it eventually turns out that to embrace

positivism requires the rejection of certain kinds of

educational means, then the competency-oriented educational

planner will indeed limit his repertory somewhat. I see

no evidence of this at this time, however. Sensitivity

trainers, Roerian psychologists, Freudians, inquiry

trainers, and behavior modification advocates all seem

apparently able to live under the roof of competency-

based education.(r )

If I am not mistaken in this, it means that quite

a large number of types of conception of the teacher and

* ways of training him can,be developed under the rubric

of competency-based education. The components of the
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systems models lend support to this notion in the wide range

of component types that were included among them. Gestalt

therapy techniques were applied in the Massachusetts Model

to the development of human relations skills and a more

adequate self-conception on the part of the teacher. The

Syracuse Model included sensitivity training and reflective

counseling techniques. The Northwest Regional Laboratory (6.-----51)

employed simulation extensively. The models represented, in

fact, a much greater diversity of training methods than

are employed in present-day teacher education programs.

Thus we can accept, for the time being, the notion

that systematic performance-oriented conceptions of teacher

education can subsume a very wide variety of types.

Probably the same thing is true of the education of

young children, although the range of developed approaches

has by no means been as exhaustive as we might imagine. Thus

far, I.P.I. has been applied to reading and to arithmetic,

and there are some plans to apply it to the social studies

area as well. Language laboratories have for years been

performance-oriented and have been organized according to

behavioral ladders of achievement in terms of competency to

speak the language. Programmed human relations courses are
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now available for secondary schools, The Tri-University Project

at the University of Washington has attempted to develop social

studies competencies for children in a form that can be used to

guide systematic, systems-based curriculum development in that

area.

At any rate, if we make the assumption that the nerformance-

oriented stance is a relatively value-free technology with respect

to the ends and means of education which can be related to it,

we can ask the most stringent series of questions about its

nature, about the evidence concerning the effects of using it,

and consider how it can be used to create a wide variety of types

of education for children and teachers alike.
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battle, or transport where pilot competence was crucial.

On him depended the safety of the crew and the airplane

and the success of the missions which were to be flown.

A second condition was that. these personnel had to be

trained very rapidly. Especially at the beginning of the

Second World War there were very few qualified people in

existence, and large numbers were needed very rapidly in

the face of a deteriorating war situation.

These needs (precision and speed) of military training

contrast radically with the needs of most educational

institutions. Up to that point, universities and schools

had been leisurely and general, for the most part. Most

educators and psychologists who had been concerned directly

with education focused on the problems of the individual

learner and his affective responses to training. Thus

they tended to focus on educational strategies which gave

the student an opportunity to develop himself on his own

terms and which paid maximum attention to his need structured

and his emotional responses tea the training that he was to

undergo. Thus most of the fairly well-developed teaching

strategies up to about 1940, with the exception of operant

conditioning (which had not been applied widely to education)

were fairly indirect, general methods which presented a-very

soft face to the learner so as not to control him overly.

The basic methods of the Progressive Movement, (Oremin, 1960(

20
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for example, gave the learner considerable opportunity to

develop himself by sharing in the creation of his own

educational goals and means. This method was leisurely

and general and was not calculated to.achieve specific

outcomealy focused training. Similarly, the methods which

developed out of the Child Study Movement paid considerable

attention to the way the learner felt about himself, were

concerned with facilitating his personal growth, and,

as in the case of the progressive methods, gave him his

maximum opportunity to develop himself.

The urgency of war conditions took attention away from

the needs of the learner and tow.xrd the need for precise

and rapid training which considered the learner chiefly

in terms of his capacity to respond to the training and his

ability to hold himself together during a rather arduous

training process. The psychologists who created the

training systems soon came to believe that much of what

ha3 been learned from psychology was of very little use when

it came to developing a training system.

(

Gagne's famous essay was very direct on this point.''
Gag ne,431)

It instituted a plea, advocation of the rough parodigm that

came to characterize activities of the trainers. Essentially

this scheme, which is paraphrased below, was arrived at by

teams of people who worked on widely different types of

training programs but which faced the same problems of the
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)
. .

need for', a rapid training, to yield fairly certain

results or recycle or reassign the trainee if progress was

not being made. The four steps are:,

1. The identifiCation of the program.goal'in terns

of'sets of specific behavioral elements which fit

together to'define the competency of the trainee

at the end of the.. training program. (When this'is

applied to the education of the teacher, we refer

to the goal as the "model"
(Joyce, 1971)(P)

model" of the teacher.)

For example,_the task of the pilot Is defined in

vervspeciflo, interrelated behavior streams even

.though -very Complex .operations.are involved.

Specificity, and relatedness of.behavloral elements

are essential.

2. The :organi=sation of these behavioral, elements

into coherent units or groups which could form

sequenced streams for training. Again, in the

case.. of the 5ilot, some of his activities.involve

communication to other members of his air crew.
7'

!-ket others InvolVe communication.to the aircraft

and the ground-control systems. Still others
. .

Include navigatlon. All 'these areln,addition to

the' complex skills related to the flying of the.

aircraft, the,preparation for operations such as

bombing and the_ like.. Each of these complexes of
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activities eau form behavior streams consisting of

sequences of behaviors leading from thOse which

are simple to more complex cne&- The later,

complex performance is thus dependent on the

acquisition of prior skill and knowledges.

The development of training exercises Which

could be matched to each of the behaviors_in each (/

stream. Sometimes this involves the development

of a general. setting in which a sequence of skills

can be taught==such as the pilot simulator which

enabled the practice of skills ranging from

communicating with ground control, starting the

engines of the aircraft, through to flight con-

ditions including combat problems. At other

times the exercises are simple and discreet,

Including programmed tasks and simple exercises.

'4. Creating the evaluation system. Related to each

training exercise is an evaluation device,

Preferably administered immediately after or

imbedded within the training task, to determine

whether the behaviors were acquired and to provide

immediate feedback to the trainee or the instructor,
z

achievement of the skills. This Is one of the

critical steps in developing a training system

and one which differentiates it most dramatically

from indirect training methods.
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For contrast, let us imagine a teacher in 1942

attempting to teach children how to relate to each

-other more democratically in making decisions. The

teacher might carry on activities with the children

in which they would define goals, set procedures,

and carry them out. What the teacher would very,

very. rarely do, so rarely that It was almost a

momentous event in the classroom, would be to pro-

vide immediate feedback to the students about each

element involved in setting mutual objectives and

procedures. Teacher and students might have a

general evaluation trim time to time or a dis-

cussion over how things were going.

In a training system feedik- would be handled

much differently. The pilot who is learning to

operate an,aircraft might be- in-a situr.ltion, say

at the early stages of training, which required him

.to simulate a call to a control tower asking for

permission to take off. If he did not do this

correctly., he would getAmmeAlate "feedback and

correction and further training. If he did not

make progress toward these or other goals, he

would be dropped from the program or recycled so

he could begin with another group of flight cadets



and go through the '1AlLolertraintng program from the

beginning. The feedback ensures mastery of tasks

which, while often very simple in.theMselves,

would be very critical to the eventual performance

of the terminal task.

The training psychologist was very much, con -'

cerned to see that all the behaviors within each

behavioral btreani- were mastered ..with relative

certainty so that after a trainee had, passed a

given point in the training program, he could know at

once wile% he 'had been able to do and for what he

71.

had the prerequisite skills'-in 'terms of later

training.

The prior steps lead quite naturally to. the develop-

ment of a managed program in which evaluation is

_monitored by a system which can determine progress

of all trainees, strengthen,weaknesses of particular

aspects of programs, and so on.

The importance of evaluation-systems explains

why training psychologists adopted the practice of

stating behavioral objectives in measurement terms,

even using sample test items as exemplars of the

specific behaviors which would be required to

complete a training unit or module. It does not
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help the trainer to have a behavioral objective

defined precisely if the measurement is not

included and one can determine whether the behavior

has been achieved. In other words, the particular

pOsitivistic convention that became established was

to state objectives always in precise terms that

specified the conditions under which they might be

measured. Whether this is necessary for all

education is not clear, but in the urgency of

crash-training programs, it is quite understandable

'and seems so obvious that questioning it has not

been done-frequently or with any great thoroughness

althouph the practice has been severely criticized. G 14f-3

Many of the personnel who, have worked in the edtcation

industry, in educational measurement, and in curriculum since

the Second World War have been involved in or were influenced

by the experience of the training psychologist and have come

to adopt the "measurement way" of stating objectives. See

the following for example, which is taken from one of the

,III behavioral streams for Reading.



In the present concern for accountability in education,

it .is natural that it is to training-psychology procedures

that educators should turn. If the competenclee of. the
11

teacher can be:-defined in measurement terms, then we can

hold trainers of teachers- ccountable and certifrthem in

terms of a measurable perforthance. On the other-hand, if

we speak of certification in terms of the accumulation of

credite in education courses and hours of practice teaching

experience, we ,have no way of telling what was learned

through those experiences and no way of holding people

accountable if the teacher is. unable to perform satis-

factorily. Thus it is that companies such as Syste-mW

Development Corporation and research and development centers

such as those in Pittsburgh and Los AngeIeS which have

experience in the application of trainin g-psychology

procedures to educational planning have come to take an

.important place recently. in the development-of teacher

training procedures, procedures for the teaching' of reading, .

and in other areas where it le desired to-have a high degree

of control over the outcome of education.

Aa systems planning has become more fully developed, the

practice of stating objectives in terms of measurable outcomes

'has become more fully developed. The Bureau of Research

Teacher Education Project reflects this totally for there
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were no exceptions among its teams to the belief that if an

objective could be stated precisely, a way of measuring it

could be devised.

Cybernetic Psychology_

It is very difficult to tell where training psychology

ends and cybernetic psychology beginS, and It probably would

not even be productive to make the distinction except that

it underlines'a particularly important development that

occurred between 194Q and the present, a way of thinking

about learner and a 'training system development so.

Important that no understanding of competency-based edu-

cation can be made without apprehending it. (Smith and Smith, -)`i )

If we conceive of a person as an automatic, self-

regulating, InfOrmation processing system and liken it to

.1

an electronics communic tion system which Is capable of

receiving information rom the environment and modifying its

own behavior to become more effective in its environment, we
J

get a picture of a computer connected to its environment by

sensors. This machine processes information on its own

behavior (as that behavior relates to the environment) and

learns by experience.

If we take this a step further and suggest that an

environment be built which facilitates the effectiveness
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with which these sensors can detect the performance of the

Individual in Its environment (if, in other words, we build

a machine designed to fit very closely the requirements of

the human machine), we can conceive of developing training

systems made up of tailored environments and training tasks

which lead the student to practice new -skills and improve

his performance by responding to feedback to his 'behavior.

It Is out of this 'kind of.machineone built to fit the

requirements of-the human one that we have the development

of cybernetic psychology and its most.common application

to education, simulated systems designed for. training

purposes.

Let us at once proceed to examine this in terms of

the training'of the teacher. Studentteachl:ng and methods

'courses, have been the common methods for training the

teacher. Suppose that We want to teach Behavior "A" to

a t'eacher. Suppose that that behavior Is the capacity to

employ advance organizers in teaching.( An advance

organizer is a generalization which provides a conceptual

anchor for material that As to be presented to students.

In the ordinary circumstances of teacher trainingi.the idea

of an advance organizer and how it might be used would be

presented:to the teacher candidate either In a methods

course or an educational psychology course. Let us suppose
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that this has been efficiently accomplished, that the teacher

candidate knows what an advance organizer is and knows how

to facilitate the mastery ofmaterlal.to be presented verbally

to the learner.

The teacher candidate-, in the course of his practice

teaching, may-or may not have an opportunity to practice

using advance.organizerS for determining-their effect on
A

learners. His cooperating teacher may assign him to

Instructional situations where organizers are not apPitpriate

or give him instructional methodawhich are not compatible

with the use of organizers. It may be some time then, if

ever, before a trainee has an opportunity to practice using

theml_but let us suppose that he does find an. opportunity

within a few Weeks of being taught what an organizer is and

how it might be employed. The chances are that no one In

his environment can reflect with him on hiS experience. Did

he actually use an organizer? Was it appropriate to the .

verbal material? Did it have a. positive effect on the

learners? 'These-questions he has to cope with by himself

with very, little assistance. Now if he is an extremely

assiduous learner, he may .not only have mastered the idea,

but he may figure out away of conducting an experiment in

which he can get this information for himself, but it is

quite a task to do so, and we would not expect him to be



able to do this with respect to very many ideas.

Now, let us suppose we take a cybernetic stance toward

the same problem. Let us build a teaching laboratory in

which our teacher candidate can be presented with an

instructional system or with a seminar or lecture or series'

of readings designed to teach him what an advance organizer

is and howit can be used. Let us 'protide him in the

teaching laboratory with a small group-of learners with

whom ,he can immediately try out what he has learned. Let

us further provide him with observers who o-can consult with

him about the nature of hiS'organizer and help'him-com-

parelais procedures with those that others have used in

similar circumstances. As he teaches, let us provide

Observers who can analyze his behavior and feed that back

to him. In addition, let us help him construct measures

to determine whether the organizer functioned for the

children. In his environment,, he receives a tremendous

amount of feedback about his knowledge of organizers,lits

ability to construct them, his ability to present them to

children, and the effects that they had on those children.

He ts. Then in a position to correct. hi own-behaviorl to

modify what he is doing according'ito,-ariteria related to the

learning'that he was supposed to be acquiring.



Although we have yet to see theapplication of simulation

within a systematic teacher training program which provides

an optimal series of teaching laboratories in which full

effects of simulated training can be felt, there are some
I.

simulations In present use. Teaching simulations such as

Cruickshank' s(61.-g) JOycets(61)- and Kersh's(") and, to some

extent, Micro-teaching(9-3) are deslEned to control.the

draining situation so that there can be a focus on "specific

kinds of behaviors to be acquired V,57 the teacher candidate,

but in an environment which simulates reality. That Isl,

his behaving is under conditions analogous to those. under

which he will eventually teach.
1

1

. I

People wonder at once whethera complex activity such

as teaching is amenable to cybernetic .psydhology, which

tends to simplify reality in orderto make it easier for

the learner's information processing system to operate

;effectively When he tries to acquire spectfic behav-iors.
.

ThUs far there is no 'empirical evidence on this question,
i

but the existence of very complexsimulators to train

.functionaries such as submarine orptainst and battalion

32

tank commanders indicates that the applicability is there.04k
,

The submarine trainer,_for exampllei-pUts the captain and his

crew into conditiOns in which they communicate 'With the

world. only through sonar, radio or their periscope. The
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simulation is so elaborate that they can navigate their

submarine, be attacked by the surface vessels, engage in

) evasive action, see feedback in terms of whether that

evasive action was likely successful or not, and can repeat

the encounter in order to modify their behavior and learn

behavior which would be judged to be effective in the

Psituation. (A1"

If critical, complex warlike situations can be

simulated effectively in the development of cybernetic
a

trainers, it seems reasonable to suppose that the relatively

more tame environment of the classroor:, can be simulated with

a realism to be effective for training purposes.

The Empirical History of Competency -Based Training

in Teacher Education

The history of experiments in competency-based training

in teacher education is scattered and somewhat difficult to

pull together. Evidence of effectiveness is so far quite

sparse.

Nearly all of the accumulated evidence has come from

the specific experiments to test the effectiveness of

products or specific procedures for changing teacher behavior

in minor ways. We shall treat this literature In terms of

the general question. Can direct training methods influence
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the behavior of the teacher and what kind of training

procedures appear to be most effective?

The "Micro-Teaching" Complex

A series of instructional systems have been developed

using explanation, televised demonstration and television

playback to provide practice and feedback to the teacher

about his behavior. A surprising proportion of this vr,rk

has related to the "micro-teaching" experiments, developed

by Allen and his colleagues at Stanford University.CP3)

The work reported by Allen, Fortune, Acheson, Schmuck,

Olivero, Ryan and others either through television or through

written descriptions and thep, practiced the behavior with

small groups of children, teaching and reteaching until the

behavior was mastered. It seems clear that such instructional

procedures can indeed result in changed teacher capacity

to perform at least in the "micro-teaching" situation,

and there are several studies indicating long-term effects

in relation to pupil response to the teacher. Acheson's

study indicated that there is evidence that the television

model alone unaccompanied by a written model does not provide

the teacher with the theoretical understanding necessary to

carry out the behaviors but that the written model alone is

definitely insufficient.

The Far West Laboratory has developed a series of

Instructional systems employing micro-teaching called
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mini-courses" and these have been submitted to extensive

field tests. These have been created to teach a variety of

teaching skills includinF, some fairly complex ones. Borg

and his associates have been careful in their research, and

there appears very little question about their abIiity to

use straightforward developmental procedures to create

mini-courses and similar instructional systems which have

the c,,',pacity to teach teachers a considerable variety. of

teaching skills. (P-ri)

Tho Interaction Analysis Complex

Flanders, Amidon, and their associates have produced

a considerable number of studies in which they have attempted

to change teacher behavior by teaching teachers systems for

studying their teaching. ,Partioularly they have used the

system called Interaction Analysis which is a device for

coding teacher and student communications in terms of several

categories which dimensionalize teaching as direct or,

Indirect. In most of their .studies teacher. have been taught

how to study their teaching using the InteractIon Analysis

.System, and then they have studied their teaching and

attempted to modify their behavior depending on what they

have discovered.

While the evidence is somewhat'mixed, it does appear

that teachers have changed their belikylor somewhat as a



result of Interaction Analysis feedback and that student

teachers who learm to study

Interaction Analysis system

of behavior than do student

to it. The following chart

their teaching using an

develop less direct patterns

teachers who are not exposed

summarizes their research.

TABLE 11 I
Projects Using Inlet act ion Analysis to Help Modify Teaching Bel:avior Which

Includr Evidence of Program EffectiveneSS

Date
Colleij Publish
Data Results

Atitholisi and
Reference Number

Location

Pres, rvice Programs for College Students

1963 1964 Hough and Amnion (53) Temple University
1963 - 1965 Zahn 1108) Glassboro State College 1N. 1)
1964 1965 Kirk (59) Temple University
1964 1965 Furst (44) Temple University
1964 -1965 McLoed 464o Cornell University
1965 196'6 Hough and U..er (54) Ohio State University
1966 1966 Lohman, Oixt, and 'lough (61) Ohio State University
1966 1967 Finske (31) SI. Mary's College, Notre Dame
1966 -194-7 Moskowitz (71) Temple University
1968 1968 Borg, et al. (16) California
1968 1969 Bondi 114) Florida State University

Inservite Progra.:is in Field Settings

1960 1961 Bowers and Soar (18) North Carolina
1960 1963 Flanders (36) Minnesota
19625 f'64 1966 Soar (93) Pennsylvania
1965 1966 Hill (511 Ohio State University
1966 1967 Emmer (28) Michigan
1967 1968 Jeffs, et al. (56) Las Vegas, Nevada
1968 1968 Borg, et al. (15) California

(Ta*.,1 k'C'0

36.
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Teachers apparently. have become somewhat more flexible

InAheir,behavior as a result of Interaction Analysis and

their patterns .of teaching appear to become somewhat more

responsive to pupil ideas.

One of the "mini- courses delieloped-by Borg and his

associates, was desianed to teach the Flanders system'of

IptAraction Analysiwto teachers. The results were more

positive" than'In anyrother of the Interaction Analysis

f? rack studieS.V'4 The teachers .changed on eleven of

'thirteen measu res w i th particularly strong changes in the
_

proportion -of 'teacher'talk in relation to pUpil talk.

4 The research is' partial and has not always been
.

cuiulative,,but-FlandersiAmtdonoUah and their associates

have provided evidence that permitsus .to'COnaludethat

:When -teachers are .taught..hcw to. study teaching using

Interaction Analysis systems that modifications' in their

behavior.,can'be made in.predicted'directions.' The-state of

,the-research -1.ndicates that Interaction Analys14-instructional.

systems-can. by no means be concluded to= be a poir4arful

teacher training techni.que. in terms of their-present state
. .

of implemehtation, but there seems strong support .far the

notion that it is a"Potentially very powerful teahniqug if,

.applied in the. context of a systematic training' program.
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Research on Planning Behavior of. Teachers

Ever since Turner and Fattuhad considerable diffi-

culty,distingulshing teachers and nonteachers in terms of

their ability to frame instructional objectives based on

a diagnosis of pdpil products and since Popham and his

associates obtained the discouraging findings which led

off this section,(e-z() a number of studies have been conducted

to test instructional systems designed to teach teachers to

frame behavioral objectives and to relate instructional

procedures to them. Popham's instructional systems do seem

capable of t'eaching teachers to establish behavioral

objectives and select instructional procedures related to

them. He also reported that pupils apparently learn more

when teachers frame objectives although such research is

difficult to conduct becauSe if teachers don't select

instructionarobjectives. and procedures, it's hard to tell

exactly what learning outcomes one should measure.

Research Employing _Instructional Simulation

Cruickshank and Kersh conducted research using'

simulation to train teachers and have reported positive

results." Neither simulation is an elaborate one, but

the findings are nondheless positive and provide encouragement

to those who would want to develop more elaborate simulationS

for the training of teachers:
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Other Research Related to the Training of the Teacher'

In the last few years, especially stimulated by the

establishment o a number of regional laboratories with .

intensive teacher training programs within them, there has

been an Increasing quantity of specific studies directed

at the testing of particular instructional procedures aimed

to teach specific teaching skills or sets of behavior. For

example, at the University-of Texas Research and Development

Center, a variety of studies have been done. Some of these

have been similar .to the Interaction Analysis studies

mentioned earlier with teachers being taught category,

\\)''

systems and helped to modulate their behavior while
, .

receiving feedback derived from their own studies of their'

own teaching. On the whole the resui1s of this work have

been positive with teachers making significant changes

particularly in learning to ask particular.kinds of

questions and to control their_questioning 'behavior

effectively )

Also in Texas a series of instructional-systema has

been developed to teach teachers of elementary schOol'
o

science a teaching strategy derived.from the selentific

Process. This system also appears to be effective in
. .

Inducing teachers to adopt the pattern of behavior that

forms the center of the instructional system.(Sei:1")
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Ina similar line of work, the Regional Laboratory

of Kansas City has developed and tested an instructional

system designed to teach teachers a model of biology- teaching,

also with promising .results from the-field studies./9AY4:'1404)

Parsons conducted rather sketchy field tests of a system

designed to move.teacher,s in a number of directions through

a compleX Interaction Analysis system and also reports

positive work although there has been no replication from

/Oenindependent sources and the data are spase.(AL'. -)

Beratter and Engelman have designed a teacher training

sys em to:teach teachers the model of-early childhood.edu-

cation which they espouse, and they also report consistently

positive results in the training of the teachers, to produce.

that model4-7 :Research for Better Schools, the Regional'

Laboratory of Philadelphia, has designed a training. system

to teach teachers to carry out' the behaviors necessary to

implement the IndivIdually Prescribed Instruction model and

report considerable effectiveness from what is a fairly

short and easy-to adMinister instructional Ostem.0/-74

It Ls worth nCtin8 that most of this research is

product-related and really constitutes product testing

rather than teiic research. Up t',6 this point, it seems



clear that direct instructional methods can change teacher

behavior, that teaching skills can be taught, and that

relatively direct, easy-to-adminiiter instructional systems

can be used for that purpose. Work done both at the

University of Florida and at the University of Massachusetts

as part of the feasibility studies of the Bureau of Research

Teacher Education Project has. indicated that such instructional

systems can be monitored by management systems, but this

is hardly surprising.(6^) Some studies have related the

changes of behavior' by teachers to responses by pupils, but

this work Is thus far fairly sparse and incomplete. Probably,

up to this point, the magnitude of changes in teacher

behavior are not ones which would be likely to bring about

changes in pupil response to the environment. That is

particularly true'with respect to training in specific

behaviors or skills which may be employed after that point

by the teachers on a relatively infrequent basis.

For example, if we teach the teachers a skill such as

modulating their questions to induce various levels of

cognitive activity on the part of the children, the teacher

may or may not employ that,skill frequently even though we

may know that we have trained him to do it, and that he has

the capacity to do tt at will. On the other hand, much is

known about the effectiveness, of ITT and the Bright or
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Engelman system for the teaching of children, and it is

now known that we can teach teachers to implement those

models of instruction. In other words, to know that we

can train teachers to manifest certain skills is useful.

To know that we can do so In such a way that we can

implement a particular instructional model over a long

period of time is a finding of considerably more magnitude.

Teaching Teachers Models of Teaching

At Teachers College, Columbia University, a series of

studies have been conducted in the last few years built on

the work developed out of the Bureau of Research's Teacher

Education Project.1 These studies are designed to learn

the extent to which teachers can be taught to manifest a

considerable variety of teaching strategies. The purpose

of this research Is twofold. One is to learn whether teachers

can be taught complex models of teaching that they impleiuent

on their own and second, the extent to which teachers can

master a variety of models of teaching or are limited to

only one or two types of teaching strategies. In research

completed during the past year, teacher candidates were

exposed to a series of instructional systems designed to

teach .teaching strategies requiring very different sets of

teaching skills.
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One of these teaching strategies can be characterized

as "personal". and is designed to induce students.to creative,

-thinkingbehavior. The second can be characterized as

Group Investigation. Ifi it teacher and students together°

develop cooperative incitiiry into problems of signifloance%

The third model of teaching is an inductive model and

Involves data collection and analysis. The fourth model

is a behavior modification model derived directly from the

work of B. F. Skinner. (F9

These foUr models of teaching were taught to a, group

Of twenty-eight trainees during the fall of 1970. The

behavior of the trainees when experimenting with the models

was compared to their .normal styles of teaching and to the

normal styles of teaching of their cooperating teacher..

When we compare the normal-teaching styles of the student

teachers to the normal teaching styles of the cooperating

teachers, they are very similar .with resPeCt, to amount of

quettioning, amount of qUestioning'requirtnci higher order

of response by children, amount of attention devoted to.

ProcedUres, the amount of attention, devoted.te-inCluding

Students in the determination-of procedures. ,Their

patterns of reward-and punithment were very similar as well.

In experimenting with the several models of teaching,

however, the patterns of teaching manifested by the teacner
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candidates were very different from both their normal styles

and the normal styles of their cooperating teachers and were

different in the ways predicted according -to the specifi-

cations of each model of teaching. In the Inductive Model,

for example, they collected data with students, helped the

students to gather data, analyze data, and theorize about

the results of the analysis. These last two types of

behavior, helping students analyze data and theoritse about

the results of the analysis, were extremely rare types of

behavior in the normal teaching styles of the teacher

candidates pr their cooperating teachers.

Similarly, the Behavior Modification strategy produced

different teaching patterns from those the teachers normally

manifested. The same was true of the Group Investigation

Model in which the determination of goals-and means by

teachers and students working together was in stark contrast

to the normal behavior of teachers with respect to the

development of procedures in the classroom:

Perhaps most dramatic, however, was the shift in style

brought about by instruction in the Creative Thinking Model.

This model requires teacher questions and pupil responses

at the synthesis level--(one of the hi7hest levels of the

Bloom taxonomy). When experimenting with the Creative
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Thinking Model, teachers' and students' verbal communications

at the synthesis level comprised over fifteen per cent of

their total verbal communications during those episodes,

compared with less than Ione-tenth of one per cent in

"normal" teaching styles.

It had been expected that the attitudes of the teacher

candidates toward teaching and learning would effect their
0

learning of the various models. That is, it was expected

that those students whoWere oriented toward child-centered

education would prefer the Creative Thinking Models and the

Group Investigation Models as compared with the Behavior

Modification Models and the inductive ones. This did not

turn out to be the case. The teacher candidates learned

the models irrespective of value orientation.

This does not mean that in the long run the teacher

might not prefer one model to another or that over the

long run he might not be more effective in one model than

another. (Then; was great variation in the ability of

teachers to learn any one model of teaching.) What it

. means is that direct instruction using individualized

instructional systems were effective in teaching teachers

who differ greatly in values and other characteristics to

radiate a wide variety of instructional styles.



The instructional systems each consisted of six

"modules" or sections:. .(a) a theory section in which

atudents.learned about the theory of the partiCularteachingl
,

strategy and were acquainted with research on its effective-

nese-and the types of instructional goals for which it was

appropriate, (b) a demonstration section'in which a

variety of media were employed to demonstrate the model, \.

.(c) a "peer practice" section in which the teachers

practiced by teaching each other, (d) a "guided practice ".

section In which teachers practiced with children 'employing

silecially-prepared materials, (e) an "applicatiOn" section

in whi.chteachers practiced in relation to content and

materials they selected themselves, (f) a ".decision-making"

section in which the uses and appropriateness of the model

Is studied.

These- steps are apParently sufficient to prepare :a

teacher to carry out a model of teaching for relatively

short periods (a few class sessions at a time).

46,

If one wished the teacher to display a particular

model.of teaching over a Iong period of time and to become

effective with its use with. children to the point where it

would .have a .noticeable Impact on their achievement and

affective growth, then it would be necessary to provide for
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that teacher an opportunity.to work in an environment which

was conducive with the use of that model of teaching. This

Is dealt with in another section of this paper when we

discuss at considerable length the relationship between

the model of the school and the model of the teacher which

is the goal of the training program. It is a critical

issue. At this point, we can say with some confidence that

direct training procedures can be used to bring teachers

to specific levels of performance even in relation to

complex models of teaching.' However, up to this point,

there has been no convergence of the three factors which

are probably necessary in order to evaluate performance-

based education. One is the development of a setting in

which the desired performances can be manifested. The

second is the development of effective instructional systems

to bring about those performances, and the third is the

convergence of these in a situation in which teachers ,can

get feedback about and engage in study into the consequences

of their behaving in specific ways.

De4pite this, the Joyce, Wald, Weil Gullion studies

of 1970-71 indicate, particularly if they are interpreted

in terms of the other research which has been cited here,

that we have within our capability; the production of complex

instructional systems to train teachers to high levels of

performance and quite a variety of models of teaching. When
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we bring this capacity together with the development of

complex systems of teacher education that are, in turn,

related to the educational settings in which the teacher

is enabled to behave with what is consistent with the models

he Is being taught, it seems a reaso2able hypothoBis that

there will be change of leacher behavior of a magnitude not

seen here hitherto--one which will be likely to have an

effect on pupil behavior to an extent not yet seen In any

single educational experiment to date.

Cu.rri culum Construction Experience

Outside of the field of teacher education there is

now a wide variety of experience in the creation of

performance-based curriculums for children and for adult's

In areas which are not dixectly connected with the training

of. teachers. There is so mu h diverse but fragmentary

experience that it can only e sampled here in a most frugal

manner. It behooves us to m ke the bias of the selection

as clear as possible.

'A selection has been made to try to indicate the

nature of the curricular systems which have been devdloped

and the types of results which have been obtained through

the use of different types of systems'. Thus what is reported

here Is of curricular systems using different instructional
4



techniques and research intothe effectiveness of those4
Various.stechpiques.

In t1 he second case, an attempt has been: made to try

to Identify the models of teaching that have been proposed_

by the inventors of performance-based instructional systems

for children..

. In the third case, an attempt has been made to try

to identify the types of domains to ,whi performance-

based education has been applied. This ovides some

idea of .the.potential.for application w hin the teacher
'4

training field.

Training Systems a

The training' psychology movement described abovl

has resulted in an enormous number Of applications to a-

vast .variety of military `and industrial needs. The,pro-
,

cedures used by the training.psychologists have almost

always resulted in instructional systems which are

straightforward in nature. That is, they consist of

sets of behavioral.objectivs and training tasks whiCh are

presented .to the learner to induce hiM to practice the

behavior to be learpech. :Successive tasks move him 'up a

ladder of skills and In successive field tests, an attempt

ill made to Laprove the staging of the training tasks so

.49
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that there are reasonable Anc,t.aments of skill. That is,

most of the trainees can accomplish the jump from one task

to the next, but the step is large enough to minimize

boredom. It is peculiar that in the literature on training

systems so little attention has been paid to the develOp-

ment of guidelines for determining optimality of steps.

That is, nearly everyon' agrees that the steps should be

small enough to be feasible fOr the average trainee but

not so small as to induce boredom. At this juncture,

the yield from the vast literature does not consist of

principles that can be followed by the present generation

of people who are building trainirg systems.11 -I-") (4 6/

Be that as it may, the systems consist of steps of

tasks wMch lead the student toward the complete performance

which has been specified in terms of the behavioral elements

that have been sequenced, and, as indicated before, each

task is accompanied by an evaluation device which can be

used to ensure that the student has accomplished the learning

which was specified for the :task.

A variety of strategies have been employed in the

development of the training systems. For skills, especially

psycho-motor skills, there has tended to develop a demon-

stratioh, practice, feedback, redemonstrate, repractice,

teedbaak, cycle which I s repeated at various stages 'of.



complexity. For example, in training a person to shoot a

machine gun, the trainee might see a demonstration film,

`. then see a demonstration with an actual weapon, then

practice, receive feedback on how well he is doing both

in terms of form and accuracy, See further demonstre.tions,

and so on until he has become:Proficient. This cycle is'

very cothmon. it is logical and straightforward, needs not

be guided by any theory, and it is effective for a 'great_

many -taskg which are simple or only moderately complex.'

For more complex tasks, the strategy 'finds elements of the

behavior being4tauscht and then gradually builds up into -

the more complex ones.

Programming was developed to implement operant-
..

conditioning techniques into training ystems. A program:

consists of a set of objectives andt.. then a set of exercises

deigned' to i'nduoe the desired behavior and begin feedback.

which either the learner giveg to himself or is given to
him. Variations on Programming include several varieties

of branching so, the persons can skip ahead if they have

already mastered- some of the skills which are to be taught

or can be recycled into further training if they are not

pi;ogressing at an optimal rate.

Simulation is oaten employed to provide for a training
ground in which the learner can practice his reSponsEiS to

7.)
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certain tasks and then find out in a 'real world"'way

his responses so that-he can modify his behavior to,

approximate the correct one. In an automobile driving

simulator, for example, one sits in the seat of a realistic

automobile. It has a steering Wheel, a shift. lever,

a brake, -a clutch if it's a manual transmission automobile;

Various tasks are given to him. Tasks in. such a situation
1.1

are often presented by film. In the driving simulators

for example, the film shows a road down which.the automobile

proceeds, and various obstacles appear and have to be

avoided by the trainee's manipulation of the wheel. If

he does not avoid an obstacle, if he turns too sharply,

,then the consequences of his act are fed back to him,ap

that he can modify hitself. .Again the tasks are.usually

sequenced to lead the student from the simple toward the

complex. For example, he would be given practice in

avoiding people who are stepping from curbs, then practice

in stoppinE for a traffic light, then practice in doing

both at the same time.()
At present, game - type simulations have been developed

in a vast variety of educational areas. There are economics

games which'are played by computer to teach Students the

principled by whica the economics of nations operations,

by game-type simulations to teach students about economic



geography, the effects of social status on human behaviorl

how the economy of a city works, the principles by which

people behave politically, and so on.

There Is.consIderable evidence that it is possible to

build a game-type simulation that will result'in a definite

achievement of specified competency. This shoUld not, of

coursep'be taken to mean that all the game-type simulations

that one finds on the market today are effective; there are.

a great many presently' available which, in my judgment, are

very poor beta for effectiveness, but sufficient is known

at this polnt about the construction of: such games that At

Is possible to engineer.them.617-/2)

In the late "50's and, the early I60Is, came the

development of the language laboratory and .the vast

quantities of programmed instructional materials.for the

public schools. The experience of these developments seems

tO'indicate very clearly that IspoSsible to build direct

instructional system'S'-which-are self-administering and which

are constructed so as to provide regular feedback along a'

sequence of competencies to children in such a way,that

the terminal behaviors are gradually Achieved. (g. ? y,

53
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The real potentials of systematic laboratories and

Programmed materials have been obscured somewhat by public

:reaction to the-fearful vision of the possibility of a

school environment in which children sit day after day

before -banks of consoles presenting them with simple tasks
,

and immediate feedback. This.is unfortunate because:it

has Caused competency-based training of children to be

discussed in thedichOtomous ways that methods have-been

discussed in the past. That is, there has been a tendency'

to reject any method that 'does not seem to be appropriate

as a single learning.mode in every subject all day. -,.'The.

fact is that children need exposure-to a variety of learning

modes,so that. their environment is rich and offers

appropriate training tot different kinds of learning .

objectives,

As indicated several times before, IFT is the

single most dratatic Application of training psychology -

to a major curriculum area in the public school. it has

been applied to reading and arithmetic, and plans exist

for extending it to social studies. The curious thing

about IPZ is it has proved' so easy to disseminate in the

sense that once schools are committed to it, the teams

from, Research for Better Schools can, wAthtn-a- relatively



shor\t period of time, train the teachers and aides to

perfOrm the In duties and can have the system operating

smoothly within a few weeks of when school opens. This

bringa about .a radical individualization of instruction

55

of a type which has not before been accomplished in anything
.

like,., so 'short a time or with.. such a relatively modest

InOrease in personnel. The'reason that this Is curious

is_that.UI has been diaaeMinated:An the face of constant

criticism by educators who dislike what they see as its

"impersona17.ty.- It seems that 'failing to prOvide individual-

izatlon through the classroom teacher, they are bound and

determined to resist efforts to IndiVidualize through

technology. Be that as it may',- the dissemination of ITT'

has .moved along. a.ta considerable pade, and it presently'

existe in over a hundred schools largely on the East coast

of the United :States. (42-
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Innovation and Performance-Based Teacher EduCation

Performance-based education will" only be useful if it

increases the:capacity to chanste the school. In this paper

this problem is dealt with in terms-of two perspectives;

what has experience. with innovation told qs,.and what

should be the model of-the teacher.-

In the following section 10 a terribly brief overview

of-reform movements in educatIbn. The theme which is

developed throughout the material is "what yield of knowledge

have we from the last twenty years which ,suggests how teacher

education should be meshed with other reform strategies."
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What Has Been Learned Since 1950?

Abstract

Reform movements prior. to 1950 were directed toward

dissemination of one type. of teaching methbd (child-

centered,democratic-process teaching) which was assumed

to be good for all pdrposes and was to be used by all

teachers. The teacher was assumed to be the critical,

person in the educational prOcess.

Since 1950 several efforts have changed_ our insights

and our available technology.

Architecture and. Organization. 'A movement to

reform school architecture and organization of_

personnel has left us with the awarenesa,that

changingone-aspect of a' school rarely' has effect,

bUt several aspects, -changed together, canhave

potent results, and that-the education profession

resists changes and often absorbs their impact-

without changing-edlicational output'._

2. Academic Reform. The'Academic Reform movement

'has developed new approaches to teaching content,

created'itrong materials for children, and haa

had.ltttle.general impact on the,lives of children

except in-those places where materials:, teacher-
.

ng, and strong administrative leadership
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have been present. Again, the message is that a

reform effort with several convergent dimensions

can be effective.

3.. Technology. The Technoloalcal movement has produced

a variety of technological forms which are effective

for educational purposes but. which cannot be

implemented in the schools unless accompanied by

chances in staff utilization patternd, staff-training,

physical plant, and curriculum. Simply making

technologies available to the teacher has not had

much effect on education.

4. Teaching Strategies. A large number of teaching

strategies have been deVeloped and tested with

positive results but implementation is elusive.

To implement them requires the confluence of

events indicated in 1-3, above.

The message is clear: /(1) We have a much larger

armory of strategies than.ever before. (2) The school as

presently organized and staffed is highly resistant to all

forms of innovation. (3) A confluence of changes has to be

Initiated including staffing patterns, teacher training,

on-site leadership, curriculum, and materials of instruction

if changes are to be brought about and maintained.
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1950-1970: What HaVe We. Learned about Education?

Have the last twenty years resulted in enough increased

knowledge about education that we.are:In a signifiOantly

better position to design and implement better educational

forms?

This 1.s a tough'questidll and the answer is not wholly

clear.. Wewill approach it in three stages:.

By very briefly describinq the dpproaches taken

by reformers prior to 1950.

By describing increases in knowledge and skills

between 1950 and .1970.
.

By trying to identify the implications of these

increases for strategies of desIgn.and reform.

Before 1950: TwO Strateates

Up.until 1950 th0re were essentially two reform
o

stratestes.in-education, each of whinh had been vigorously

'pursued during the twentieth century. One of these was a

movement to expand educational offerings. The .other "tried..

(6-27.)
to change the general ends and.meAns of schodls. The

movement to expand the poSsibilities of educationfor

citizens does not concern us here. The increase of

more
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vocational schools, special academic hi:zh schools, consolidated

schools, and the expansion of programs in the secondary

schools were all attempts to make it possible for more

children to receive more types of education than they were

receiving before. The expansion of colleges is the recent

extension of this strategy.

The expansion of education concerns us less in the

present content than does the other king /of reform because

it involved not so much knowing how to/educate as

deciding whom one wanted to educate And what he wanted

to teach him. Often the reformers who found ways 'of

expanding the educational system and its possibilities had

little or no control over the 'quali'ty of what was, done.

There are few people, in fact, who would argue at all that

the increase in the number of students attending secondary

schools during the first half of the century was in any

way connected with an improvement in quality during the

same period. If we Ignore quality, however, the increase

In offerings was impressive.

The other kind of reform was based on definite beliefs

about .what would improve the quality of education, as con-

trasted with expanding its clientele and offerings. The

essence,of the thrust in the first half of the century was

toward "moving education toward a more child-Centered stance
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and toward the active preparation for democratic citizenship.

The proponents of both the child-centered and democratic

stances believed that the best education enabled the student

to determine his own learning goals and the meanscL would

use to achieve them. They favored indirect teaching

methods, equality between teacher and child, and courses

of study which emerved as teacher and student interacted

rather than being set pieces. -At the level of verbal dis-

cussion of education, the child-centered, democratically-

oriented movement was triumphant.

In many teacher-training institutions, democratic,

process methods and child-centered methods were taught

on the verbal level. Textbooks, curriculum guides, and

national meetings were influenced,by them. However, because

the primary. method of teacher training was apprenticeShip

to teachers in the existing schools,and during the

apprentice period most of the effects of the verbal

training were neutralized. By the end of training very

few of the new teachers were noticeably more child centered

or democratic in their orientation toward children than

were their predecessors. (e-'1)

The thrust of the reform was plain to see in its .

literature. Curriculum texts such as John >lichaells'

( methods books., emphasized democratic-process teaching.
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They extolled democracy and its perfection as the central'-

purpose of the schools. The philosophy of_ the influential

ank Street. choOl toward early childhood-edUCation and

:organizations such as the Association f6r-ChIldhood

centeredducation Intertat onal were unswervingly child entered

and the philosophy was reflected clearly in their publi-

cations.

Despite a massive effdrt, reformers from 1900 to 1950

apparently were .unable to achieve lasting reforms `in _actual

school settings unless some of 'their strongest devotees

remained there. -Summerhill began on child-centered f.
,,

Premises and remained such because Neill remained 'there.(E)-71)

The Bank Street'School has remained -child centered because

it has successfully passed down its mantle of leadership .

tosympathetia heirs. Many of the other child -centered'

schools,- despite massive, evidence {especially that froth

the ei'ght7year study010Vthat child7centered and democratic

methods were advantageous to the child's education, changed

their character,' or even disappeared.after their strongest

suppbrterS departed for other places. The persistende of

reform-from the' child-centered democratic Stances had
. .

(C-C;i9 4

been very low'indeed.
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The child - centered. and democratically- oriented reform,

thrust depended on changing the behavior of teacher toward

the models Of teaching favored by the reformers., The

movement depended almost entirely on "inserviCe.educatIon.

chOol organization. and technology 74,ere not created or
%.

manipulated by these reformers,.-In,fact, the leading

advocates often opposed oraanitational reform and teChro-.

logical" devices- -who wanted the classroom teacher to change

and who trelieved'he could and would-change: There is.maSsive

evidence, bf'course, that he did not move as they had

hoped.(5)

1950-1970: New Ideas
J

From 1950 to 1`70 'there have been three or four thrusts

in _,research and In refor of education.that have changed

our'Itnowledge from what it was in 1950.

Architecture-OrFanizatibb (E-3))
.

one of these. Is the school architecture _movement and

the school organization movement which accompanied it very

Closely,. The primary focus of the 'architecture movement

has been to move the concept of-the single, all- powerful

teacher Performing all .roles in' the life or the child and

a concept of education In which many adults
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oocupying many roles, would support the life, of the child,

as he would :endeavor to educate himself in.a.variety of

ways.Wn other, words, the thrust was moving froM a

relatively homogenebus conception ofteaching as something
t2.

that could be done for a groUp of people'by one. person

(supported by specialists in areas where he was clearly\

unable to perform) toward a conception of an education of

Many kinds created by a number of people in the life of

the child.(g4Thus concept,lotis of team teaching and

differentiated staffing accompanied the introduction'of

school's which were not built like "egg crates" but wftiCh

rather had the kind of smooth-flowing, flexible spaces

that could be adapted to a. wide variety of modes of edu-

cation and a wide number of people working together.

Thus theopganizati.onaI reform movement and the archl/

textural reform movement grew simultaneously and, largely

together.

A number of things haVe been learned from the .

experience of those intertwined efforts. In the, first

Place, this-reform movement was massively-resisted by the

teaching profession. In the scha6idistrict in which the

famous ValleY Winds School was opened in 'the 'fall_ of 1964,

O
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I t was also learned, despite or perhaps even because

of. a dearth of formal research, that one cannot simply put.

a group -of teachers into a new setting and expeCt education

to change in the least. Different.iated staffing provided

extra hands but did not seem to provide qualitative changes-

0 Wide group instruction turned almost; invariably to lectures,

often, with 'audio-yisual aids, and the free- floating modes

of self-Instruction that had been env oned by the

promulgators of the movement.

The experience of the reform' movement In architecture and

school organization has indicated very clearly that it is not

enough Simply t.o organize teachers into teams, provide thet

with'aides and expect any radloallY dAtferent type of

teaching totake

There is, however, one, kind of general observation
!P

that can. be made that point's theway to the futuire. That"

Is, in someof these schools 'Where: (1) organi./ational
.

changes have been:made and (2 'new physical plani ts have

been developed that provide for an easy implementatio of

a different kind of:educatt-On and (3) at the same time,

''El massive I n sery 1 c e effort has been carried on under strong

leadership, the,- .school is:very different from .the average.
1

one. A good example <of this IA the Kennedy. High School
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a twin school,*also of a snail design, was opened on a

.traditional model that was proudly proclaimed by its

principal and teachers to be superior to the madness that

I

was going to go on in the Valley Winds Schdol.(SOThus the

beautiful school building, with.ite free-flowing, flexible

classes was divided by means of movable. furniture into

egg crates \within the. smooth snail surfaces. Many

educators who had prelijouely.been regarded as proaressives

became suddenly concerned about what would be the effect

on the child of. the presence of more than'oneadult in

his eduCational life, &specially the young child. The

model of the Self-'contained classroom teacher was defended

by the old reformers. as,the new reformers sought to: brine

alternattve staffing patterns'into the school.', The

corresponding movement toward nongradedneesshepherded.

Into existence especially thrOugh the writings. and
((--46)

speech6S of Robert Anderson and John Goodlad was' perverted.

Into a series Of steps through which all children would:

go, often at the same rateF.resulting'in,many.cases inn
. 1

"fifty grades" whereas before there.1:;ere six in the

elementary school It became an excuse for' homogeneous

practi.c,es;-highly-sequenced instruction, and an even more

regimented school,mae able- to result from the banner of

the open concept:!



It was also learned, despite or perhaps even because

of a dearth Of formal research,. that one cannot simply put

a group f
/
teachers into a now setting and expect education

to change// in the,.least. Differentiated staffing provided
/

extra hands but did not seem to provide qualltatiVechanges.

Wide group instruction turned almost invariably to leoture,

often with audio- visual and.the Tree-floating modes

Of self-instruction that had been envisioned by the

promulatbrs of the movement.

The experlence-Of-the-reform-moyement .1nLarchtteCture and

school Organization has indicated very Clearly' that. It is not

"enough simply to organize.teaChers into teams, provide them

with aides s-and expecfany'radlcaily.dlfferent type of

teaching to take place.

There'is4 however, one kindof general observation
_

that canbe'made that points the way to the future. -That

Is, in some,of these schools where: (1) organizational- .

chanxes have been made and' (e) new:physical plants have
L'

been developed. that provide for an easy implement.b,tion of
-

a different kind of education and (3) at'the same time,'

a massive inserviOe effort has been carrIedlOn under strong

leadership, the-school is very different from'the avexage-

one. .A good example of this is the Kennedy High School



In Montgomery County, Maryland,', where a varied aroup Of

innovative people were fortunate enough to inherit a

facility which provided not only a..good deal of open:space

but spade where .a variety-of support systems-could-be

developed; such as library systems, audio- visual systems

which Students could use themselves,and so" on... :the key -

note of the Kennedy High School is student participation

in thegovernment-of their own affairs, especially their,

academic affairs; and'the leadership has succeeded in

:bringing about ,e, school .climate which is.noticeably

different from that of the strong academic schools of
.

equivalent demogra-paiTcpoptilation:.in the nearby Montgomery

County area. This Is not to say that the Kennedy_- School/

As necessarily superior to the otheri; but itris certainly.-
o

///

The Kennedy,type etperience'la far more-prothialng:

than simply-employing team :teaching or adding aides t/o the

school. WOrse,,some districts haVe developed an .open-

plant. school and then IntrOduced the school admirii4ratio.n

and faculty. to It without a special training program.

Nearly..everyono concerned has been:disappointed an4i

I

frustrated, ,.Those places which have combined an artful

planning of the facility to include support aystet:4reabs

very different from them.
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stranOjeadership, and ntensive inserVicetralnin2.have:

In some cases made a noticeably different attosphere.

The Academic Reform Movement

Since 1950 also,' we have seen the rise and, to some

extent *the decline of the school reform mbvement built

around the teaching.of the modes, of inquiry and the

structures of- the academic ,disciplines.(R4 Projects haVe

'developed. Curriculum outlines, materials for children and.

training systets for teachers built-around.:the structures

-;of the sciences, mathetaticS, and-the social saiences

to a much lesser extent, Enlishand the'foreianclanuuages.

Many of these-reform pro jests were relatively well

<

supported and had the advantage of prestige fromthetr.
,

sponsoring organizations representing segments of the

acadetic community. Many. were also:able to conduct lengthy

workshops to'train teachers how to use their specifiC.

materials. They were aole-to_follow up these workshops

in the sphoolsto provide support ta.teachers who were

trying out the approaches they nad,develaped.

The academic reform movement resulted in the-deVelop'

ment of some very interesting a pprOaches to the teaching
.

of.subject matter. Many of the courses and* many' of the

teaching. strategies were very interesting. A Substantial
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body of approached teaching has been develooed as part

of the academic r form movement. ) The results of the

entire movement, however, are legs than remarkable.

Despite- all the 'publicity, the enormous. quantities of

inservice courses and the patnstaking production of areat

quantities of instructional materials (which although they

.ranae considerably in quality contain among them some

really outstanding: has been really very

;modest chanadb in .both the ,content and the strategies used

by teachers in the schoolS.

As in the case of/the'school organization movement,

hoWever, the academid reform movement has.haa a liery.

substantial Ampact/in those places An.which a strong,

follow- through inService 'effOrt has accompanied the
. /

introduction of: approaches. It seems quite plaIn that-
/

.one does not simply develop a new CurricUlum structure,.

whiCh was adOpted atTtheRolicy level, back it up, with::

rnate.elals for InStru'6tion tor children, put it in-the schools

and *get very much of a change unless this Is accompanied,

by changes in.ScOol organization and Anservice'training,

It does; appear that there is quite a difference, however-4
/

while there is 8.concatenation of_ events. The changes are

seriously. eroded byi the passage of time,-however,- unless-.
.

there As a'sustal'ned .f'ollow7through over-the-years..
.



The Development of New Teaching Strategies

.Again, largely since the 1950's, a large number.of
r

psychologists and educators have developed an Anteresting,

range of teaching strategies Many/of these resulted in

positive findings from research. Table One indicatee just'

a few of the range Of poesibilitieb that have been

developed.
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TABLE ONE

A LIST OF EDUCATIONAL APPROACHES,
GROUPED BY ORIENTATION' AND .

DOMAIN OF MISSION (See 6 ;6. F)

MAJOR
THEORIST ORIENTATION

-(Person,, Social In,-

teraction, Infor=
mation:Processing, or
Behavior-Modification).

1)Non-Directive Carl Rogers

2)Awareness
Training'.

3) Group ./

Investi/ation

4)Reflective
Thinking and
Social Inquiry

.Shutz,.Perls

Dewey, Thelen

Person.

Person

Haplish and
Smith,'Massialas
and Cox.

Social-Interests

Social Interaction

MISSIONS
FOR WHICH
APPLICABLE

Development
into'"Fully-
FunctionAg"
Individual (HoW.=
ever,'broad aP-
plicabilityis
suggested, for.
Personal develop-
ment-inCludes
All aspects of
groWth.)

Increasing,--Per-,

sonalcapadity.
!. Much emphasison

interpersonal
development

Sotial Relations
are permanent,:
but.personal
development.and
academic rigor
are-included.

Improvement :of

/.,deMecratic

cess is. central,
with more effective
thinking the
primary route.,



5)Inductive.
Reasoning

6)Logical
Reasoning

TABLE ONE (coNT;)

Tabs, Su,chmann..
and\others

Extrapolatm9ns
from Projece\
(See Sigel,
Sullivan)

7)Psychoanylistic See L. Tyler
and others

8)Creative
ReaSoning

Torrance,
Gordon

Informatlion-

Processing

Information-
. Processing

Person

Person
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Primarily
designed to
teach academic
reasoning, but
used for social
and personal
goals as well.

Programs are:de-
signed to in-
crease thinking,
but also are ap-
plied to moral
development and
other areas (See'
Koblberg)

Much of the-
Curriculum
Reform Movement.
(See especially
Schwab and:BrUner
for nationals)

Information-
Processing

Personal emotion-
al development
is primary and
wotld take
precedence.

Personal devel-
.

opment of creati-
vity.in problem-
solving-is yr'iority,
but creative prob-
lem-solving in
social and aca-
demic domains is
also emphasized.

Designed. to teach
the reseatch sys-
tdm of the dis-
ciplines, 'gut also.
expected to have
effect in other
domains (i.g.,
sociological
methods may be
taught in order to
increase social
understanding and
.problem7solving.



10)Programmed
Instruction

11)Conceptual
Systems
Matching Model

TABLE ONE (CONT.)

Skinner

D. E. 'hunt

C.

Behavior
-Modification
& Theory

Person
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General
applicability;
a domain - free
approach.

An approach de-.
signed .to in-.

crease personal:
coMpleXity and
flexibility.
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The range of. teaching strategies which'.1s -presently
.

available Is really formidable. The difficulty:in iple-

menting them in'schools, 'once again, has been one of

implementation--except where a aassive,Tnservice effort

and organizational :effort "have been brought ta bear around

a given teaching strategy. Few of:thel.nnovative strategies

have-come into existence in the real world of very' many

classrooms without a powerful effort. Where this has taken

place, however, -we have been able to see rather'.Substantilai
.

changes id InStruCtion.W") None of these. has taken place

on a wide enough scale .to show up in:achlevementsicores

or attitudinal changes in a-large area but within the's.Mall'

areas Ihwhich they have been implemented, 'many of the

research results have been quite positive.

:The development of teaching strategies has;, of course,

been clouded1 by the tendency to try to find a teaching

strategy''which will serve the same function:as'the universal.

solvent was expected 'to ,serve during.the days of the

alchemists. In other words, many people have tried to .fi.nd

a teaching strategy that would Solve eVerybodes problems

for all time.. The actuality is that various teachrhg

strategies have been found which erVe certain kindS. of

useful puipbaes and-which-may_notL_s_ermeVery mans other



'pYrPPses. than the narrow ones for which they were ocinstruced.

-.For example, induc'tive teaching strategies have often been

presented as ifthevwould result in .the general-improve-

-;ment of the student's self-Concept, his academic achievement,
.

and his relatiOnshiPs to his :peers. What has been fairly

well demonstrated is that inductive tea4hing strategies can

very well teach the prooeSs'of induction to rather large

proportions of students but:they:are clOite clumsy means

for teaching all areas of the curriculum to all student .

81MilOrly4 person- centered teachingstrategies apparently

can be effective in improving-the self-concept of students,

but do not-necessarily 'imProve overall'achievement.(5-"4-

Operant condtioning is an .extremely -efficient
.

teaching °strategy for spedIfIC'ends,4-but there is-very'.-

1-ittle research_on l_t_e effect on the self-Concept or. on
.

.

creativity. By the same token, strategies to ImProve,
. . .

creative thinking have Often proved- ef.fectivg for. doing

Ju-st that, but:bytheir very nature they do not very

oftenT.help the student aPproach specIfic learning tasks

where he is -to, master skills orl.earn specific concepts ,&

.

The- efforts 'to develbp effpctIVe teaching strategies

have resulted in a:ro4lly rich variety of available models
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for teaching and curriculum-mak.ing, but they tend to be

useful' f r specific rather than for general purposes.

Educational Technology

Alsb :since 1950, a .vax!iet:y: of educ-a-t-ional technologies

. .

have grown up and been applied to education. Television,

simulation, programmed instruction, instructional systems
Y

us-i-ng,_-_tape.,_ such as langUacre laboratortes and quite ak;

variety of other technologies have been developed. In

short-term, specj. expe,rimets, many of these have been,

developed and-'shown .to be effective for achieving specific

learning goals However, many of them' have found ered

seriously when they have bee: implemented in schools.

Partly this has been due to the conditions , of implementation.

'Guba's excellent study of Impati (in whichan aircraft

flying over the .Tildwestbroadcast educational television

programs to a variety of schools) illustrates, the point. (g--s-c)

Guba studied the usage.of the televised programs Within

the 'schoolsand found that, on the whole, teachers did not

use them effectively and that children were,, massively

uninfluenced by the prOgrams. Neither group was well

-prepared to receive the products.
4.0

TechnoloEical chanEes have had much the same histori

as the other typesa of innovation. When imPlementation-:was

accompanied by a thop.ough-going inservice program.where
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appropriate support materials were provided and where the

administration was solidly behind the effort, the technol-

,Ogies h-ve generally proved to be feaSiple and some very

promising changes have taken'place.(L"4

The Message from the Mediul-

Thus; it appears that while there.has been no dramatic

discovery.of a single approach to teaching which will solve.:

a large proportion of our educational problems, the last

twenty 'years hab resulted in the develdplent of a lot of

very sound procedures and technologies and organizational

changes any one of which taken alone can haVe a Considerable

impact on the ltfe.of the' child provided that
. ,

.mented properly. The realmessage' ISL however, that the

public school as It Is usually organized is,not a fertile

place in which to'plant,anT kind of edUcational innovation.

The custodial teacher role in which, /the teacher is responsible

for all phases of instructibn either in several areas, as

(

in the case Of the self- contained classroom teacher,' or all

aspects of one area, as in the case of the, departmentalized

,

specialist, Is highly reslatantotoi
i

lnpovation of any kind.
,

.,
,

in those places_ where massive, multi-dimensional efforts

have been lade .however, significant changes have taken.
0 .

.
. .

place in the life of the students.,
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We have the armoryYto%susqest a vastly, different

education than we now have. To learn whether we are really

ahead of where we were twentyyear's aso we-will h'ave to

converse force's on educalonal,dhanses That awareness is

probably our -quantum leap from the past.

I

.vZ



Chapter -Five
,

The Bureau of Research

Models:

The Application of the "Systems" Approach

LY \
At this time, the bulk of tihe experience in 1;road-sdale syseeMs

planning of performance -based teacher education lies in the products of

a

the bureau of researChteacher'education prOgram.

Thefollowing descriptions Of these projects is largely taken from

Chapters Two, Three; and Four of "Implementing Systems Models for Teacher'

Education: Strategies for. Increasing Feasibility." (Teachers College:

.1971) Final Report of. Prdject No. 00774, U.S. Department of Health, Edu-
.

cation, and Welfare, Office of Education, Bureau of'Research.

The material describes the assumptions made by the 'systems planners,

the types of performance modes of the teacher which weredeveloped, and

the characteristics of the program strategies which were developed. It

attempts to identify thetypes of tasks necessary'to make feasible the

implementations of. the Bureau of Research Models developed by'teams

working at:
Florida State University
UniversityOf Georgia

University of Massachusetts
Michigan, State University. .

'Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
University of'Pittsburgh

SyracuseUniversity
Teachers Colrege,,Columbia University,

The University of Toledo'-_
The 11h1V-ersit'y of Wisconsin.

aReferences in this :chapter all relate to Bibliography

"O" which contains thereports-of-the Bureau of .Research projects.
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The Assumptive World of Systems Plenninq:
'Ain TeacherEduenxion

The set of common aspects-of the programlaodels-refaect an assump-.
tive,wor4d.wHich is made up of three parts:' .(l)N a tem2litMenC:to the
application'of Systematic, fuare-related planning procatiures to
education, (2) a commitment to bring educationS1 training to bear
directly on the revision of public education, and (3),(even more).
of an awareness'of th.e possibilities of contempbrary management
technology.' An individualized, let alone a personalized progr'amean.
not really be conceived of for a',large student body withdut the capaCity
to obtain and store vast amounts of information about students and to -

maintain and deliver awide.variety of alternative instructional
experiences -as appropriate.

. Thus,_altlough educators have talked -about .individualized
curricula for decades they have no: lived in a:technological
world which would anabke a really thorough form of it. -Nevly all
successful forms of individualized instruction, have depended on

.6 a very favorable instrtretor-Student ratio am 'even then the instruc-
`..ors :nave to be highly competent and committed to individuaW,atiCn
and personalization. .

Quality control has beensimilarlylimited: Although Curriculum
theOry.has postulated for many years that there should be direct
linkages betweenbehayiorally-stated objectives, instructional:
alternatives,' and evaluation processes,.the actualization-Of'this
paradigm has not-really been possible.. For. example, even .a_committed
instructor teaching a course toitwenty students simply carInOt
manufacture enough tests by himself'to track progress adequately and
adjust instruction.tothe varying rates of progress of his students.

4 '

:With the advent'oftechnologies for developirig large. and Complex
information - storage - and - retrieval. Systems .there arrived"a3so the

capacity to develop management systems which could coordinate student
characteristics and achievement with.instiiictional 'Alternatives
and Maintain -reasonable levels' of q6ality control. Very few educators
have as yet become familiar with theaC.technologiesi partly becauSe
they -arenew-and-not yetldisseminated;throughout the.education., .

community and partly because many educators equate '!imanagementsystems"
with "dehumanization," and have reacted adversely,

1

It is safe to say.that all the programmodel teams are/comfortable
with the idea of management iystems and believe that when/we learn.
low to'use them we c'an,make edbcation much more flexible and human.
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Thus,. they live in an/assumptive-world in which one looks for ways of
developing "supp6 rt:systems, "choice points,"and feedback systems',"
and they develop training in "simulators" with "recycling ten More-
appropriate alternative" aid 'increasinA complexitY, of 'instructional
tasks." In Othe7r words,--they attempt a massive task analysis of the
problem of pre-tring a ;cachet-, -confident that a task analysis can be
made and tnat management systems can be created to implement the results.
They recognize that enormous quantities 'of jargon. will be needed
,tosymboli, the concepts of objectives, modular curriculat alternatives,
evaluatio0 and _support systems.necessary to such an 'effort'. They believe,

. thatsu0..A. technology Will eventually not only permit instruction to
be tailored to individUals but also will enable the student.himself to
shape many instructional goals and means.

. .

dence, the "model developers" live in an assuMptive world comprised.
of/management systems theory; a concern with efficiency and systematic
training (the_world of cybernetic psychology, actually), and the belief
that4'the results of applying these to -teacher education will be a more
/personal environment for the student, a more effective teacher -.
product, and a university in which desirable innovation can be made
(cycled into the system) much more easily than is true of the present.
organization.'

81

\', .. --Commorl v:orking.dvpotheses

The teamspworked independently and completed their reports .wit
a very short span of.time. ,l'iowever,in addition to their use of
sys.tematic planning procedUres; the ten teams 'operated on certain.implicit
but common working:hyPotheses about teachers and training programs
although they differed considerably in ,the ways they applied these

-assumptions to teacher-education program development. These coMmon
hypotneses'are Manifested through the prograM reports and represent
basic but tentative assumptions which implicitly formed either a common

.__frame-of reference-about-teaching-andtraining or the-basis-on-which
decisions could be made concurrently with the testing of the assumption's .

themSelves. .

1..'All of the teams viewed thecteacher as a clinician in much the
sense that physicians are clinicians.. ..l'he teacher was seen as
the possessor of strategies for making instructional decisions,
and as the possessor of the. needed repertoire of knowledgc.and
.clinical skills for carryin;; out his.decision. It was aSsumed
that decision-Makint competence'and.interactiveteaChing.compe
ence could be defined with-precision and both played prominent
roles in the performande models. (See: Michigan State,' ComField,
Florida State for examples.) .

.

,

2.' TeacherS Were generally. though of as.members of clinical teams,
and frequently as specialists On those teams. Several.of the

-models prOvided "Career ladders".with placesjor'many kinds of
specialists in *career hierarchy. Thisshotild not be interpreted
to mean that "team teaching," as presentlyliracticed, was seen
as a panacea for the ills of ecidation. \Rather,. it reflects .

2.:
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the belia that colleagual relationships are necessary so
that teachers check one another's opinions, cxamine.One
another's teaching, coach one another, and :Specialize
orderto increase competence.1 .(See: Georgia, Toledo,
Wisconsin,'Massachdsetts fOf dea.criptions. of-teams of
specialist's.):

.3.- All-Of them assumed that it is possible-to define the needed -
competendies of the teacher in terMsofapecific'behaviors
-and-to match-those VehaViors with specific7loarning oxper--
ienceS; 'especially short instructional modules calculated
to achieve.those objectives. turthermore, it was assumed
that. large'seta of instructional modules could .be .combined
into curricular systems which could be entered at many
points in the teacher - training process and could be-pre-7-

-'scribed to matchthe personal characteristics of the stu-
.dents-who wete'preparing to be 'teachers.' It was assumed
that ObjectiVeS'and the speeificatiOneOf modules could be
stored in autoMateddaEa banks so that they could be -re-.
trieyed on the basis of diagnOses shared in or even made
by the teacher trainee himself.

. \

4. It was assumed-that :Management.and. control systems-could
be developed_to.monitor such. teAchertraining..programs. and
toprovide.them with flexibility, especially. adaptability
to the student. In,several cases, the models included,.
the-specifications for computerized.systems.for managing
programs including several.thousand.behAvioral, objectives.
matched with an equally large number of instructional.
nodules. (See: Florida,.Syrecuse, ComRield for succinct
descriptlons.)

5.. All-Of\he-medels-assdme that-any-teacher who could take
major responsibility in a classtoom,wouldneeda long
period of training and that a-consOrtium of colleges and
school districts was'necess ry:to prOvidethe-conditions

_ Jot- academictraining,..p.re ervidetraining,.intetnahip
orpractice teaching,:and ontinuing.in7service education;

.They also %!ssume_that an ducational:teaE.will contain
personnel' of More limited functions whose training could be .

relatively brief.. ..

The conception of the ttAher articulated by Robert Schaefer in
The School as a Center of Inquiry {hew York:. Harper, 1967).

?The Michigan State Model, for examples contained more than.2700
behavioral objectives matched with instructional modules; all

.

organized...withinan automated'retri'eval System. Toledo selected

over 1400 objectives from a list of over 2100.
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. All of the teams made.aheavy use of simulation laboratories--
aituationS which are somewhat less. complex than the "real
World of the teacher" in Order/to teach clinical skills.
The "real world of the classroom" is 'Considered entirely
too eha'otic to function as'a setting for learning-complex
teaching. skills. 'The simulaton-labo-ratory, by simplifying.
the training situation, permits teaching skills to be
acquired sequentially until the teacher has a range and
depth of competency to cope". with and learn in the oompleXity
of the school situation. The models tend to prestribe:a.-
sequence of activities which proceed from an identification
of a clinical skill-, its-practice cinder Simulated conditions
or with small groups of students, and then its practice'
in a field situation. This kind of pattern, replete with
systematic feedback and assessment, occurred again and .again
in all ten of the models.. (See: .ComField, whose plan
centers about the use of teaching laboratories.)

. All of the te ams hoped toomake available to the teacher
knowledge from the behaviorA sciences which he could Use
to make and carry outeducationa:).. decisions- They saw the
teacher as a..apPlied'acientistin a basic sense of the
wcrd, using.behaviOristic techniques to plan for students
and to select appropriate experiences for .them At:the
same time they were acutely conscious of the limits of
our knowledge'both about teaching and about preparation
of teachers. Hence most of the models included a large
variety of atrategies for preparing the teacher.and all of
theM were designed to equip him with a large repertOire of
.teaching strategies from which he could Select for use with
his students as well as with techniques he could-use to
study the effects,of his teaching., '(See:. Teachers College
for explicit poSitions in this area.)

°

Last, it was assumed that a model'shOuld contain provisions
for revision .and redevelopment as a fundamental'feature-not

' as a.subsidiary element or aftergrowth. Revlanning and
reimpleMentation are assumed ,to:.be basic, as basw:r as
training components theMselves. Also, all ofthese.models
were'created within a.veryshort period of title, and each of
the teams-was acutely conscious of the need to'build'a.-::
structure that could`ould be revised and_fUrther:deValoped.
sequently,' various aSpects of.eachmodel. arelDetter deVeloped
than other. espetts.: In some cases, the behaVioral objectives
are elaborately specified, but much'work remains to, be done
in the develoPment of instruction Systems to achieve those
Objectives, although, the basicatrategies are laid,out:. 111c4\
other. cases; a great deal of attention was paid to the de-
Velopment of manageMent systems 'although .much remains to
bedonete build' satisfactory behavioral Objectives and
instruCtienal 'modules to Complement the well-developed
management systems.

Vi
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The Nature of the Performance Models

A performance model is an integrated set of behaviors.which.
are coherently related to each-other. This system of behaviors
constitutes the product which the educational program is designed
to.achieve. When.the desired end-product of a program has been
described as a functioning system of performance- in .this case, a
working model of a-tegaie-i then it.is possible to begin the sub-
stantive develcipient 'of the means of the program.

There are great diffi ulties to the development of .a "system"
description'oea Complex ' nctionary like a teacher. We can under-
line these difficulties by identifying the conventional ways 'of
developing conceptions of complex jobs and the obstacles Ito apply-

,

ing these to the description of the teacher. There are four-general
ways of deVeloping performance,or working models of complex function:-
aries. One of these is by the empirl,cal'Study of a functionary. To
develop a model of a salesman (for example), we Might study the most
successful salesman.(salesmen) of a given, product (the one whose dollar
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sales were the highest) and.determine,,nis (their) behaviors. A second
,

method obtain/a.consensus-by r,embers of a field about the-char-
acteriscie or optimal behavior of functionaries within the field.
Again, using the case of a salesman, one might ask outstanding sales-
men what behaviors-were rc!sponsible for-their.success or_ ash region-
al Sales supervisors wnat-makes, the best salesmen sa -effective. .A.
chird'is'to derive the-model from the application of a theory,either
an empirically-verified theory, or a deductive construction. -Again,

with respect to salesmanshiP, one might study social.psyehological
theories about the kinds of facters.which bring about sales with the
obj,4c of training ,salesmen .LO bring aboutthoA ,Select-
ing a theory, one would deduce the propertiesof'the salesman'from_.

:It. Hence we. would haye (do have). theoriesof salesiiranshipbased on
.rapport-bUilding activity (make friends with the client), on behavior-
modification (shaOe the tlient!),on-stafus-linked behavior (make-the
client feel he will lose face if he doesn't buy)- and so on. The fourth
Method is to make a comprehensive-analysis of all the Processes engaged'
in by the funetiOnary.. Such.an analysis.draws-on theOries, consensus,.
*and the application of empirical studies where appropriate. -TOdevel-
op.a-medel of an airline stewardess, for example, we' might analyze
the aircraft aid the equipment, work out =a description. of services
whiCh might be-offered during flight, check customer and-supervisor
opinion, and-build,.from those data, a simulator in which we:cOuld .

try alternative patterns. of behavior- until a satisfactory combination,
emerged.

Ultimately,' the application of systems protedures to the develop-
ment of a training program requires the fourth' course of action. ye
are not ready for this course-as yet. There are relatively.few_compre-
.hensive empirical studies/as yet of. what.teachersdo and there is still
little.knowledgeaboUtthe-kinds.of procedures WhiCh are followed by.
the most able.teachers. (In fact, how to identify effective teachers
is a question which haspby no means. been resolVed!) There:ls, in fac,
considerable Icontroversy.about what criteria' of performance to Use..

...,Complicati4g:the_situation is the position ntaken-by-many-educatiOnal
leaders, Stich as Arthur Combs1 , that the most effective teachers are

. .

those who are most fully theMselVes, and have develdped a .style which
actualizes their'personality. :This position'almost.denies.that there
'could be agreement- on the performance of a capable. teacher, for they
iould be unique artists, ,actualizing themselves and facilitating the
actualization of their students through unique interaction. Also
there is not yet a sufficient. heOretical base, particularly-one
groundetrin empiricism, to larmit a-full description.of the effica-
tious teacher_ih.tetms of a theoretical mOdelabout the conditions
which produce' learning, Yet, there are sound theoretical poSitions'-
abcatlearningand training, and many of them are empirically4=grounded.

.' The work in thisrea simply is net Complete, but there is much to
build ckp,

°

Ea -of' the teams Of model- btilders had to reconcile themselves
to-our present state of knowledge and the lack Of agreement on con-

'Combs, Arthur The Professional, EdUcation of. Teachers: A:Perceptual
Teacher Preparation, Boste : Allyn and acon",.1965.-



captions of the effective teacher. All worked under the serious
.limitations of time,,er they probably would have engaged in major
studies to create more cemprehensive.anelysesof the teacher
functIon. Yet, considering the time limitation, the analyses
actually engaged in ate.remarkabiy complete and.strikingly-similar,
.although the range s instructive. In-their work, we can see
variatiors on each f the four coalmen wayS of developing'perfot-
mance models.

Each .team of mo el-builders made a set of Choices which nar-
rowed the ground:he. la& to searchVas'he tried to develop a perfor-.
mance- model:- The ap roaches which ifLulted are interesting in their

, .

diversity, but also n their. common belief that it would be possible
to develop.behavioritic performance models of teaching.

'They all shared the belief that a complex
professional'functionary would have to be'a'decision-maker al%d a

clinician, in the same sense that a, physician is both of these
things. (He decides \and he executes.) They all envisioned a'
person of far..greaterlrespensibilitrand.tanacity than is ordin-
arily the case in theteachars-of today's:Schools. They conse-
quently-envisioned not only 'a teacher who is diffe-tentjrom today's
average clasSrocm teacher, but a'sehool organization which is con-
sideribly different.. This projected change requires that school
distrirs make operational changes in order to make a-setting- for
implevaenting the ,programs and making effective use of their graduates.
The models tended to assume career hierarchies, ranging from the

J
more simple to the more complex functions within team structures,

. which also assume changes /in the school-
.

Criteria for Effective Performance Conceptions
of the Teacher -

. To function effectively as :the goal of a program, the .perforr
mance conceptions need' to be behavioral and unified, andtorepresent
a working model of the teacher. Behavierality isessential-in.the --

construction of a systematic program. A general behayldral'speCifi-
cation provides progr4 direction and permits a .ta.k analysis into
behavioral- ;,elements (aPecific behavioral objectives). This enables
training procedures to be matchedHto behavioral elements in a modular,
managed plan. .

k

Unity refers to the internal consistency of the performance
conception and the "fit of its major comPonents to one another.-
'Unity provides distinctive direction to aprogram and consistency.
among its parts--thuS it increases the power of a program by providing
for-cumulative_impact of program components and clarity of direction
to faculty and stUdents___

The "modelnesS'i of' *he perfOrmance conception- -the adequacy of
its representation_of a functioning teacher, -provides. for the inte-
gration of specific cOmPietencies as they are'developed in the
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program 60 that they work together.-When_one-considers the cOmpioxity
of theprogrnms to prepare,' teachers iwhi.ch result from systematic
planningalmost 3,000 ;nodules in some cases-tit is no mean feat to
ensure that such a myriad of behaviors become relate', in the trainee;
so.that he Can'operate effectively.! of the considerable,poten-,.

tials of systematic behaviorism in.Program planning is in this area- -
the creation of a' progtamyhose.traniing'products'(achieved behavioral
objectives) become related into aile4-life teacher who replicates
the.ldealizecLconception of the teacher. One the great difficull-
tiesOf the traditional training pogram has been the lack of such
performince model' andtheunrelatednessoCprogram elements -or. heir
lack of coordination*(learning psychology at a time :far removed from
its application,;for example). 1J less the systems planner develops a
clear, comprehensive conception 'o the performing teacher, the adVan-
tages of systematic planning will not be realized:

This conception has philosoplical as well as practical impli-
cations, for the kind of teacher who.results should.reflect a philo-
sophically acceptable view of edu ation.' A teacher is a creator of
environments for children-the crciates a-large part,of.the World of
childhood. This is of such imPoftance*that we must be able to
accept the philosoPhical underpinnings of the model'of.the teacher as
Well as the practicality-or workkhility o °f the modeA.

,

I

These three criteria:,, behavioraIity, unity, and "modelness"
will be applied as we discuss ,e conceptions: of the teacher that,were
develOped.

The Pittsburgh Approach
An IndiVidualizer of Instruction'

The Pittsburgh team selected the-individualization Of 'instuc-
tion as the. focus, of teacher raining. They decided to build their

. Performance modelaround a co ceptualizatien of a teacher. who could
-individualize instruction and whomOuld work -in schools organized
to tailor instruction to individual students. They describe

dualized 'instruction as.foilowS:

Individualized Instruction. The cential theme in the
.,.elementary instructional programa.for which the new model

will train teachers in individualization... -This term cc-
.

. -vers any arrangements. and procedures,that:are.employed
to ensure that each pupil-achieves,:the learning.goala'
designated for him.. The definition of indiVidualiza-'
Lion used in thib model is as follows:.- Individualized
instruction consiats'of planning and conducting; with each
:pupil, programs of study*and day-to-day lessons that are
tailor-made to suit his learning requ'irementS and his
characteristics as a learner. This definition focuses on
instructional planning with and for' each individi student

y.

V;
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before teaching him, then teaching him according
to the plan.'

Six featureS of individualized instruction programs ware
identified. and the Pittsburgh program it designed to teach the future
teacher how to bring about instructioT thatlias those Oaracteristics.

.1 'Inttrut....Acin is organd in terms of pro-
grammed curricular units rather than courses,
with the units in each curricular area arranged
in a specified sequence.

2. On the basis of achievement.Pretestt and the
.diagnosit of learner characteristics, lessons
are tailor-madewith each pupil rather than being
planned fOr dgrOup.

3.. Several modes of individualitation are employed,
tingly or-in combination, in suiting instruction
-Co.the individual pupil: varying learning goals
from pupil to pupil, varying learning.materials
and'eqUipment, varying the learning setting
dependent.study, pupil team; tutoring by the
teacher, small giOup working Without the teacher,
small group,with the teacher, large.group),.varying
instructional techniques, assigning different
students to different teachers,, and. varing the
rate of advancement through the curriculumt

7

J.

Each pupil is expected to:master a leanifLg task
before prOceeding to the next task; mastery is
determined with use ofa unitpotttest. The
criterionScore formattery is_empirically_de7
terminedln relation to performance on Subse=
quent tasks.

ft,

Teachers,offer pupils help chiefly on an,indivi-
dUal basis, and are alWays available for-consul-
tation.

The pupil conducts MoSt-of.his learning inde7
pendei.taj- of the.teacher,, employing self-direction.?

Whether the Pittsburgh team considered. Conceptions 4'tne teacher
.otherthen: an indivIdualizer of instruction is not clear from their
*documents nor do -they.explain alternative conceptions. of:individualized

.

-UniVersity of Pittsburgh, A Model of Teacher Training' for the
ualization Of Instruction (0E-58017).Washington, D.C.: U.S. Office'
of Education, 1968:-P. 3.

2University of Pittsburgh, Ibid pp. 4"--5,
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instruction or criteria for selecting4the one they did.

However-,:having chosen,. they proceeded, to make a task' analysis
,ofrte process'of individua.lizing. Ti e task ele,nents that result fit

togeper logically and are almost certainly workcAe, given certain
working. conditions.

It is worth noting that the Pittsburgh design for teacher
training utilized the same features that.they,Wishthe teacher to em-,
ployin-individualizinginstruction. In.other words; the same epe-'
cificationsare used for the teether'performante model as f-t the

teacher education syStem model, except for the obvious adjuents
for client differences.).

IO matte an operational:description, in terms of the specific
behavioral objectives or the program, the description of individualized
instruction was expanded and made more specific, although the Pitts -
burgh Model is in general not nearlycomplete.and-much work will be
done. before we can assess it:

"I'he Pittsburgh conception of the teacher assumes a particar
type of school with special support systems; it makeS no attempt to
traima:.teacher of classes-the Pittsburgh-teacher-is a teacher'of
individuals. The,- ,teacher is thUs seen as a system. within a system,
Whith increases the- likelihoodothat their working model will turn
out to.be feasible

At thesame time, the Pittsburgh conception would. not fit-any
school situation. .Toctake maximumadvantageof the competency of
theitteather,-one has to createaSchool in which teachers are de-
ployed. in an erganizatiOn'whith facilftateS individualized work and are
backed up bysupPort systems which Include banks-6f individualized;.
self-inStructional materials (f:;Uch as IPI)-

The specifications of'the.Pittsburgh teacher and prgram'are
.:sufficiently incomplete that it isdifficult.to evaivatehe:=del
completely..However, the competenties appear to,bebehasylorally.
stated consistently and clearly.\-- The fairly narrow and dstinctiVe
description of the teacher as an.dridiVidualizer_lends itself'to a
relatively-unifiedconceptiOn. There.May be a message in this, for
.thb Pittsburgh performance model has a unitynotachieved by any,of
the more eclectic approaches (and perhaps not'achieVablefby any
broader approach).

As totheextent to A.qhich' the cOnception appears to be a
Working model:of:the teacher, the Pittsburgh task analysis.(which,'

.4...is made clean iri'seve-ral illustrations (pp: 105-107)is straight-.
forWard'and very tightith the- relatiVelY narroWanddiStinctive
conception of-the teacher, this-tan beorganited very clearly..
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However, what will happen as tle conception is txpanded to
M4ke a full program is not clear. Is-ithc teacher .to be prepared
to define and facilitate. objectives in ill]. areas for learners?
Unless some clear limitations 'are made the specifications :even for
an individualizer can approach those for a Renaissanee Man. If a
teacher Ic a definer and facilitator of any learning goal, then he
is probably being defined asa.sysiem-analyst backed up by a .

fully-7develOped system: ,Pittsburgh seems; as do many of the models,
to' shade in the-direction of a model which ,::ay be beyond the ca-
pabilities-of the human, reqUiring-information-processingand res7,
panse capability more.appropriate to a large:organization.' As we
shall see, several of the other'programs also shade in this direction.

The ComFieid Approach:..

-A Teacher-Who Can: Produce Learning

.TheperfOrmaneeModel developed. by the team representing the'
eonsortium,gathered together by the:NorthwestRegional.Education
Laboratory destribes the-teachei in.terms of instructional and non
instructionalcoMPetenciese shall give attention only to the in-
structional aspect. The.description of intructional.competency
begins with a description of.the teacher as a 11)ersoriwho can
bring about learning in children Or stated .differently, "who can
bring about appropriatechanges'in-Pupil-behavior."1.

'

In'order to make this specific, the ComField team committed
themselves to develop a descriptive taxonomy of the kinds of:lear
ing that are desirable for elementary school children and determine

'_the kinds of teaching which would be liKely to achieve those ob-
yes.

Having stablished the prime cbjecti.- a teacher
.edUcation'pro!rami the.next step is to determine now
this.-objecttirevis to be brought about. terms of a
systematic analysis,-thiS'requires four °interrelated:
steps:

/

1, specification of\he pupil Outcomes desired:
2. specification of the;Cdnditions by' which'each

outcome can be realized, g

spdpification theithipetencies needed' by
teachers tO provide the COnditiOns.that are
needed forthe realizatIonOf each outcome:. and

4. spedification. of the condit \ions by which the
needed teacher-competendies\can be realied.

1Northwest Regional Educational iabora:tery, A ConetehcvBased
'Field Centeredaystems AppreaCh to E eMentary,,,Education,(0.5.3020)'
Washington, D.C.; U.S.°Offtce of Edu ation,.196.8..

NorthWest RegiOnal EducatiOnal.Laborat i'y 'Ibid.:, p. 7.
.--.

,

1

,

\

0'



In order to make a full 'development of such a statement of per-
.formarice,sthe ComField team neeced to go through four stes. the
f°7:.r:\t, three dei'ined the perfOrance model, or the go:lis of teacher
eduction, and the fourth developed the teacher education-program
'itsel.

Figure. 3..1.. Steps in Developing a Prof ram: ComFieldl

STEP 1 STEP 2
Pupil out-
comes that
are desired.

Con dtions that
bring:\about the

pupil oUtcomes .

that are desired.

STEP 3
Competencies
needed by
teachers to
~rovide the
conditions
that bring
about the
pupil out-
comes that
are desired.
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STEP 4
Conditions that bring
about the competencies
teachers need to pro-
vide the conditions
that bring about the
pupil Outcomes that are
desired.

The goals -.of The instruc- The goals of The * teacher education
education. -tional pro- teacher edu- program.

gram withan' cation.
the schools.

fon

Put another way,. it was necessary for the ComField team to develop
a tanono,-4y of pupil outcomes, to make postulates about the kinds of environ-
mental conditions that wouid.be likely to bring'about.those outcomes, to
make a fiirther specification of the behavior of the teacher that would
,produce those environmental conditions.

This approach involves t'he specification of theoretical or empirically-
derived positions about learning. It thus can take°advantage of the be-

. Thavioral sciences, but must also operate under the limitations that e:,:ist in
our knowledge about how to bring about various kinds of learning out-
comes.

It is worth noting that both the PittSburgh and the CotTiold approaches
eonceptu/alize the teacher as a behaviorist. (all the models do, in fact). The
behaviorist conception requires the teacher to specify learning outcome in
,terms of pupil behaviors, and each.requires, that the teacher attempt to
tailor the environment. to the characteristics of the student, and to the
particular kinds of outcomes desi,?rd,.. WhereaS, the Pittsburgh model em-
phasized the specification of meanSfor producing outcomes for. individual
learners, the ComField model include:s\individualization as a general aspect
of educational method, but conceives the teacher in more kinds of roles
than' Pittsburgh did.

'Northwest Regional-Educational Laboratory,-Ibid., p. 6.
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The ComField conception raises a number of complex cluct;tiGn
w,ich have to be resolved before their performance model can 1;c.
fully comprehended. Two of these stand out. First ,of all-, it is
nat clear whether every teacher is to be responsible for bringing
about any learning outcome with an appropriate strategy for every
1.2arner. This- is a rea113i crucial question, for.there are myriad
types of learning and -a. vast number of'potential strategies for
bringing these about. The model seems to lead to an unmanageably
"Complex functionary.

\.\

The partial answer to this is found in ComField's expectations .

of the future.

In order to plan an instructional program
meaningfully, some prediction as to the nature and
purpose of education in the 1970's and beyondhas to
be made. Two predictions have been agreed to by the
planners of ComField.

-1. A functional science and technology of education
will evolve, and it will bring with it an educa-
tional program that is markedly _different from that
which is now found in most schools. Two differences
are anticipatdd: 1) the widespread use of pupil-
materials instruction, and 2) the application.of
systems technology in the design of instructional
experiences. Out of both will grow'the application
of "instructional systems" to the education of
children.

2. Three major classes Of educational specialists are
anticipated: 1) instructional analysts, 2), in
structional designers or engineers, and 3)
structional managers. As preSently conceived the
instructional analyst will be the member of the
instructional team primarily responsible for
identifying the classes of pupil outcomes for which
the school should be responsible, andthe.instruc-
tional conditions that bring them about; the in-
structional desimer-enczineer will have the task
of developing instructional systems to bring
these.outcomes about; and the instructional
manager (IM), will bring the effort of the first
twomembers to bear upon the educative process.
The task of the IM is viewed as one of creating
and/or maintaining an instructional environment
that brings about learning in children. 'TheTM's
specific function within the school is likely to
be primarily a supervisor of the instructional
process rather than the prime manipulator of
it.- Operationally this means that while the IM
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ofthe 1SN:e'must be able to diagnose learner readi-
ness, prescribe appropriate learning experiences,
evaluate their effectiveness and pre .scribe nest
learning steps, he must also be able to apply the
instructional systems developed by the other members
of the educational team; supervise .instructional
assistants, use electronic and computer media, etc.1

Thus, ComField's teacher is an instructional manager who works
in.an environment which increasingly consists. of,Student-material
relationships with a. presumed vast stoxehoUse of instructional
po,ssibilities which are mediated through instructional systems. This
greatly changes our view of him. Thus, the second question which
h1ps to be resolved involves determining the nature of responsibility
when a teacher supervises 'rather' than manipulates instruction. Is
not the J,3ttlm the primary agent? At times GomField speaks as if
the teacher were the- kind of broadly- responsible agent we are familiar
/with in the traditional literature of teacher education but at other
/0.mes he appears to be one of a large group of supervisory techni-
/ clans in a kind of rarge warehouse of self-instructional materials.'

Thus, while the model is quite behavioral and unified, there
appears to be tin ambigUity which could, if cleared up, improve the
functional quality of the conception. It appearsto us that If the
teacher is to work in the kind'of environment ComField specifies, then
his role can be defined much more narrowly and thus a more feasible
goal will result.

As these questions are resolved,.the model of the teacher will
be in sharper focus and programs to achieve the.model will be more
clearly feasible.

The Georgia Approach:
Working from the Objectives of Elementary Education

The Georgia model c.as developed by conceptualizing a desirable
kind of elementary-education and identifying the teacher perfermance
which woula be necessary to bring that .kind of elementary education
into existence.

To do this, theGeorgia team began with the identification of
seven broad objectives. of elementary schools. These in turn were
used to determine the kinds of conditions that would be likely to
lead students toward those objectives. From those conditions the
teacher job 'analysis was made. ("What should the teacher.do to

produce those conditions?" was the question asked.) Then the job

1Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory, Ibid., p. 18.
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anvdysis was broken down into specific teaching behaviors. The
six goals of elementary education are:

1. Providing the st:udent: with r.i e Cool of le;.1rnini,,

necessary to net his current,oblic;ations and
for his contied developm2nt towards tecornin!-. a
lifelong' learner. Tools include skill in reading,
writing,, listening, speaking, computation, obser-
vation, and the more' advanced prgeesses of com-

.

prehension, discrimination, application, analysis,
synthesis, and evaluation. Tools, also, include
the understanding and appreciation of the arts,
and the skills necessary to maintain adequate phy-
sical and mental health.

2. Assisting the student to understand his social
and physical world. A basic knowledge of the social
world includes an understanding of the institutions
of society, their interrelationships, and their
relationship to the individual. It also includes
an understanding of the make-up of society, its.
religions, ethnic and racial groups, and the in-
fluence culture has on the development of the in-
dividual. Basic knowledge of theph.ysical world.
involves knowing how natural laws and one's en-
vironment affect the society and the individual,
and how one adapts to his habitat.

3. Developing the foundation for good citizenship.
Good citizenship coasists of an understanding
of the democratic process, respect for each person
as an,individual, and a respect for the rights of
others. Knowledge and understanding of the founda-
tions upon which the society has been built and
insights into the evolutionary nature of society pro -
vide the student with a grasp of.his own role in the
society. Good citizenship further implies that the
individual will become a contributing member of the
society capable of rational thought and, action.

4. Developing the basis for effective human relations.
An essential function of human relations in the
elementary school is to help the growfrig. child to
know and to understand himself and to grow in
healthy attitudes.of self-acceptance. While learning
to accept himself, it is equally important that he
learn to understand and accept others and to be
concerned for their welfare. He must realize that
all society is based on interaction with others, and
consequently, .that society is healthy and productive
insofar as the interaction is healthy and productive.
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5. Tntrodtleirr:,. the 1)rocess of chani!e ,.:Id I is relhion-
ship to tilt,. individnal ,1:1d the society. Effective
chaalge is' impossible without both the ability to
thinl: and to communicate with others in.: group situa7.-
tions, In an era of rapid societal Change such as
we ore now experiencing, these skills becOme par-.
ticularly crucial. Consequently,.the elementary
school must help children to study events, to place
a value on Cheri, and then to 'make wise decisions as,
to their own action in relation to them. They must
he able to glean from the past that which is realistic
for Progressin the future. 'Thus, they must be equip-
ped with -the processes-necessary for problem solving,
and they must be'skilled in the processes of communi-
cation and group interaction./

6. Assisting the stu'dent*in developing -a- personal

value system/that will enable him to make rational
,ehoices.. Man's relationship to other men and to
society as a whole is largely determined by the
attitudes and values that he'holds and the worth he
places on them. In this area, the elementary school
has the responsibility of helping the child to
analyze his environmenta.nd from this, 'to discern
those attitudes and values that he can accept to be
true because-they are conduCive to the common good.
Essential here ate.the notions of the worth of- man,
the value of property, social justice, etc. However -,

an era of rapid change, it is particularly im-
portant that the child be helped.to rationally -

distingUish what is right, rather than what is said to
beright. Thus, it is essential that the child. have
the skills .necessary to-be aware of the.disparities
of 'human circumstance and e Skills necessary to
identify and to. correct unTatiS.factory notions.
Only in this way can he'develop those attitudes and
Valuesthat will promote effective citizenship and
progress toward the Common good.]

The products of neither Phase One mor Two provide.us withinformation
about how these goals were identified, bUt it is stated that they... are

generally agreed on by educators.

1University of Georgia, Georgia Educational Model Specifications
for the Preparation of Elementary Teachers, (OE-58019) Washington,

-1),C.: U.S. Office of Education, 1968. p. B-4, 5.
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The Si:-: -goals provided the framework from which ele::.entary

school objectives and pupil learning behaviors were identified.
both of these tasks (identifying objectives and pupil behaviors)
Were accomplished by F.-oecialists within the College of Education
at tae University of Georgia. These specialists worked in content
area teams (reading, arithmetic, etc.) which resulted in objec-
tives and pupil behaviors within the framework of the Curriculum
areas which characterize the, present elementary school. For
example, Figure 3.2 (see page 97:) gives an example of the working.
procedures used to develop this performance analysis.
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Objective

To learn to solve problems.

Pupil Learning-Behaviors

1. The. child identifies problems.
The child formulates hypotheses.

3. The child gathers information.
4.

5.

6.

The
The
The

child
child
child

,analyzes data.'

evaluateS alternative solutions.
generalizes solutions.

11

.Teaching Behaviors

1. The teacher organizes problem situations.
2. The teacher interests pupils in problem and observes

its formulation.
3. The teather'observeS information gathering and

Processing,
4.- The teacher assists, as required, in developing a

'solution to the problem.

Suggested Spedificatibns for a Teacher Erlucation ?rogram

A eeachef.education program will proVide the student with:

1. -Knowledge of and-skill,:in developing problem situations.
2. Knowledge of and skill in-techniques Of presenting

problem solutions methods. . .

3. Knowledge of and skill in critiquing problem telutions.
.. .

Figure 3.2. Cognitive Processes--Speeifiontions Work Sheet
- ,

University of Georgia; Ibid., p.
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-Consensus of experts was used by the Georgia team to identify
tne. elementar'y school objectives and the pupil learning behavior::
from which th6 job analysis was derived.

The overall method for developing the specifications is clear
enough -- teams of specialists identify school'ObjectiveS, from those
desirable pupilp"behaviorsare generated and then, in turn, teacher
behaviors and competencies are developed. The result is that the
substantive conception of the teacher grows in small piece's. This
has advantages and disadvantages. An advantage is that-the job can
go on in manageable pieces. A team' can identify one goal and go
straight through until the competencies related to it are identified
and matchedwith performance modules to constitute the substance of
the program. This produces a "vertical".consistency of all modules.
and the overall goals.

There arc several problems with this method which can, however,
be overcome.

_

First, the selection of the content areas areatly affects the
nature of the conpatencie's which result-- What-,'Should be the areas?

If one weighs philosophy and the arts heavily, the competencies will
be weighted on that side. The possible cpntent areas are very large.
The proCess of selection of the content/teams should be fully-ration-
aliied.and made transparent. In addition, potential relationships
among .the areas shoUld bp made cleat. Further, a, system for relating
the work of the teamsto each other needs to be employed so that need-
lessdublication is avoided' -and

/
the languages of the teams can be-

related to each oth.er.- The/Ge-orgia program as.it stands doesn't pro-
vide a rationalization for the selection of the content areas nor a
system for. relating the/ work Of the teams (except for a system to
makerelatively uniform the concepts used to describe specificationS.).

Asa consequence, the Georgia conception of the teacher is
constructed ofxsequenceS of smallunits within separate content
areas. Moreover, there is no clear plan for sequencing, so that
the relationship among the units Must be inferred froth examining them.

In'thecourse of implementation.these;problems should. be faced
directly and solved. .before performance modules are developed an
integrated conception of the teacher shOulid be developed. (quite '-

po/ssibly by developing an integrated conception of, the. goals of-
//the elementary school). The content areas Should be rationalized

j. . in .terms of this unified conception and a.system developed for ,relating

//
the specifications in, the several, content areas to each:other. In

addition,. systematic plans for sequencing within thecentent areas,
.would ensure that the units of behavior add up to a solid performance
--in each area..
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. In the course of making their analysis, the Georgia team
decided that no one kind of personnel could ,engage in all the
behaviors that were being identified,- and they were developed into
four major categories for elementary. school pers,onnel: aide,
teaching a...;istant, certified elementary teacher, and specialist.
Each of the levels implied competency at the.previous levels, and
the four categories provided &career hierarchy for'instructional
personnel within the elementary school. The education-career
combination can beseen in Figure 3.3 (see p. ACID).

The Georgia team attempted to achieve bEhaviorality and stan-
dardization of form in stating objectiveS for the program by
specifying for the cognitive, affective and psychomotor domain
hierarchical...behavioral levels (taken in the first two cases frorn.
the Taxonomies of Educational Objectives) and using them to state
objectives for the types of teachers (aide, teacher, _specialists)
identified for the program.-ThFor example:

Characteristic' Level of Development
Cognitive Affective

3.15.16 Curricular T.A. Tch. Spec. T.A. Tch. Spec.
Programs for elemen-
tary school science 3 . 6 3 . 5

Figure 3.4. Performance Specifications -- Science

/
This means that the/teaching assistant requires no development

in _this area, that teachers do at cognitive level 3 and affective
..level 3 and -specialists at.cognitive level 6 and affective level
5. In one sense this device does assure behaviorality and uni-
formity in the statement of specifications. Hdwever, it remains
to be seen how general, behavioral descriptors (cognitive levdl 3,
for example):can function over a variety of types of character-- °
istics or content. This will have to be worked out in development.

Unity of conception is enhanced by the clarity of the steps
which Georgia used to develop -its specifications -- proceeding from
the goals of,eletentarTeducation straight throughfo the objectives
of the school, behaviors of children,,and hence to the behaviors
of the teacher,. However, by developing the actual specifications
through content or curriculum-area teams working separately in their,
areas, what resulted is undoubtedly a'clear-job specification of the
teacher, which is what Georgia was-after, but not necessarily a
Working model of the-teacher. The -mass of specifiCations,which

resulted- -over 2500 in number= -need to fit together organically.and

'University of p. 111-81
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it iS difficulto tell at this stage of development whether that
will be the .case. . During fuller development and implementation it
is essential.that'this: be accomplished.

The University of Toledo Model:
The Teacher As a Team ,.ember

The Toledo group developed their performanCe model by. de=
scribing a clinical team.ofeachers in action and .by analyzing
the functions of a team meMber:i

A New Role for thepEleMentary Teacher

Simply stated, the prime. functions of the .teacher
are the transmission of knowledge and the transmission
of values. As previously mentioned, both cognitive
knowledge.and societal values and norms:are becoming-

.. increasingly complex.. Whey. attempting to fulfill his
task. as a transmitter of values'and norms, the teacher--
'must not only mediate between the child's world and,
the adtilt: in ?In. effort to close the ever widening/
generation gap, but he must.also deal with a serious
cultural gap., The Cultural'gapis especially impbr-

. tant when the Student's cultural backgtound is Mar-
kedly different from the teacher's. When norms are

. in-a state-of flux, as it our'attitudes toward sex and
drugs, the teacher may.not feel competent to force"
his values upon the'Tupils. Whenthe teacher. attempts
to fulfill his" function as a transmitter' of knowledge,
he is again caught in the web of rapid change. It

seems clear that if is to fulfill .these
two functions successfully; he will need help.

/
/

The Teacher As a Team Member

If the elementary
/
teacher is to maximize his

effectiveness in the transmisibn of cognitive-knowlege,1
he tai1l n6ed.tobe,a member of a team - a teary made
up of 'specialists. The purpose of the team, would be to
deSign instructio. 1 systems. An instructional system
is a. strategic. complex 'of human and nonhuman gompenents
which are dynamically interdependent and in,terrelated.,
and work together to attain a'part.i6ular instructional
goal or set. of goals. The instructional system.receives

7 'e
IUniVersity of Toledo, EducationalStecifications for a Compre-
hetisive F,Lomentary Tea: her Education Program (OE) Washington

D.C.: USOE,1968, Vol.. I, pp.-61-62.

3.18
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inputs from the .external environment, processes these
inputs in a prescribed instructional environment ac-
cording tostrateliies-derived from'rescarch and expert
opinion, :so that the 'output generated will have a hfgh
probability of.achieving the prescribed goal or goals. 'The
instructional system components may include some or all
of the following: learner(s), teacer(s), meiated in-
structional materials, assessment and-'feedback instru-
ments, information processing and displaying machines,
support technician(s).

4

' The key .to thi6 arrangement is the team. Instruc-
tional deciols are made cooperatively by a team of
specialists with a master teacher serving in the role
of instructional1 specialist throughout the entire
instructional.systeMdesign process.. Each .team could
serve a number of master, teachers. For example, in a
building of thirty teachers and nine)hundred pupils
there could be six master teachers all of whom were
served by the same Instr;uctional System Design.team.

The membership of the ISO te.awjould vary depending
upon the needs and background cxf the pupils, e.g., a
slip school would probably need. the services of.atleast
One sociologist) ;or an elementary. school 'near Cape Kennedy
might.reqUire/aspecialist in space technology in order
to take a6antage'of the children's' knowledge of space
science which they learned at home.r' Some:9f. the spe-
cialiststhatwould very likely serve at,all- instruc-
tional systems design would be:

1. Subject matter specialist To update the subject
matter.

2. Curriculum specialist

3.. Research specialist

o 0;

To determine the mix
/ of what to teach to

whom.

To evaluate tile instruc-
tional sYst.em's effiCiency
in terms of the output
produced and to tolle,:..t

and feed backdatsa
needed to redesignthe
sysEgm; to e.alculate
costieffe9tiyeness esti-
mates of "alternative'
instructional strategies' '

and systems..



4. EdUcational sociologist To interpret the social
-a-.-1d.Tcultural milieu of

the' child.

5. Educationalpsychologist To study the child's
growth-and deVelopmenZ
and his individual.:

learning paitterns.

Instructional "technologist . //".
To design, develop.
and test modules- of
mediated instruction.

7. Administrative eCialist To meet the administra
tive.and managerial.
needs. of theteam.

, 8. 'Information Management
Specialist

Counseling and Guidance
Specialist.

. "

1 . Pupil ..Evaluation

Sp'ecialist

To develop information
storage and retrieval
systems, computer based,
information management
system, and computer ,

Simulation techniques.

To fill the guidance and
counseling needs of the'
students,through-and

. with the help of the
teachers.

TO specify in.behavioral
terms the goals for each
pupil, to assess the Pro-
gresS of each individual
pupil'and to Make recom-
mendations to the ISD team
for mbdifications of the

.
program,
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The next step was to develop complete models of each of these roles
and to. fit theth together again in amodel of a smoothly functioningteam.

Toledo thusilEagined,* es COmField and Pittsburgh, a school
'which is organized in sets of instructional systems and staffed by
"teaths-of developers who constantly evaluate and improve the system and
--work with teachers to tailor learning environments to-children.

As in the Case also of ComField and Georgia, a massive list of oe- .

havioral objectiveS were developed. The result is a massive list of
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"working parts" of the teacher Sut.there is no gcnural,
description of the functioning teacher which can provide a model-
like, unifying structure which can'serve to integrate the elements
of the program. ;

Thus, the feasibility of the program would be increased
enormously if general models of the team members were built- -
models that could integrate, the enormous variety of job.speci-
fications that resulted from theTrojct. The description of the
team itself, which Provides a good point.of departure, is not
enough in-itself-models of its functioning parts need to be de-
.veloped.

'The Michigan. State. .

The Application of the Behavioral Sciences to Teaching

The Michigan State model gave the greatest.empha'sis to the
teacher as an applied'behavioral scientist. -The teacher was

-seen as a -scientist the classroom, creating-add testing hypo-
theses. The Michigan.State,team's description is directly to
the point:1

A key concept of the BSTEP model is clinical
. .

behavior style. The. major, fulacition of thisconceptis'
to regularize the behavior of VeaChers. Clinical be-
havior style denotes, those particular and stylized
sets-Of activities 'and mental processes which a prac- "

. tit-loner-possesses. Such .a PractitiOder'ofeducation
will. be specifically- ti.ainedto utilize his client-
related experience as the basis for continuous learning
andiMprovement',of his skills as a'teacher. The
clinical behavior style which is 'appropriate for a pro-
fessional teacher\consists of..six phases: describing,
analyzing,, hypothesizing, prescribing, testing, and
.observing consequences. The last phase, observing
consequences of the treatment administered, leads 'in
turn to thepfirst by a process of recycling in order
to describe the changed situation.

The prdgressional..foundations:of the.program are
centered on; the behavioral sciences for two reasons;
(a) The dominant task of all '-edUcational activity is
to develop pupil behaVior within variolfs settings. The:
behavioral sciences provide the systems of knowledge
andinquiry:most relatable to this task. .(b) A distinc-
tive featurd.of empirital science-as a way of acquiring

Michigan.Statd University, Behavioral,ScenceElementary Teacher.
Education Program (OE 58024', three volumes) Washington D.C.: '1968.
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-knowledge is that it is self-corrective.

The teacher was seen within, this concept,in,terms of three
processes : proposinc: doinc!,. and reflectinl. He would identify
problems, propose solutions to them and reflect on the situation.
Starting from this view of performance, the,Michigan State team
proceeded to identify the competencies needecito apply the be--
havioral sciences to the solution of educational, problems.. The
total number'bf competencies reached more than 2700 by the tine
the team hadcompleted the work. The procedures- followed ensured

a high degree in behaviorality, especially. considering the fact that
teams worked in the humanities, where a behavioral tradition is
not only rare, but often scorned.

The "clinical style" and "applied behavioral scientist"
served to unify the program's specifications and provide a kind of
working model of the teacher, although the large number'of teams which
developed the specifications of necessity had to do much of their work
separately.

4

In the feasibility study a management system is proposed which
will-include clear and rigorous testing of each module' to ensure ef-
fectiveness and redevelopment _It should be possible to augment
this to include a study of the interrelationships Of the behavioral
elements and their integration -into the clinical behavior of the
teacher, This would provide for the empirical augmentation of the
.clinical model and:lead to its testing and the subsequent develop-
ment of,procedures to increase the' integration of streams Of de-
velopment. We will deal with this queStion more extensively-in.
the.next chapter as we explore ways of increasing the feasibility
of program strategies.

The behaviorism and a clinical view of teaching found in.the
Michigan State model was common to various. models as was the range
Of concepts used. The other model iniiiders, Syracuse, Massachusetts,
Florida State, and Wisconsin, shared many elements with this con-
ception.

1,sachusetts

The Massachusetts conception of the teacher' describesteaching.
-in'terms of three components:. Human-Relations,' Behavioral (Teaching
Skills), and Content. In itself, this tripartite conceptibn is
imaginative, and .three aspects can be. defended as'importani to

teaching: ., Giving such' prominence to human relations. represents an
important contribution to Conceptions of the teacher.- However,
the selection of theYthree components is not explained,-nor are
they related to each Other.. Some phildsophical and psychological
underpinning's are provided in the human relations area, but

the others. Thus, a promising idea does not, result ill a real work-
ing modelof thateacher, although we believe this pioblem could

be remedied.
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Within each.of the three areas behavioral elements of teaching
are specified as objectives of the teacher educfition proram% "c)

provision is made for relating growth in one area to either of the
. others. Nor are the skills, knowledge's,, and values eithin any of
the areas related according to any general scheme. The eighteen
teaching skills, for example, are not described in any particular
relation to each other nor is it clear how they were selected from
.the myriad of possible skills.

The Massachusetts program offers the promise of a model of the
teacher but there is curiously little, attempt to capitalize on
this beginning, and the unrelatedness of the behavioral elements.is
almost vexing. at-should be possible during subsequent stages of
development-to .increase the power ofthe program by developing a
more powerful view'of the teacher.

The MasSachusetts ConcepPion makes a strong contribution in
another direction. It is structured so that theprOgram can be

' adjusted to persons seeking'a wide variety of specialties in dif-
ferentiated teaching staffs. Several types' of. competency are
identified for each. specialist and a profile of performance within
each specialty. Each type- of competency itorganized it terms of a/-

.sequence of competencies so that students can enter each. type)at
their level of achievement.

Therefollowsa=figUre fromtheMaSsachusetts report which:is
Used for a profile analysis.1 (See Figure 3.5*:.page1.47J7.)..

In.the Massachusetts profile analysis, profiles are, constructed
in several areas for each of several_positions within differentiated
teaching staffs. The, entering student is matched with the desired
profile for the particular Specialty for which he is,aiming, a.nd
the diagnosis that results canbe.used in planning his curriculum.
As in the case of the other modular curricular designs, tiie-Mssa-
chusetts model links specific learning objectives with instructional-
alternatives and the selection of thete can be made'in relation
to the specialties for,whiCh the candidate'is preparing

Syracuse

The Syracuse program is.structured around a conception of
teaching which is to characterize, both the teacher who. emerges
and the program to prepare him. This conception is-an "intent-

action-feedback-process" Model. .

'
1University of Massachusetts, Model Elementary Teacher.Education
.ProgrhM (OE 58024, two volumes) Washington D:C.: 1SOE, 1968,.

p. 84.
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The model program is seen as functioning according to
followinE: patterns, The (remands of a changing world will -make
demands on the program for Soria kind of relevant response,. In
the pluralistic situation, we believe there will be a diversity
of proposed responses relevant to the situation. This diversity of
possible responses will lead to confrontations in an open, inquiring
climate. The better alternatives should ultimately prevall. These
alterm,tives will be'translated into what have been defined as re-
sponsible behaViors, and are characterized as:

A. Intending

B. Acting on the basis of the
intention.

Accounting for the consequences
of the action

. Using the results of the
accounting to modify future
intents and actions

Intent

Action

Feedback.

Process

The substantive conception of the teacher within the frame=
work of this model is described in terms of seven components, one
"liberal" and six "professional."

The Components of the Model Program

The model program is designed as a fiye-year program. The
first two years are. devoted to liberal studies, The junior year
begins exploratory professional study and continues liberal studies.
The .seniorYyear is devoted to full-.time professional. s.tudy. The
final year, including the summers preceding and following, is
seen as a resident year and aperiod for developing andrefining:
*(a) skills and knowledge learned in previous years, and (b) a
specialization that is u<171-e for, each student.

The seven components of the program are integrated into the
basic design of the total program. These components are: (a).

Liberal Education,. (b) Methods and Curriculum, (c) Child Develop-
ment, (d) Teaching,Theory and Practice, (e) Professional Sensitivity
Training, (f) Social7Cultural Foundations, and (g) a Self-Directed
Cbmponent. The staff developing the model composed of these .com-
ponents provided anecellent test for the workability of the
pluralistic assumption about the nature of reality in teacher edu-
cation, ''The components are diverse in nature and character. The

full range of their diversity will be more apparent in subsequent
chapters of this report which spell out each component more fully..
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The specification of the behavioral elements which make up the
teacher is carried on in the development of the seven compont s.

Thus, the behavioral description of the teacher. .emerges as thecoril
ponopts are developed. 'The. intent-action-feedback paradigm serves
to unify the work and to provide some model-like quality to/the
overall product. Nonetheless, the process results in a masts of
behavioral elements which then have to be integrated rat* than
being elements which result by breaking down or task-analyzing an
overall model.

As in the case of Michigan State, the.SyracuseMOdel can pro-
vide, during development, for the creation of .a more complete
working conception of the teacher and this will greatly enhance the
feasibility. of the program.

Nearly all the models, as mentioned previously, employed be-
bavioral performance analySis to affective as well. as cognitive and
skill domains and Syracuse included a large number of examples. The
following is a-statement of educational objectives for a module
relating to affective behavior.

TTP-7: Educational Objectives for .Affective Behavior-

. I. Prerequisites::. Completion of TTP-5:
Concurrent with tutorial experience- in
the public schools.

.11. Placement of Module: Junior, pre-
'professional year:

'III. Estimated,Titia:- Student time '- 4 hoUrs.,vo

University facility time 0 hours..

Clinical Professor and Clinical TeaCher
time' 7.-'0 hours.

IV: OperationalObjeCtives .The.purpose
this MOdule.i.sto develop:the.ability
to disCriminate between statements'of
educational objec4yes describing different
leyels of personal involvement, attitudes,
motivations, values, 'etc.-, and to write ob-
jactivesfor lessons:and curricula which in
'elude these types of:ottcomes. The general
objectives of this modUie should prepare
the ,student to do thefollowing:

Recognize and diSctiMinate between
statements of educational-goals describihg
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the affective characteristics of children (z.s
distinct from the other objectives already studied).
as inferred from .watching specific types of be-
haviors.

B. Write and justify the appropriateness of state-
ments concerning the affective outcomes of
lessons and curricula.

If these broad objectives arc achieved, the student should,
for example, be able to,do the following:

A. When given a list of educational objectiVes,,inclu-
ding the .types of objectives studied in preceding
Modules and the different ,types and levels of af-
fective behavior, be, able to identify each and istate
the criteria for discriminating-between them.

B. Given a case study description .of'an elementary
.classroom, including the characteristics of the pupils,
be able to prepare a set of educational object.ives for-.
the claSs and individual pupils for at least three
'levels of affective involVement such as:

.

l. Being willing to attend to"the stimuli
of the.situdtion.,

. FeSponding.yhen directed.
.

3. Consistency of self-initiated responses";
at least within the limited regions of
activity, etc.

C. Be able tordlate a taxonomy of affective behavior to
the various types and levels of. attitudes, (towards
self others, -end activities).,. motivations

(affiliation, achivement, pOwer, avoidance of
failure) interests,-and values.

D. When asked*tO prepare a set Of affective objectives
for the child with.whoth he is working ina tutorial

.
relationship,. prepare objectiVes'for,at least one
Atea.of.the child `s activities, including at least
,three levels of pupil involvement. Justify the im-
portance of these objeCtives. for the child, schol,
and society.

1Syracuse
graduate
Teachers

University, Specifications for atComprehensive Under-
and4inservice Teacher Education Program for Elementary
'(OE'58016) Washington DC.: USOE, 1968.. pp. 245-24)6..
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This example shows not only a typ,:t of behavioral analyses in the
affective domain; but th? emphas:.::s on reflective Hinkin,c;; by the
teacher that characterized the intent-action-feed) paradiF,m./The
behaVioristic description of the teacher did nut cr,7dinariy imp/1y

--a mechanistic-behaving teacher,'but one with fluid, adaptabld'capa-
,

bility.
4.

SyvioUse also described the teae-1er.:as a meMber of a team,
working with support.teams and with a 'great variety instruc-:
tional systems and specialists available to him. Tpds matrix' is
not fully described, but again we find' the teacher /in a very-dif-
ferent role than in the average present -day elementary school.

Florida

lhe Florida State. University` conception of t_ he. teacher was

arrived at. in an attempt to break down-the tasksof teaching into
identifiable. parts- which could serve as the unifying goal of the
program. (See Figure 3.b on page ) :).

The extent of rationalization of theylorida conception of the
'teaCher was unusualthe develop; ent team clearly was making a
serious effort to develop a Mbdel of a functioning teacher. andre7
late.the-parts of that model to oneanother.

The long quote that follows. describes their conception of
the_raeherand:its:)7i/ cat\ion:

Five categbraes of, teacher behaviors were identified'
asbasic torall/elementary'teaching.. They an2 gated
here.in-their/Most abstradt;-form. The. fist iour are:

1: The tea/Cher will plan for,instruction,by form --.
ulating objectives in terms of behavior whch is
obset!ab,le and measurable.

The teacher will Select and organize content: ap-
_

/propriate to specified obiectives in a.-manner con-.
sistent with both the logic of the content:itself

. .

and the psychological demands Of the learner,.

. The teacher will employ appropriate strategieS for
the attainment of desired behavioral objectives:

,;

The teacher-.will evaluate learning outcomes on the
Basis of changes in behavior.

These four behavior oategories,are integral parts o,17.a
regenerative or cybernetic:conception of tea -ch±ng in
which both long range and immediate knowledge of 'results
serves'Constantly to modify the direction and shape of

.the teathing act: ,

-
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The fifth 'category of behaviors was of a somewhat
different order:

5. The teacher will demonstrate an acceptance of
leadership and prbfessional responsibilities and
demonstrate the ability to serve as 4 professional
leader.

It takes little imagination to visualize all of these
steps being followed bypersons carrying out the teaching
function,-whether it is.seen as:that of an indirect facili-
tator- of pupil learning activities, as the diagnoser of
pupil needs and prescriber of pupil learning experiences,
or as a direct_ transmitter of information to'pupils via
lecture. It seems likely that any.approach to influen-
cing the learning of others will demand competent per-
formance in all'five behavior categories.

While, the chiapters which follow contain detailed
descriptions of the corpotent breakdown of each of the
five baSic behavior categories, it is necessary at this
point to explain the rationale for'describing teaching
in these terms.

tl

It was decided that a.regenerative modelvas the
only'realiStic conceptualization which adequately pro -
vided for dealing with the infinite variability of- -'

learner responseS, There is alWays the distinct
bilitV that the performance of highly prtcise and re--

--,---petitive teacher behaviors will become a more impor-
tadt consideration than coping with learnerresponse
variability. In'order to avoid this, all instances of
'Verbal and non-verbal feedback must be recognized and
interpreted by the teachers who is skilled at constantly

. modifying hit own performance of teaching to maximally
influence the learner.

. .

.Four behavior categories-constitue:broadly7
conceived basicteaching tasks In a very real
sense, the formUlatingoD objectives, the selection
and organization of cLintent, and the choice of ap-
propriate strategies c:71 be conceptualized as pre-
active tasks-. 'That is, they are tAskswhich must
normally:oeperformed priOr to-any actual interaction..
-with.a.learner,although under some circumstances, the
execution/of.certain strategiet may call for .the 11

involvemeht.of learnerSin.planning activity.. fl

Planning for instruetion.is,.of courte, an essen-,
tial prerequisite for all:types Of teaching. Although
it is conceivable that. instruction could ,prodeed with

113
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objectives unstated, it is inconceivable that meaningful
instruction. could long proceed..without a purpose. Follow-
ing systems apprbach requirements demand that purposes
(in the case of teaching, instructional objectives) Le
explicit and specific, with the assumption that only in
this way can decision, execution, monitoring, and re-
,

generation be accomplished with procision. For this
reason, the statement of instructional objectives in
terms as precise:and-behavioral.4s possible was a process
utilized both in model program development, and In
describing the baSic tasks of teaching.

1)t must be acknowledged that a strong case can be
.

made'for the inclusion Of other types of
such as those:which call...for no more than exposure of
a learner to natural' elements,within the envronent,
without specific-ation of explicit expected outcome.
Such ideas will ultimately receive attention in ,train-
ing, particularly 'during in-service years. HoWever .

for pre--service training,the use of a behavioral model
holds the strongest promise as an organizing concept
since it expedites acquisition of ,the knowledge and
skill needed-for initial entry into teaching.

The statement of objectives,in behavioral terms faci-
litates elements of other basic taskS, such as the sys-
tematic selection Of content fOr learning. A teacher who
has learned to apply principles,of selection will care-
fully diagnose learner nharacteristics and will consider.
the logic of specific content. He can apply these prin-:
ciples in such a way that learner interaction with that
contentwill-be enhanced. Teachers have traditionally '
played a significant role in structuring content for
particular learners. The teacher. ofthe-future is likely
to play a soMeWhat .different., role withrespeet to the
selection and organization of content. A trand'toward
use of multi-.--Media, including pre packaged. programs for'
'individual learners, suggests. a teacher role which is
less that of a developer ofinstructional programs,
and more that of an assessor and adaptor of pre'-.
packaged programs. Either role.demands that selection.
and organization skillSIDe highly developed, and that.
considerable practice in. examining; selecting, and
utilizing a wide range of. available content material
beProvided.

At some point, the teacher must decide on a'stra-
tegy for arranging and controlling the conditions of the
contact ofqearner with content, and,then-implement what-

.

ever strategininteraction he has selected. The-model '

1124.
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preram treats factors underlying both the pre - active
.behaviors needed for strategy selection and the inter-
active behaviors involved in strategy implementation
under the single behavior category of "Strategy:"

Strategy selection, requires the teacher to make'
decisions about what kind of Dearning is involved, what
environmental arrangementS are most likely to promote
the most'productive involvement of a given learner with
selecZ:ed content. These pre-active. decisions must be
made if'teaching is to be performed scientifically
rather than haphaz-ardly. Thus, the Model-program pro-
vides specifications for a sound theoretical decision.
base and for practice-at reaching sucie.decisions..

The ability -to execute strategies,.once selected,,
is a major goal of the model program .and is considered
a key to'the successful performance of all'types of
teaching. Teachers must be Able to arrange two basic
kinds of strategic interactions: (1)' non-personall

interactions, and (2) interpersonal interactions,
including both content- oriented and.functional inter-
actions.

Noi-l-perSonal interactions require the teacher:to
.arrange the physical invironment so that the content
ismediatedthrough some non-personal means, suchv:as
the surroundings (as in afield trip) , or some :item on
the media ,list,. such as Vooks,'still.and moving plc-
'tures, charts, audio eqUipment, laboratory models, and
'materials: Recent research. activities give promise .of
providingusefulguidelines which'.will assist the. teach-,
er in selecting and structuring student involvement
with the:non-personal medium -most' appropriate for a given
learning Situation Briggs, 1967).

Interpersonal interactions of the content
oriented type refer to those in Which the learner inter-

-. acts with another person (usually the teaCher) in'a
Situation,where the focus of the interaction isthe
content selected to further some instruttionalobjective.
Under.. this heading .go behaviors dften classified as
instructional teChniquesor the "technical skills'of

. teaching" (Stanford Center,- 1967) . ThesAbehavidrs
involve the execution of particular verbal and non-
verbal tactics esigned.to evoke particular responses
from students, to provide-or secure. feedback which
can be immediately processed by teacher or students,-

or some similar purpose.
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A second type of interpersonal, interaction, which
for these purposes is.termed "functionaloincraction,"
refers to those interactions which are.ifotp,timarily
tied toothe'contcat selected for some instructional
objective. Underthisheading are found techniques
for assessing and imprOving the physical conditions of
the learning environment andjor setting a psycho-
logical climate conduCiVe to learning. .Because rein-
forcement;teChniques have been proVen crucial tothe
modification of.,,behavfor (Spaulding, 1964; 'Becker,
1967), ind because the reinforcement concept is
generally unrelated to the specific content bf in-
struction, reinforcement skills are treated independently
from other Strategies and included under the functional
interaction categoiy.

Tc5the same extent that a teacher performs certain
tasks'pre-actively and interactively as heSeekS to
influence learningsystematically, he Must alSo con-
siderpost-activelOhe resultsbf his efforts.'
conceptualization 'oaf evaluation which includes afor-
`mative (regenerative). function isfullyeompatible
with the classic summative function which:Jurnishes
information` in the form of grades and ranking..
Teachers must evaluate the outcomes of instruction for
the purpose of modifying the,coursesof instruction; as
well aS'_to provide nformation relative 'to .learner
status and progress (Wilhelm, 1967). The instructional
objective,:Considered first as the sineua non of
planning, serves also, for evaluation,since
it has been precisely stated in terms which facilitate
observation and measurement. wide range of skills
Must be acquired in order to evaluate the outcomes of
instruction fot thefull'range of purposes:

The fifth Majot%dimensionbf.teacher.behaviorin--
volvihg professionalreSponsibilities and leadership,
cuts.across all other tasks andadds to the performance
of teaChing that quality wLich sets it,apatt from more
jpert activities.. The Component behaviors of this fifth'
behavior dimension. receive somewhat less emphasis during
the pre-service phase than in thei:n-service,phase of
training because'of the eore urgent pridrity,of instruc-
tional end managemeht skills and because of a'.readiness
factor whicvh cannot be assumed until there'is.input

from experiences gained while carrying out full teaching
responSibility.

N. In this category are Skills related to handling of
one's emotional behavior and development Of a persdnal



. .

handlingteaching style; sKills in inter-PersOnal relation-
ships with colleague's within the profession and with persons
and agencies outside of the profession; and with skill in .'
interpreting, assessing, and applying results of educational
research.: All three of these areas are intimately inter-
related and are necesso4 fora. teacher who is to be an
agent of change, 'and who. be able .to adapt to changing
'conditions.'

Working from this unifying conception of the teacher the Florida
team was in.a position toMake a task analysis .of, each of its com-:
ponent elementsand maintain program unity and be sure. that developed
elements would'fit'closely into their model of the teacher.

This'feature Of the.Florida prbgram should be maintained and
extended during development. Also, the conception of the teacher is
flexible and provides-for the incorporation of contemporary educational
knowledge and skills which ,is important for the actual elements.
Which were developed by the' Florida team were far less innovative than
their'concePtion of how to build a future-related program.

Summary.

c",

Figure 3.7' (See page Oa) prOvides a Tough comparisOn of the
promnent features Of each conception of-the teacher. All concep-
tions shared the folibwing features:

. .
.

.1. .The'teather-was not only ,described in behavioral terms, but.
waS seen

.
as a behavioristCa setter of behaVioral objectives,

user of behaviorally - oriented teaching strategies,' and user '

-Of behavioral measurement techniques. There were rfo'.exceptions

to this.

2. The teacher wasseen.as a member of a clinical team, rather
'than as a,lone operator in a self-contained clasSroom.' Spe-

cialists were envisioned in most cases.

3.- The teacher was seen in most'casesas'working inan environment
rich in support systems, especially self-instructional materials.
.Thus, .he functions as a diagnpser and orchestrator rather than
as-the typical teacher of today.

Shared Conceptions of the Teacher

1. Behaviorist
2. Team Member
3. Diagnoser and Orchestrator

.

1
Florida State University, Ibid.', plk. 35-41.
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Both. the activities and the perfdnnance criteria of all the
- modols Manifest.aconcernwith anemerging'future. The documenzs'

so .frequently xefer to the inadequacy. of our present knowledge about
how to educate children that you might suppose thatithe teams were
obsessed with feelings of ignorance as they prepared the models.
There was a determination-to develop e'teacher who would join in
the battle against, gnorance. He would act as a hypothesis-tester,
'as one who would propose objectives for -students, who would define
theconditions likely to achieve those objectives, who Would bring
about those conditions and evaluate theOutcome,and then would
set. to work again-on the basis of what he observed. Although the
styles of specification varied greatly,- -the 'teacher was seen in all
cases as_a member of a clinicalteam which would use the tools of
the behavioral sciences toclarify objectives and to generate 'theses
about the kinds of Conditions that-would achieve them. As an eval-

-uator,. also, he'was seen,aS a 'behaviorist, using- the techniques' of
social science to attempt to determine the results of,his efforts.

f

. In the affective and human relations domains- also the behavioral
sciences wereVery prominent. The teather.was seen as relating to
otherprofessionals,-anchit was assumed that it would be possible for .

him to receive the clinical training,that. would help him relate to
others productively and that he would'use knowledge from the behav-
ioral sciences to.guidehis work with peers and comMunity members
as well as his students.

The teacher, then, Was conceived as an applied scientist who
Would help:create his field as wellas practice on the basis oft.its
preSent knowledge

Implications for. Teacher Education:
Commonality and Variability in

Models of Teachers

The developed performance models reflect an implicit consensus
'aboUt the most prodiictiVe roles for the teacher today:

a. ,As -an applied scientist (pne who helps find the answers) and
a behaviorist.

b. As a.teath member (a colleague -and a specialist).

c. As a decision-maker-and clinician (a strategist with a
'range of competencies).

. Asa change agent (and one whose personality can cope
,with change),
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e. As a manager of instruction, orec,astrating vast amounts
of instructional material and support Systets.

. As a behaviorist--a 'systems" man in,his.oum tight,.
setting behavioral objectives,' breaking down learning
tasks into their elements, and selecting-learning
activities and evaluation devices tailored to a rang&
of students and diffe/ling kinds'of learning./

In other words, no One developed,a fixed performance model of the
teacher - he was' seen as one emerging and growing with the 'times
and ,his own development. 'All saw behaVioristic. modes- of planning
rand training' as compatible with huManistic, affectiVe goals,- and 4

with training to function in the hutane domains. In fact, all
saw behaviorism as the best avenue to a more-humanistic as well
as amore efficient education-for_ahiidren and teacher's alike.

Hence, all of these sys,tems planting-teams-denied the fa-
miliar assertion that'systems-planning technique's .An4 humanistic
education are incompatible: r

The wide range of approaches to the 6-e-velopmentof the per-
formance models included:

a. conceptions of individualized and personalized education
(several models, with'Pittsburgh giving this conception
a majorfocus).

conceptions of teachers, as people who make educational
decisions,,implement them, and get results: (ComField .

is-most. direct- with this conception, butit is shared by
all models to some,extent, amd_the "clinical style"
from the Michigan States;Model focuses an enormous array
of modules.).

c. conceptions-of teachers as changers of educational
4institUtions, (Especially heavy emphasis by'Syra-
tuse and Massachusetts, with"Teachers College giving

its entire conception to an innovator, and Florida. and
ComField'providing linkages to schoola-through schools

especially committed to innovation.

d. cohceptions of interpersonal and affective behavior
.(Syracuse and. Massachusetts were. most explicit here).

.
This wide range (which appears wider the closer-the examina-

tion) belies the notion that systems planners 'tend to produce
homageneous.conceptions of goals, and,means.. The products re-

present an especially wide range of alternative goals that can.be

used by- second-generation planners to make available, within



training programs, different" concep'tionfeducation and teacher
education. A seCond:7-genCrationleffort in this,. field can c:ipitall::e

on the 4iversity represented 1-,resan,d a map of alternative -peffor-'.

mance models Should gradually merge.

121

On the _other hand, the conceptions were greatly lacking as
working modeIs.:of theiteachet. Rather than-developing an over-
arching conception which-Was then broken-down into 'behavioral:de-

=..( Ments,.-Most of the teams used very general theses about the` teacher
rand working teams did most of the work 'of_ developirig behavioral

Tlius'the majority ofthe..actual behavioral descrip-
tion of the teacher resides in masses. of behavioral,objectives.

We'consider it vital that more:complete and. functioning working
..modelA.,of the. teacher, e. created as the ptograms are developed. and

itpleMented.. As, much as ispossible, the performance models need to

be:

1. Dynamic-Models which can unify vast,, complex. programs and give
clear guidance to developers. .(The Pittsburgh Model is-very
strong here.)

2. Rationalized conceptualilations which relate the componentS of
teaching to one another and, thuS, lead naturally to related
program'components.- (Florida Stite's conception is heuristic.)

a. Clearly tel ted to the.systems which surround the teacher--
material', of er personnel, support sysCems, and decision-..

making system (The ComField Model .is heuristic in this

regard.)

4. 'Provide Some guidance for the task analysts who will break
down the major elements Of teaching behavior into a clarified'
system of objectives. (Toledo provides. a:useful example here..

Its description of the teacher provides clues'for analyzing
and sequenqing behaviors. -.beorgia-doeS.alSO,.but to a lesser

extent.)

1]En addition, deveropment*needs to ensure that a much wider range
of theorieS about teaching7enterfthe models which tend at present

,

to emphasiie-veryndirect,'presentational methods 'of teaching. Many

other strategies. are alluded to and there is:room for them in the

form of_ theprograms, but theconception of the teacher needs to

.make much wider and more imaginative use of a vastly broader range

of teaching behaviors thah has so far been the case.
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All of the programs use. a modular curriculum organization; the
training of the xedcher is organized in sets of, units each contain-'
ing specific objectives,' alternative activities, and evaluation pro.-
cedures. To this extent they employ a common strategy, .one which can-
not be implemented for a large number of students unless it is accom-
panied by contemporary management technology to relate-the modular units
to students and provide feedback about the progresS Of individuals and
tile successful and unsuccessful elements of the program. Within the
common modular approach there is room for many strategies of learning
and a wide range of content.- A series of analyses were' made of-the
program strategies and these are reported in this chapter in the
following order:

1. Aclassification of program components by content.

2. An analysis of ways of increasing program unity and decreasing
fragmentation within modular structures.

3. A discussion of the use of cybernetic psychology and simula-
tion in systems approaches.

4. An identification of promising practice:for personalizing the
education of the teacher/in managed, modular curricula.

5. An identification,of strategies for improving several ofthe
models on their own terms.
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A Classification of Pro ram Components by content
t,

123

We will begin by comparing the programsin terms.of the gross con-
tent and strategies components that make them up, Because. an Important
consideration in implementing the programs' is the extent' to which their
components differ from the components ordinarily used in teacher edu-
cation programS, Table 4..1 (see pages iZS--(2.6, is .constructed to-permit

.a 'comparison of the contentof the model- components with-those. typical
of.teacher education programs in recent years. The chart also. includeS
an estimate of the distinctive approach oeach program.

Georgia was selected as representative of the programs :of relatively
homogeneous modular structure; WhiCh include:COledo:and Florida State.
Michigan State was selected because, it. deals 'in great detail, with a
comprehensive four-year liberal,arts/professional training program
;Syracuse Massachusetts represent less-homogeneous training programs
Which also...characterize ComField andWisconsin.

To make the chart, the components of the approach described by
Lindsey and Stratemeyerl as the recommended or prevailing program-of,
recent years were -identified, Michian,State.components were
identified. .ThCse the same as the traditional ones mere identified
as such and those that differed were added,to the list. The other
programs-Were treated in a like manner, resulting in.a list of All'
',components arranged so that it was clea.which.components appeared

?..in one.or more of the programs..

`In addition, the general approach of eachcomponent.(ita teaching
strategy) was. noted. For example; the Syracuse "philOsophy" component
employs "seminars'and readings'as-itS-strategy.-The-±behavioral"rcom-
ponent from the Massachusetts model uses "Micro-teaching and feedback."'

. In ad'dition, several general strategies`were employed to ,a great
extent in seVeral of_the.programs. One we characterized aSa 'Modular;
performance-oriented approach with self-pacing, by,thestudent." Where
this strategy was used, a-check Mark (V) appears. In addition, if'the
Studentis giveh,options.that-"perSonalize"-instructionfas,well'as Pace'
it, the check, is crossed (v.e."). Thus, inthe Massachusetts model, the
"science" component is modular; personalized,,, and uses a strategy ofH;
Jaboratory workshops and courses.

Looking over the chart, it appears,that Most of. the new programs
included the- components of the Lindsey-Stratemeyer approach, but.
included Some others as well. A fewaf the:"tr'aditional" components,
misSing in the present models will.no doubt appear. as the deVelopMent,
phase continues. -.Presently Georgia includes:physical education but
the others don't. Almost certainly, however, the others will decide
to provide physical education, as development takes

A. Margaret Lindsey;and Florence B. Stratemeyer,Workihg with Student
Teachers, NeW York: Bureau of Publications, TeaChers College,
Columbia University, 1958.
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The programs have distinctive characteristics that color all their
c components. For example, the nichian State program is held together
by_its'massive storage andm sanaF,emen:system. This sytem mal:eb all
-prOgram elements visible to all faculty and'students and permits
various program changes to be made .easily. As some of the other models
are further develdped they will use similar systems. Syracuse is
charact8iz,66 by"the intent-action-feedback paradigm (described in
Chapter Three), which provides students and faculty with continuous
knowledge about the appropriatenets of actions and outcomes. to

Varibus permutations of micro-teaching anchor the Massachusetts
approach which also has big helpings of human relations training through-
out. Georgia is characterized by its steadfastly modular approach and
behavior-modification training techniques.

The great similarity of program content to traditional programs
should make implementation easy on one col:nt, since the programs bring
relatively little new content to teacher education. On the other
hand, it 'is odd that a larger variety of components did not arise from
tfie effort to create' new teacher edUcation programs..

Odd, that is, unlessone considers that in mot cases-the projects
to ,create the models were organized in teams according to the tradi;:fou=
al component areas. As pointed out in Chapter Three, most of the model,r
builders did not construct a general model of the.teacher and then break
it down into component. elements. Rather, a general idea of the teacher
was created as. a guideline to the deVelopment teams (as the Clinical
Style.of the Michigan State approach) and then teams, already organized
according to major areas of development, proceeded to work constructing,
the behavioral elements (objectives) of the program and the activities
which would be related to them. Thus the organization of the projects
predeterMinedNthat most program components would be 'traditional. Only
when a development team Was organized to include new areas (as .

Mastachusetts with "behavioral" and "human relations" components) could
they arise. -

HoWever, the program strategies uniformly included a ,modular orga-
nization. This is the major departure froth the t aditional procedures
and permits an individualization and'pertonalizaton not remotely'
possible In the seminar/course/practice-teaching structures. of the
traditional/programs. Also, conceiving the teacher as a behaviorist
(see Chapter Three) greatly influenced specific:program content.

S7

Against Fragmentation: A General Feasibility Problem

In large modular program 'structures a persistent problem is to
establish relationships among modules so that the environment which
is presented to the student has an integrated and coherent character.

Soltis suggested that the program models could be classified as:

l., "Atomic," in which modules as presently specified appear to
be almost completely independent of each other except for
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their common 'membership in a management' system.

2. "Molecular ;" in which there are some connections or 'systems
fo.;) integration; but the integrated clusters are not connected'
with one another.

3. "Organic," in which they are explicitly related and seen in
terms of interrelatedfunctioning in the individual.

In our view the organic level is most desirable and increases the
feasibility of a model from the point of view of all parties.

It cannot be achieved without an integrated, working, "performance"
model of the teachet. As indicated'in Chapter One, Only Pittsburgh of
the eight models which we analyzed remotely approached a working model,
and that was achieved with a narrow, specific view of the teacher (not
a criticism!) which many might not accept or, if they did, might feel
should be complemented by other types of teachers."

Thus, most of the models would have to change their conceptions of
the teacher in order to be able to organize their program organically.
The remainder of the'programs we classify as fellows:

Figure 4.1. Programs Classified by-Integration
of Modular Elements

Totally
Sub-Atomic I t. 1 F--Integrated

"Atomic"' "Molecular" "Organic"

Michigan Toledo Syracuse
State

Florida State ,Pittsburgh
Georgia

Cornfield

Massachusetts Massachusetts

(Skills) (Human Relations)

1.

IntegrAtion-of elements can be achieved in several ways,by design-
ing types of linkages which can be used, during development, to specify
interrelationships among program elements.

The Syracuse Model had several devices which could greatly enhance
the integrated 'nature of several of the other programs. This.was.,.
especially true of Michigan State, which with its useful storage system, .
could advance its entire structure to the molecular and perhaps the
organic stage, simply-by employing this device, if the linkages were
related in turn to the "clinical style."

The Modular Flow Chart of the Syracuse Model (Figure 4.2, see.
page ta) illustrates their system for relating Clusters, of activities

_pointing to'an objective or group'of objectives. It serves, during
development, as a system which reminds the developer of the range of
activities available to him and helps him relate a variety of modes of
instruction to each other to develop a particular competency or'group
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of related cbmp'etencie.

. Such device's could_relate:activities pertniTling'not only to one
domain.ofdevelopment but to several: _For exam 1ei in cheMassachusetts.

sequences .of activities within the behayior'al, .human relations,.
and. content areas could'be related to each other-thrOugh an augmented
,system such"as was `used by Sytacuste.

In a sense,. what: this type of device does is ensure that the concept
ofmodule includes only Meaningful units of activities so that the student'
is not thrown into a mass of activities over objectives too small to be
functionallymeaningful.

There are several other ways in which well7developed elements of
,s6me'models can be employed.to enhance'the structure of other models.

Simulation and ,Cybernetic Psychology

Most of the models proVideexplicitly or implicitly for considerable
use of simulation in training actiVitidsactivities., ComPield,is especially
thorough in the integration of a teaching laboratory throughout the
program and represents the Most elaborate description of the use:of ,

"simuletionthrought teacher education to date, althoUgh much.specifica-
tion remains to be

? _

The rationale for thd use'of simulation is that "SituatiOns less
complex than therealityof the classroOm"- permit the teacher to master
skins, which are very difficult to learn..inthe.taxing Chios. of.. the
classrooM and, derivatively,helphim preparefor that.comiplexity by
achieving competency before taking resPonsibility, foretheeduCation of
children..

Simulation, despit,.:, its limited use to date in teacher education,
has been used with considerable effectiveness in the tra,ining' of such
complex personnel as airline pilots end nigh -level military tacticians.
There is little doubt of its potential in the training of-teachers.

In all previously successful uses of simulation the,basispf the
simu/atiOnsystem has been'a.cybernetic model of thee'- functionary
(broadly defined),. wino is to result. This does nOt:thean that the
description of the functionary has to be in terms of a,rigidadmini-
strator of pre-set prdcedures. On the cOntraryne of the,most
interesting pOtentials of simulation is kO:the'training of problem-

. stilvers; II.,fact,-there has already been atleast one experimental user.
of simuIationin teacher training in which the,gOal waeto,increase.the
flexibility with which the teacher. wOurd'pereive the learner and
modulate his behaviOr during interactive' teaching.' however;' it is very,
difficult to'plan for the extensive use of simulation.unless,there is

1Bruce R.. Joyce*, 'Peter Dirr, and David E. Hunt, "Sensitivity Training

for Teachers: An Experiment.'` The Journal of Teacher,Education, Vol.

1 (Spring, 1969); PP- 75-83-



an effectively functioning model of the performer who-is to emerge.
DevelopmCnt of the,simulation experiences specified in the program
models will have to be accompanied by the 'Creation of more complete
and unified working models of the teacher (as indicated throughout
Chapter Three). A little elaboration will illustrate the-point. As
specified in the present versions of the model, simulation can function.
to:

A.. Introduce new areas of development. ,(The realistic, controlled
confrontation of simulation helps the trainee become aware
of the need to learn and clear about how the new le'arning
mill relate to his performance as a. teacher.) 0

B. PrOvide for the operationalization of learnings in the form,
of teaching performance: (Learnings from other modtg become
integrated in performan.ce.)

C. Provide .for the integration of several domains of learning.
(Simulation can present opportunity for the successive incor-
poration of new skills and other learnings into operational
performance.)

D. Provide for a gradual increase in complexity so that the de-
veloping teacher can deepen and extend his skill. .

L. Personalize the development of the clinical style. (ComField

has significantly grasped the possibilities of simulations
which leave much -room for personal style while requiring pre-
cision of performance and accountability for results.)

If we consider only "C," the integration of learnings from several
modes and domains, and "D," the staging of complexity, it is apparent
that neither of these can be achieved without a cybernetic conception
which relates growth in several domains and conceptualizes the possible
stages of complexity.

Personalization of Learning

Aside from the considerable power which modular curriculum struc-
tures have for facilitating the individual pdcing.of learning through
pre-set sequences of activities,'a feature which is shared by all the
Program models to a considerable degree, to what extent do they person-
alize thee.ducation of the teacher, helping him develop his uniqueneSs
and actualize a perional style of teaching?

The chart on page 1°31gives our estimate of the relative power
of each of the program models to personalize the, teacher's educatiori%

Pittsburgh, Syracuse, and ComField each employed devices which
could be emplyed to increase the personalization of the other models.
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.Figurct 4.3 E:.:tent of Potential PtrsOnnli?.ation o thu
Models for ElemcmtArv'Tc.!acer 'Education

MaXimizes Minimizes
Personalization Personalization

'P

yrracuse-

ComField
Michigan' State

Florida State
Toledo

(" Massachusetts
Georgia

Pittsburgh arranged a faculty-student rela4onsIlip which provides
for regular progrhm-planning for eachstudent with continual re- setting
of goals and development of means suited to the personal style of the
teacher-candidate. While the hechanics.of this.are not by any means
fully worked out, it seems feasible to develop- a counseling system
which could provide, in 'any model, for counseling relationships within
wnich faculty could modify experiences to suit the candidate or help
the candidate plan and carry out individual learning activities within
the resources of the program:

Syracuse. employed two primary devices. One was the general con-
'ception-of the teacher as aproblem-resolver, a person who would use
general ptofessional knowledge and skills-to solveprbblems but who
would have the personal capacity ta generate ways of. approaching.- ,

problems. Thus individualized and personalized experiences alternate
throUgh the,program.1

Second, Syracuse provides for a. ",elf- directed component" which
they describe as follows:

Self-Directed Component. This component is intended.to foster
independent, self-directed activity oriented ultimately toward
prbfessional ends.' It has considerably less structure-than
the preceding'components particularly with7respect to the
Subject matter which will:make.up the component. It does
have the structure provided by' specific goats and the sup-
porting instructional situations which chktacterize.the_com-
ponent. The essentiktask for the student- in this compo-
nent is to (a) determine what changes he would like to see
take place in the children he teaches, (b) describe these
changes behaviorally-(q-determine what specialized train:-
ing is needed (in additiori to that provided in other com-
ponents of the modelprogra.m) to help hiM.in the accomplish -
ment of these goals, 'and (d) to accomplish such ends as
he has :specified,with the pupils he teachers'during'hiS
resident year:.

L.
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The component provide; a firm helping relationship.

In the performance.of this complextash. The student
selects a counselinD-advisor' with whom he worsts on a reg--
ular basis. This relationShip between student and coun-
selor7advisor is an enabling relationship combining the
talents of the Counselor with the talents of a generalist
in the field of elementary education. In addition to this
one-to-one relationship with a counselor- advisor, the
student may participate. in one of the ,student- controlled
enabling seminars of about twelve students each. These
activities are to be supplemented by a student- controlled'
weekly newsletter for expressing ideas and concerns about:
the profession and the program.

The student develops a "planning and goals" paper
around which his self - directed activities evolve. He is
ultimately expected to realize these plans and goals
through his own independent activities. The goals toward
which this component work are the goals of professional
independence which will enhance the dignity, integrity, and
autonomy.of the student as a teacher, help him take respon-
sibility for his own learning, and help hiM to independent-
ly modify his own ideas, values, and behavior. From-this
self-directed activity would coMe(a) continued increased
understanding of the unique qualities of self as a teacher,
(b) the development and implementation of a personalized
set of educative experienceS.cultInating in a .professional
specialization that transcends the general training gained
in the. basic program..1

ComPield makes effective use .of a teaching laboratory which
utilizes. Many- simulated teaching tasks and encourages the development,,
of a- perSonal teaching style as well as the mastery of prescribed
professional knoWledge And skills. The simulation laboratory has con-
siderable potential in this direction.

Individual Program StrategAes.

The programs af te so tha.to characterize each of ,them
adequately in.a report of reasonable length and clear enough.structure
is out of the.question unless one severly limits-the perspective he
uses. The'pertpective we 'have. chosen attempts to identify the uniquet.
ness of each model approachand to ask the question: "How can:thiS
model be improved so that ita unique strength is enhanced?"

This question appeared to us 'to be of vital importance to'the
::developerS.o4 the models, since the basic question for the developer
and'iMplementer of a model is,. "Aside from the systems-approach, with
-the emphasis on performance goals, a modular curriculum structure, and
ManageMent-oriented toward individualization and qdality control,.:'.

1:Syracuse University, Ibid., p. 25.
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features shared by .all the programs, what is the unique strength Of
each model and how can that quality be capitalized on?'.'

hence, in this section we attempt ,to Identify the most prominent
and potentially unifying element of each program model andrecommend
procedures which are likely to increase the feasibility of the model ,

by capitalising on its essential strength. Many of the recommendations
for each model are borrowings from other models

Taking the Models on Their Own Terms

ti

. To make a fetish of internal.consistency is an ugly form of
pedantry. If We avoid fetish, however, there are stime-striking
advantages to educational programs that have a high degree of inter-
nalconsistency, for reasons that are muchmore than the brandishing
of theoretical elegance. .At educational program that stands,for
something both in terns of mission and means can have a unified power
and clarity which greatly increases etT7ralue.

In n-this section,' we attempt to.characteriab the essential "model
for the modal" of each of"the _projects and discuss the extent to
which the program which is specified accords with thatmodel and
what would need tob done to bring the program more fully in line
with what seems to ID the fundamental conceptions that' give. its

gredtest Strength./ or those who would further develop and implementthese
models we feel that this may be the most valuable enterprise that

iey can-engage in. All ofthe other criteria by which we look at the
ftasibility of the models and most of the criteria by which the them-
selves looked at feasibility during their Phase Two aetivity are exter-
nal to the structure of the individual models. There is validity in
the use of these external criteria and-nearly each one of the models
can benefit-by applying them during the.feesibility-making. stages,
'but to give a program maximum strength and integrity it should be
developed so that the "model ofits own model" has full. expression in
the program that finally comes into existence.

Florida:State University.

The Florida Model is fphilsophieally built on a concern for a teacher
of ten yearsfrom now.

The rationale for this model pre-grim ,is based upon:

'1. predictions of what society and. education will be
like by 1978;

inferences about the nature of .teoehing and,the role
of the elementary school teacher by 1978; and

3. implications for the preparation of'elementary.school
teacheis.l.

1Flbrida State University, A Model for the Preparation of Elementary
School Teachers (OE-58018) Washington D.C.: USOEf 1968. p. 3.



They thus begin with a rather sound idea that if we plan a teach-
er education program today, its graduates will be at about the five-
year point in experience about ten years from now, and, at a minimum
We need torplan so that their preparation will be suitable for the
world in which they then find themselves: Florida spent considerable
effort in speculating about the future and the kind of person who
would be able to operate effectively in the schools of the future-.
We feel that this is the essence of their model--an attempt to use sys-
tems planning to forecast the future and that systems procedures to
develop training modes which would be appropriate for the future.

There are certain ways in which Florida fulfills its intricate
model v ry well. One of these ways is by using a variety of modes of
instructi n, thus ensuring that the teacher in.his own training will
encounter m to nologies and experience many 'strategies for learning
and teaching, t us learning at first hand how they can be orchestrated
in a fully contemporary way (see Figure 4.4, page-iZG) Since all of
these modes emphasize self -paced experienceS and criterion-referenced,
performance evaluation and all the activities are monitored by a com-

_puterized management control system with feedback capability, there is
a definite future orientation to the texture of the Florida !,(cdel.

Howev4, when we look at the substance of the'modules themSelves,
tothe kinds-of teaching skills which will be taught and the kinds-of
knowledge which will be taught to the teacher, the picture is not so
future oriented. It is, in fact, not Very different- from what has been
the content of teacher training pi.ograms for at least the 'last forty
years, with soia updating of content. The conception of the teacher,
in other words, oes not seem to be a future oriented as does the con,,
ception of the nted to prepare him_in such at-way that he.will have a
future orientation. Furthermore, there is very little provision for
the development of reflective or creative thinking. in the Florida Model.
A teacher who would be ctfortable in the fast-emerging future society

f which is depicted in the early sections of the Florida document would
.1
:surely need to be philosophically prepared to reflect on what as hap-
pLning to him, to gain somehistorical and philosophical perspective
on the events that surrounded him. Further, he should be prepared to
-help others behave rationally while living in the midst of such rapid
and unpredictable change.

We believe the Florida Model would take,on greater strength if,
as it is redeveloped__ for implementation, the.view of the teacher is
reconceptualized in a more forward-looking way. That conceptualization
should, in our opinion, conceive of him as a philosophical person using
his technology and building on it anew technology, but with the reflec-
tive- and creative-thinking capability to master the changing futuristic
environment in which Florida believes he will find himself.

The CoMField Model

The essence of the ComField Model lies in the conception ofthe
teacher as an instructional manager who is able to bring about learning
in children. In its program methodology we can:see the desire to help
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the Leather develop a-personalized style for managing instruction and
for providing the management-support service necessary to instruction.
The use.of the laboratory for training is very much'in line with their
view of a teacher and how he should be trained, for it provides. many
opportunities to develop bOth'a personal style and technical proficiency.
In other words, the use of the laboratory provides the' setting in
.which the teacher can be trained and evaluated in a way consonant with
their image ofthe teacher.

HOWever, there are several.unresolved questions within the Com-
Field structure Which, if they were resolved, would greatly increase.
the potential power Of the model. First,,they stress throughout that
the teacher candidate will be''able to'negotiate many of the activities
that he will pursue as he tries to prepare himself, yet the objectives
of the teacher edutation program are derived from the specification
of the kinds of objectives that might be set,for elementary school
students and the kinds of conditions that would be likely to achieve
those objectives. The teacher-presumably will be trained to produce
those conditionsandto evaluate the outcomes. This meanS:that many
of theobjettives ail' activities will be specified for the teacher.
Ic.is pot explained how.a sYstem external. to the teacher candi'date
would be reconciled with the intent to have the teacher largely deter-
mine the nature, and course of his own experientes There is recogni-

- tion within.the report that some objectives are required of. all teach-
ers and some simply of those whoaregoing,to be .'specialists or work
With specific kinds of, 'children, but this acknowledgement does not
resolve the basic question, which is how within a systems design,
does one allow for student negotiation. There are a number Of poten-
tial solutions td this problem". The ComField Model developers might
look at the kinds of devices generated at-Syracuse to approach a
similar problem.. For exabple, in the final report on the ComField
Model, we find the definition of teaching style as Well as the spee-
ifications for the'personalization of the process of teacher educa-
tion:

I -Teaching Style
-

As used in ComField, the concept of teaching style'.
' refets. to -the matter of integrating and synthesizing the

various profestional competencies develop through Com-
Yield. into a unique and personally relevant approach to
teaching. It is hypothesized that two factors are neces-.

sary to bring 'this. about: (1) a knowledge of alternative
styles, and (2) an opportunity ,to practice-alternative
styles.

Specificationt

1. Each student shall be exposed to alternative
teaching styles through todels.

2. Each student shall explicate his own teaching
style.
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3. Etch student is to provide a rationa'ic in support
of his preferred teaching style.

4. Each student will have a series of nonevaluative
interview within which to explore the meaning of
behavior observed in the laboratory and practi-
cum for the learner's definition of teaching style.

Specifications for the Personalization Process

There are no specific, independent learning experiences
within. the ComField instructional program designed to bring
the personalization of professional competencies about. Per-
sonalization experiences are alc:ays a part of an instruction-
alsyStem designed to produce a given competency and will
take whatever form that is recutred to permit the explora-
tion of personal relevance or meaning within that system.
(See Figure 4.5, page 131 ;) -Almost always it will involve
contact with another person, however, e her a peer or a
member of the staff; and it will almost always focus upon
the affective dimension of thLt which is being learned.
Since there are no specific provisions for the process and
since it has been described in some detail as it links to
the development of professional competencies only the basic
features of the process will be described. These may be
considered as specifications.

1. Instructional activities designed to increase
students' awareness of their personal qualities
and the implications of these for teaching style
area to be included as an integral part of the
program.

2. Assessment of all cognitive outcomes is accompa-
nied by an assessment of the commitment held to-
ward them.

3. Assessment of student performance is accompanied
by an assessment of the congruence between behav-
ior ana that basic personality characteristic of
the-student.

4. Performance below criterion level leads to assess-
ment of the basis for the failure and consequent
remediation. Dismissal is more nearly based on an
apparent lack of potential to perform the-task
rather than a punitive or arbitrary measure.1

The last statement in the description of the personalization pro-
cess at the top of page-104 says "performance below criterion level
leads to"assessment -of the basis for the failure and consequent re-

11,;orthwest Regional Edncational Laboratory, A Comnetencv Based, Field
Centered, Systems Approach to Elementary Teacher Education (0E-58020)
Washington D.C.: IiSOE, 1968, Volume I, pp. 102-103f.
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mediation:. Dismissal is more nearly based on apparent lack of poten-
tial to perform the task rather than a punitive or arbitrary mcasure:"
Evidently then, within the'specifications for. p6raonnliznticin we have
provisions for "deselecting" students who dO.not meet previously
specified performance criteria. This is a strange kind of personali-
zation.

The Syracuse personalization component, from'Which we think the
ComField developers could borrow profitably, while it is very loose
and somewhat, unspecific in many.places, way of providing for
the reconciliation between the personal needs, interests and aptitudes
of the student and the relatively rigid character of a modular systems
model which is accompanied by quality control procedures.

'The Teachers' College system of organizaing students into inquiry
groUps which administer most of the teacher education program to them-.
selves with the assistance of faculty counselors also provides:a great
deal of room for the kind of personalization that ComField'says it
'wants but. does not seem.actually to...provide, because it permits students
to redefine goals and,'Mtans while they move through the program.
Quality control is vastly complicated-by such a procedure.

The M)ichiganState storage-and-retrieval system for modules also
provides a matrix in which personalization might be achieyable. By

making all faculty and students aware of what modules reside in the
infOrmation7sLrage-and-:retrieval systemthe personalization of apro-
gram becomes much easier, for the structure of the program becomes

.

transparent and can be matched much more closely to the style of the
individual. Without such a matrix and a guidance component to help
the student retrieve and learn the modules that are most appropriate
to his.nedds, the flexibility of the szstem7model'ith respect to
individuals would remain more apparent than real.

The University of 'Massachusetts Model

The MassaChusetts Model emphasizes in philosophy the need..for the.'
indiVidualized perparation_of the teacher and an intermingling::of
human relations teaching skills, and content knowledge: Row:-..

. ever, these are described -so-separately.that the Massachusetts Model
does--not seem to have an essential point Of view which unifies it or
which represents. its character or the character it would be likely to
-take on 'during developMent. As is pointed out in another place, a
-suprisingly large number of the Massachusetts modules do' not have
objectives which reach our criteria for 4ehaviorality and,. thus, they
could net be.implemented as they presentIly.stand.without tremendously.
greater specification. Furthermore, within.manyof the important com-
ponents such as the teaching skills or the "behavioral" component, the
skills often seem trivial compared with the rather strong.statements
of needed teaching strategies which characterize some of the other pro-
grams such as Pittsburgh, Syracuse, Michigan .State, and the ComField-,
Model. 'The- objective of one module, for example,.is."to get t1e teach7
er to ask asmany questiOnS as possible during'the leason,.so that a'.



beginning teacher's dependency on the lecture method can be overcome.
This objdctive is disturbingly chaotiC. 'Furthermore, to ask, a teacher
to "ask as many questions as-possible" seems irrational-,does he do this -

regardless of what the children do? Also, does the instructional alter-
native ,Kfo,ur micro-teaching-sessions) haVe any real chance. of reducing
someones dependence on the lecture? In other words, we had a good
deal, of difficulty determining the essential character of the Massachu-
setes Model.

Moreover, the program is almost completely without a philosophy,
.although it does dealWth the affective development of the teacher to
a laudable extent. Dealing with emotions without a philosophy can
:become unnerving at times. A module, for example,. hSs as its. objec-.
tive within the area of race relations ''the ability to recognize and
deal with fear and sexual attitudes. "2 The instructional alternatives
are as follows:

The trainee will participate in a fantasy storming
.

session about.fear7of physical attacks by blacks. Sessions-7
all whiter-will be hour -long and run. for six. times..'

The trainee will participate in an all-black fan-
tasy storming session about fears and hatreds of whites.
Six sessions, one hour long.

The trainee will participate in a fantasy storming
session aboutfear of phySiCal,attacks and sexual abuse.'

The team that 8xamined this_modelis agreed that the ability to
,recognize and deal with fear and sexual attitudes in a radial context
is very unlikely to be changed very much by six hours'offantasy storm-
ing sessions, and it,seemsalmost a Kafkaesque world that would suggest
that such might be true. Certainly fantasy storming sessions might
Opervup such attitudes so that people could articulate them, and that
might be the beginning of symbolic control, but if one really'has fear,
sexual fearS particularly, that are racially licked, there will be no
short-term course of therapy, even intensive :therapy; that will Change
those fears; to pretend .so is ridiculous.HThe MasSachusettsModel Is
fulleof such absurdities. On one level they sound attractive because
the Massachusettg Model certainly. (ides deal with racial issues, ethnic
issues, and one's personal need to'-develop a fully functioning self in
a world which is laced with racial,. ethnic, and economic class conflicts:
Rowever., when one loAs at'theSpecifications andfinds*out.that a
modular curriculum, has been presented in Which relatiVely short instruc-,

'University. of MaSsachusetts, Model Elementary Teacher Education Pro-
gram (0E-58022) Washington P.C.: liZOE, 1968, p. 264.

Ibid., p. 258.

3lbid.

- q7,
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tional systems Arc supposed to be effective in those areas, one has to
questions the sincerity of the entire model..

The whole section on sexual awareness in the Massachusetts program
is similarly suspect. For example, let us look at sections from the
final report of.the project, pages

In this 'entire section, the Massachusetts Model, quite laudably
in our view, gets into areas which are extremely important in the
functioning of the individual, both personally and as a teacher, and
the designers of the Massachusetts Model do not shrink from a sub-
stantive involvement with sex or anything else that they think-is
important'to the development of the individual.

However, their performance criteria are hihly unspecific and their
activities are not clearly related to the objectives. In areas as crit-
ical as sex, seems to us to be a fatal blow' to the feasibility of
the program as it stands. The more critical and personal the areas, it
seems,to us, the more we must strive to 'be very specific -in the descrip-
tion.of objectives and activities, and the clearer we must be about the
potential relationships among them. Evaluation in areas as critical
and personal as these becomes a matter of the protection of the student
as well as the. assessment of him.

In addition, much of the material in those areas seems to be very
.loosely constructed. For example, in terms of the physical awareness
of sexuality, the instructional alternatives are:

The teacher trainee-will participage in an Esalen-type
seminar or series of seminars which centers on the freeing
of the body,and its sexuality.

The teacher trainee will teach a ten-minute micro- teach-
ing lesson on the discoveries he made in the above described
seminar(s) noting especially the part of his understanding
that is significantly nonverbal.

There is really only one instructional alternative here and it
occurs in two phases,-one of which is quite extensive (the Esalen
seminar) and the other of which is simply a ten-minute lesson. How
these relate to each other is notf'specified nor are we told what is
to be done with the-ten-minute episode in order,tO help the person
perceive what he has learned and develop' some views of himself in
reltion to the important area in question. A more powerful Philo-
sophy in the Massachusetts..Model, we believe, Would have avoided
superficiality and disconnectedness of this sort. If one really
cares about his trainee, one simply does not put him in encounter
groups/and then assume that the objectives of those groups have been
achieved. He may use encounter groups to open up personally impor-
tant areas and then proVide experiences to help the student incorporate

.The University of Massachusetts, Ibid., p. 254.



those experiences into his overall pattern of functioning.

In short, to Iive,up to its rhetoric, Massachusetts nc!cds a
philosophy. If it gets thr,..c, as well as amore uriified model of the,
teacher during development, it could become a fascinating prograM.

The Michigan State Model

The SSTEP Model has as its essence the clinical behavioral style,
and it conceives liberal and professional. education as contributing in
various ways to the development of that style and the individual vari-,
ations it is likely to have.

The prograth is well unified around this conception of style, but
a tremendous amount more could be done to unify the 2,700 relatively
single-purpose modules into meaningful clusers, as is described on
pages 1Z1 and W. In addition, the modules themselves. are extremely
uneven with respect to the specification of objectives, pre-requisitics,
and evaluation. The specification problem is easily rectified in a
program which is developed over a longer period of time when there is
time for a more adequate quality controlnthan was possible in the eight
months in which the original models had to be completed.

To make the essence of the model really powerful, hoWever, the
BSTEP developers have to face a very complex and delicate problem, one
which, as they resolve it, should have a considerable 'yield for the
improvement of systems design procedures. That is, the extreme disjunc- .

tion between the program and the clinical style that the teacher trainee
is himself supposed to manifest when he has completed ,the prctgram. A
Student, in other. words, does not live the model he is expeceed'to be-
come, but he lives in a very specific modular structure which is sup-
posed by small increments.to bring about the general kind of behavior
he is to manifest later. The style of the program does not fit the
behavioral style which the trainee is to adopt later.

The'solution to this problem should pro ably, be unique to the
BSTEP Model, but developers can borrow ideas Lop some of the other
models as they search for their'solution. Esp cially, they might borrow
from the Pittsburgh Model, whose program has a most an exact congruence
With the type of teacher who is to be produced It.seems to us that it
would be possible for.the.BSTEP developers to reate a wayin which
their program could be administered to the st dents with the same clinic-
al style that is specified for them. For example, a counselor 'could
propose to and with the student what he shoUld do next, then the student
could operate as a self-teache, or in taking seminars or lectures which
are led by others, he could share the purposes Of the teacher. lie could

-,'then further propose, do and reflect once again. In other words, it is
not the modular structure of the program which conflicts with ,the. essen-
tial model of ':he program. It is that the modules were not constructed
in an organizational matrix that permits the clinical behavior style to
be as much a part of the teacher education program as it is later hoped
it will be apart of the behavior of the teacher. This, we feel, is a
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relatively easy problem to solve, at least conceptually, but an impor-
tant, even necessary, one for -he BST'r.P developers if their proi;rm
is Co realize the considerable potential it has. .

The Syracuse Model

The essence of the Syracuse Model is the intent-action-feedback
transaction which is to characterize the life of teachers and students
within the model. In the professional sensitivity component, together
With the use of decision points and the system for bringing modules
together and relat,1g them to each other, the overall design of the
Syracuse Model is quite compatible with its.essential model and is
quite strong in its presentation to the student in that it lives up to
what it says it does in terms of the intent-action-feedbac'k model. It

is our impression, however, that the model still leaves the student
awfully alone in an enormous sea-of components and that some of the
devices which reside in some of the other models might be used to over-
come this at least partially. Especially, it appears that some kind
of counselor-advisee-group could be formed that could help students
relate to each other over their general progress and stimulate one
another to get ideas for the many modules in which students can .,ubsti-

tute activities for those which are suggested in the model specifica-
tions. Such a group would help provide a form for informal feedback-
that could make the program stronger and a' social context for decision
making that could provide the student with solidarity as he works his
way through the labyrinthine program.

Although, as usual, we.are reluctant to suggest any of our local:
mecticioe for.someone else's problems, the inquiry groups from the
Teachers College Model might used within the context of the
Syracuse Model to provide some of the psycho-social glue that appears
to. be lacking and a context in which students can become committed,
through the formation of a reference group, to the kinds of ideals
which lie at the social and philosophical core of the Syracuse
program,

,The University,of Georgia Model: GEM

We see the University of Georgia Model as the,"job analysis model"
because it is a. prototype example of one kind of syStms planning--
the kind which begins with the specification of a job description,
makes a detailed analysis of that job; and then systematically plans'
experiences which are likely to add up to-that job competency.,: The
Components, of the model' awe, in turn, developed directly from the
task analysis. The almOst complete absence of any learning theory
except behavior-modification and the absence of program or module
strategies which are based on other theories ..of learning contribute
to the impression of the Georgia Model as a classic of the systems
stereotype described by Jacques Ellul.'

1Jacques Ellul, The Technological Society, New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1964.
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Taking .the model on its own terms and not trying to impose
'otfier criteria on it; the' model has to be judged in terms of the ade-
quacy of the takanalysis cnd the -job descriPtion Zeth of these
tasks were' carried out, in. enormous detail. Each of them have flaws
which almost characterize the model and which we' believe point the
way. to subStantial improvements in the model. the task analysis
is made, not from an actual job description of a teacher developed
from'a study of a teacher in action., but from a hypothetical model of

ca teacher . developed by individuals considered to be experts in teacher
training. .The model was developed entirely at the behavioral level,
that is,, in terms of sets of behavioral objectives rather than a
unified overarching conception of the teacher from which behavioral
objectives could be described through a job analysis.

In other words, instead of describing a certain kind of teacher
and then breaking that down into'specifie functions, they described
a general functionary called an elementary school feaciier and described
him in terms, of specific behaviors which became the objj:.&ives of thoN04,
Georgia program. In the course of the development and iM'Plementation
of the model, we believe it would be greatly stre:igthened if this
positibn were reevaluated and if an overarching cogreption of. the teach-
er Could be:developed. There are numerous examples of what this con-
ception might be like in the various models. The.,Michigan State con7
ception of clinical behavior style, the ComField,conception,ofa
person with, the competency necessary to bring about certain kinds of
learning; the University of Pittsburgh conceptualization of the teach-
er as an individualizer and the Teachers College ,conceptualization of
the teacher as. an innovator - -all should be heuristic examples from
Which the Georgia developers could draw in strengthening their 1

specific model.

Similarly, they describe the elementary school child in terms of
specific behaviors rather,than in terms of.an overarching description,
from which :the. specific behaviors could be derived. They did not con--
ceptualize,him, in 'other words, to be a creative thinker or at intel-
lectual or a social activistor a productive citizen or in any,of the
other ways a studentmight be conceptualized. _They proceeded 'directly
to describe the:desired behaviors of the child in'tather specific terms;
again without an overall philosophical conception under which to
describe the behaviors which could be developed. As a result, many of
the behaviors within the.programSeem to have an ad hoc character-and '

seem to be unrelated to one another.

The-Georgia "development plan calls for the development of a per-
formancemodule for each of the more than 2,500 objectives of the
program. Such a large ritimber, with no overall unifying conception'

leads to a program of extremely. "atomic" 'Character; as discussed in
an earlier section of the chapter.

Management Systems

The massive modular programs which will result when the. models are
deiieloped and implemented depend for their fdaibility on extremely

r
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efficient management-systems .which can store modules, coordinate sup-
port services, .relate program elements to individuals, store assess-
ment .data, end be Used for resource management and program -improve- -'
ment. In the feasibility'studics, ,Management, technology was unifonaly .
employed to estimate costs, generate developmelnchedules, and plan
the management of implementation.

Individualized,- performance-based education for large numbers of
students in-any ,area cannot be conceived unless contemporary management
systems are employed.. In addition; progiam.revision..depends.on con-
tinual assessment with redevelopment of poor program eletents and smooth
integration of the fresh. components into the ongoing program.

All the models assume this and they have specified very similar
management systems or implied them by other specifications. The re-
quirements of the systems are exemplified'by the Florida-State'propos-
al:

Overview

The computerized management control system (CMCS) can.,
best be conceptualized in'terms of the'needs of the various
users of the system. .0te type of user will be the trainee
and the professorial staff who-are hssisting the trainee.
'Their Primary interest Will be.in determining the "location'
of the teacher candidate in the training program, what be-
haviors should be learned mext, etc.. The system should pro-
vide these users with information for counseling the trainee
in. terms of the instructional alternatives which are available
.to-him. It will also serve as a record of his past perfor
mance. (The exact nature of the traihee's record will be.
described later.)

A .second type of potential user of the CMCS is thead-
Mlnistrative force which will be required to implement the
training program. Their primary problem wilrbe_one of al-
location of human and material resources. Certain program-
activities will require the"raVailability of ,rooms with video-

.

tape recorders; others will require, small rooms which can
be used for group discussions. At certain times faculty
memberS-7-will be required to'be on campus,,while at other
times, they will-be'needed as, observers in the schools and.
in- service centers. order to anticipate these needs and
prepare for them, the administrators must be fully aware of
the resources which are required for x-implementing the pro-
gram, andmust.be able to detetmine the rate at which train-
ee'S will require:access to Various. facilities and resources.

The third type'c ef system user is the curriculum devel-
oper and the 'researeher, the.people who are responsible for
producing the instructional materials and experiences and
for monitoring the sUccessof,each_of these....It.may be
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anticipated.chat .this:group will be composed of a large num-
ber of specialists.in such:areas as content, audio-visual
devices, professional writing, curriculum, and educational

. research. Their interests will not be limited. to a single
trainee's total score on a criterion test, but rather on --

the Performance,of a7large number.ofstudents on each of
the subcomponents:Within a taSk, . In addition, they will
'want to determine the relationship between the trainee's

-,e present performance and hfS. past and future performances.
.

This information will be used to revise the various activ-
ities and materials, and, to deteimine the feasibility of
various instructional sequences.

Two-System Concept

-

The analysts of the potential users of the CMCS indi-
cates that some or the users,. namely -the teacher candidates
and professional staff, will need to have access to the in-
formation which is in the system on an as-needed basis.
This suggests that the CMCS should operate in real-time, i.e.,
the trainee or 'facuLty member would be able to have access
to the information via a remote terminal at any time.during
the day. ,The information in the system, in turn, should be
accurate and up-to-date. On the other hand, the prograb
administrators and'LirriCulum developers have more lead time
in terms of their requests for information. For example,
the administrators could. eceive a weeklTor semi-weekly
status report on all students and an indication of antici-
pated resource needs: The curriculum.developers would
work with researchers in planning'exactly what data they
would like to retrieve frost the system in order to' eval-
uate their own material's and activities.

.This further analysis of the users and their demands
upon the system indicates that not only will they have var-
ious lags in terms of the time required to receive informa-
tion, but they _will also be seeking different .types of.infor-
mation. The trainee and professor will want information a-
bout the events related to 'a single trainee; the adminittra-
tor will want information on single events.

Therefore, it is proposed that'two interrelated systems
be developed. The first system will serve the trainvthe
professor and the adMinistrator; it will .operate in rieal -time,
via remote terminal access for the first two users, and will
operate in batch mode for the administrator. The second.
system will opetate-eniy in batch-mode and will be entirely
oriented toward the needs of the curriculum developer. These
two systemS_will be further explfcated in terms of. systems
concepts, input and output procedures, and hardware and soft-
ware requirements.



The real-time management system will utilize the manage-
ment tool called Program Evaluation and Review Technique
(PERT) for the control of a trainees program.- A review of
the management requirements of the program and the management
assets of PERT for appropriateness of fit might be desirable....

Real-Time Management SvsteM

The best way in which to conceptualize the real-time
management system is to consider a very large PERT network.
The entire network represents the total training,program for
one trainee....The full implication Of the.useof the network
can be shown throtgha discussion of the .five basic types of
information which will..be included in the system:.

I. trainee background information;

2. sequential list of criterion behaviors or events;

3. PERT network and trainee progtess records;

4.' list of activities available for achieving each event;.
and

5. estimated times to achieve each objective.

Trainee Background Information. For each teacher candi-
date, there will be a short record of his skills, interests,
and aptitUdes as he enters the program. The information in
this redOrd will include that information which is most often
used in counseling trainees: high school and university grade
point averages, various aptitude scores, relevant-experiences,
and interests.

.

Sequential List of Criterion Behaviors or Events. A list-
of numbered events will be inserted in the system so that in.
audition to indicating that the trainee has mastered event-

.057,-a printout cafi :show that he has demonstrated the ability
to use probing techniques.

PERT'etwork and Trainee Progress Records. A numbered
pathway for. each student-will be. established. As a student
completes an_event the following 20-digit record will be
inserted:

. .

I. .trainee'identification number .(3 digits) ;

2. event identification nember (3 digitS);

3. nUtber of times the trainee.has repeated the event
(1 digit);.

4. ,minimum score acceptable on the event (3 digits);

p
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5. score achieved by the trainee on the event (3
digits);

6.- date that criterion instrument was attempted
(6 digits); and

indication chat a comment is associated with the
trainee's performante (1 digit).

1.50.

For instance, a sample trainee record such as 057 547 2 078
085.\ 020668 1,. could be interpreted as follows:

, -

'1\ This is a record for trainee 057's performance on objec-
tive the student took the criterion test two tines:
The minimum acceptaLle score on the criterion is .078;
the teacher candidate. has a score (on his second try)

.'of 085. ,The evaluation took place on .February 6, 1968,
/and. a comment has been recorded relative to the train-
ee's performance.

If the trainee is required to repeat an, event, the most -

up -to -date record will be available on the system; previous
records will be stored and made available as needed. Itam-

,

seven, aboVe,yill consist of a "1" if the professor or-
//' trainee wishes to make a comm4nt about this event.. Other-
wise it Win be a "0". A list of these comments will be .
generated with their associated trainee and event numbers;
and will be available. as needed.

Listof.Activities Available for AChievinc4 Each Event.
i. This list will be available -for each event. It will indi-

cate what materials and.activitieS may be used for achiev-
ing eachobjective. At the initial stage in the develop:7_
Iwent of .the'entire program, the'only means.for achieving. a
particularevent'might be by taking aparticular-course.
As.the.program expands and becomes truly individualized,
'a great'numher of alternatives may be availableto'the
trainee. The advisor would assist the teacher_candridata,
in his selection of the most appropriate alternative.

'fr.':stimated Time to Achieve Each Event. A. critical ele-

ment- of all PERT 'networks is the estimate of time required
to .carryout each activity. There are usually three esti--
Mates:. optimistic, pessimistic, and Most likely. Initial
estimates of. these parameters will often be based on very
little :concrete data; bowever,,after, a number or teacher.
candidate,s, p'4Ps.through the new training program, time esti-
mates ogthis type should_become quite realistic and there-
fOrd shoUld be included in the computerized management con7.
trol syStem... Such information- would be invaluable to the
program administrator as well. as the.trainee and-his advi-.



The five features deb above characterize the real-
time 'management system. Xb.re details will be indicated in
the- sections on input and output and. systens requirements.
We now-turn to the essential'charecteristics' of the batch-
mode retrieval-systeM.

Batch-Mode lbformation Retrieval System

This system will serve primarily.. curriculum developers

as well as educatiOnal'researchers who will use these data
to explore a Variety of training hypotfieses. It will essen-
tially be a very large data bast ..from which Specific types
of information ray be retrieved in order to be summarized .*

via standardized data analysiStechnies. The basic infor-
mation in this system will be of two tY'Ps: (1) trainee back-
ground information;' and (2) detailed trainee performance
'information,

Trainee Background Information. There will be a complete
file . .

on every trainee which includes all the information
which is. gathered as part of the selection procedure; This
information is described in detail in another part of this
document.. In general, the file will include such informa-
tion as scores, ,attitudes toward children, self image, and
openmindedness. it will,also.include information on the
trainee's progress .during the first two years of college,
including such items as 'course perforManc-e, academic inter--
ests, and extra class interests.

' detailed .Trainee Performance Information. This will be,
a 'complete-file of all the teacher candidates' performances
on all activities in the. rogram. For activities which re--
'quire the, development of certain- Cognitive skills,the data
may :be .in the. form of results.of.a.multiple choice, est.
If the activity relates to the learningand demonstrating.
of a certain technical'tkill.in.teaching, the data may re.-

present the results of an observational checklist.

The purpose of these 8ata will be'twofold. 111e-cur-,
riculum.developer can retrieve that data which are relevant.-
to 'the activities which he has created The datayill be
invaluable in the formative evaluation and revision of the
instructional materials and activities. The curriculum
developer may wish to use the background information on the
trainees to Stratify his data in varioUs.ways; e.g; per-
.formance of junior'college.vs. home institution trainees.
The second purpose of wthe data:ill be toinvestigate_the
relationship's between background information and perfor
mance in order to make. thetraining.apprepriatero various,
types of teachca- candidates, to enhance the validity of the
selection procedures,for the program, tp predict success in .

inserviceactivities, and to investigate:afternative se-

1..51
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quences for the instructional events. 'More details on this
'information retrieval system appears, in the sections on in-
put and output, and systems specifications. 1

Although there were some differences, the Florida statement con-
tains the essential requirements for the computer assistance needed
to operate an intricate program and provide for its continuous reien-
eration through curriculum development. The provision for regenera-
tion may be the most radical departure from previous teacher education
programs, for.'the modUlar curriculum design permits replacement of
curriculum elements as new ones are 'developed. Continuous_ assessment
and redeVelopment enables a rate and precision of curriculum improve-
ment not possible without computerized management, just as the student=
Oriented aspect of management permits individualization and personali-
zation of a sort not previously conceivable.

.

Florida State was concerned in its feasibility study'to test the
capability of its'CAI system to monitor instruction and also sampled
the reaction of students to the management process and the modular

. -curriculum. The results were generally positive,' leading toward more
extensivetesting-of more comple groups of curricular elements and
:the ability of the management'system to handle more complex demands.

The type of research conducted by Florida State and the subsequent
research to test the feasibility of the specified management systems
are essentialto lay.a basis of information on which development and
implementation can proCeed, for there'has been,almost no real-world
experience with this type of management system in educational applica-
tion. The 'specified systems appear eminently logical, but there are
many import/ant human considerations- about which little is known.
Systems which are flexible enough in industrial application may, not
be capable of adapting-tehuMan needs unless -they-are-extensively:
modified--or they may work without' essential modification.

Research in this area is urgent simply because- the entire mOdu-
lat.-approach depends sa absolutely_on an effectively functioning. \
management System:- There is little point in speculating on the feasi-
bility of the management Systems Without-direct tests:

'The ComField short statement of specifications makes clear the
importance of the management aspect'of the models:

1.

.Specifications.for.the ComField
Management Model '

Content'Specific'ations-
____ _ . _

.

Content Specification The manavreMent:mOdel shall
contain t:la sunnort functions required to ner:nit a

Florida State University-, A'Model for the Preparation of Elementary
School Teachers (0E758018) Washington D.C.: USOE, 1968, pp. 135-143.



CoMField based instructional prof-;rrm to crerate.

In order tb operate, the Go:...' it

requires eight - support functions:. .1) man;-,geent of the.

instructional/process per se, that is, managing teaching-
learning interactions; 2) development of instructional
systems for use in the program; 3) contirw-usealuation of
tIle effectiveness and appropriateness. of the program as a.
whole; 4). continuous adaptapion of:the program in light of

ti its system4ticappraisal; 51p.regram execution; 6) personnel
selection and training; 7) maintenance of equipment, supplies
and facilities; and 8) maintenance of.tht, information manage-
ment system needed to permieall of the above.to occur.

Content.SnecificatiOn'2. '17,1,,e'Manaement'mo'delf. shall
HZ. - 0contain a sunnortin Lies{ neci to provide cost/

effectiveness dF.ta on al177:operations within -a ComField
based program, as well as .,.,he prog-ram ,s a whole.

.

Two, demands are laced upon such a funztion:

1) an accounting of the resource reciCiremen-to; full
system costs) needed to oper,,ce and maintain Com-
Field;and

2) the provision'ef cost statementa reflective of pro-
duct costs, effectiveness and impact.

Organizational Specification

Organizational Specification 1. The manapcment model
shall beuorganizee in such a wav that all functions
within it will have as their aim the enhanrement of
instruction.

Too frequently,the.fOunding purposes of programs, are
lost sight of or are relegated to .a position of secondary
importance as time passes and the demendc of operation cake
their. toll. With so, marry functional/components needed in
its support a 'ComField based program is.particularlysus-
ceptible.to this threat; any of- -the support components
could readily become "an agency.unto itself. ". The manage-
ment modelis .the result of an effort,to create an'oran-
izational operational framework that protects against this
kind cil-danger.- Conceptually.it:

(a) plades the instructional program squarely in the_
center of .things,

(b) stresses the idea that information and directional
influence. flows both.fromthe instructional com-
ponent to the support units and vice versa, and

153,
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(c) provides for a-continuous flow of information to
the policy-adaptive component' and hence to the
program execution component.

While such a.model cannot guarantee that all units within a
ComField based-program will act in concert, it does providT
an operational framework which at least makesit possible.

.154-

The critical factor in the success of such a system is the devel-
opment of an appropriate interface between user and system (as recog-
,nized'in-ehe Florida Study) and the workability of -the program elements
themselves. The conception of the teacher and its breakdown into ele-
ments around which compenents are built has_to be skillfully done and
program elements have to be skillfully interrelated or the management
systems cannot function properly.

The conceptions of the management systems seem sound; if the pro;--
Oams are well-conceived, the management capacity as-outlined in the
proposals is more than adequate to monitor development and implementa-
tion.

1
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory, A Comnetencv
Centered Systems Approach to Elementary Teacher Education (OE-58920)
'Washington USOE, 196S, pp. 34-35.
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Chapter

The Model of the Teacher:

Is a..Generll-st a Set of SP ecialiets?,

The goal of a perfornance-based teacher educatiorG whether

for initial training or at the in,servioe level, is expressed in

terms of a working model of the teacher.

In this chapter the argument is presented that the concept

of a teacher who will fill, a complex role is a conceptiOn of a set

of specialists, whether one person or several engages in the specialized'

types of teaching that are defined,, This stance contrasts sharply

with the traditional one in teacher educationwhich that teach ing

is a generalized activity of which specialization is a variation.
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There is no such thing as a generalist IrLeducation.

pomd people can simply do more specialized things than others.

But hardly anyone can do more than a-fe'W things well.

Traditronaliy teaching. has been vi-eWed, as a generalized

capacity to relate to children, substantiye content or skills,

and 'instructional materials. Teaching competence has been

viewed as an ability analogous to intelligenceit would

pervade a large range of activities which teachers (fight
.1

perform.

The, experience "of innovative movements in education has

shown us that the conception of teaching as a general'cat:4cIty.

to educate is erroneous. and disfundtional. Most teachers

simply have not effective4 adopted the nevi roles or learned

the new strategAeb unless a massive inservice effort was

made.

However; 'if teaching s'.thought of as the ability to

`provide:4 parTdula-r--s-peclallaed_knd of educational service,

It beComes at once apOareh.t that there are a multitude of.

'spedialited services which make quite different demands on

the teacher. FOr example, helping children write Creatively

is different'from.teaching biOlogy InduCtively. Helping
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children use instructional systems is different. from

providing counseling for them. No doubt some teachers can,

without special training, move from ,role to role and strategy

to strategy. That a few can do this 'should not'deceive us

into making the inference that all teachers can learn to do

1 t as .a result- of general or even special 'training.

It is far more productive to view teaching as a set of

role-competencies each of which has to be learned specifically.

From this stance a 'teacher becomes ai person who Can engatte

An one or more types of teaching. If one can master enough

teaching strategies in enough doaiains, then he can become a

generall st--someone who does a lot of specialized things

Well.- It also may be true that perdons. who learn several

specialized roles .can master new ones more easily , much as

the learning' of one or two foreign languages decreases the

time and effort necessary to _learn others. It also may turn

out to be possible to provide some generalized training

(perhaps in certain basic skills or knowledge) which will

greatly facilitate the learnAng of new_roles and teaching

strategies.

:What are the practical implications of this stance that

a genes era---1-1--s-ti-sa_se c all s t s ?

First, It permit's us to identify the roles we- would

like the teacher to play and to train him speciffCally for them.
1



(Sdcond, it assumes that innovation requires the learning

of new knowledge and skills .which have to be made eXplic t

and trained direetly.

It prevents us from fh.inking that we can make a change

in education simply by getting soMe "good people" together

and pOinting them in a new direction.

Third, as an extension o'f the -first point, it enables

us to turn teacher education into a technically feasible,

activity because specialized teacher roles and .strategies can

be identified and speci,ali zed _training can be designed to

accomplish them.

Finally,. 1 t suggests- that we determine teacher competence

not by indicators of general ..quality but by evidence that he

can do particular jobs. A teacher of high generalized

capacity would not be assumed to;:be competent for any teaching

role-or situation..

How Can Specialized' Roles Be Defined?

The role of 'a teacher can be defined as the capacity

to provide p. certain kind of educational environmentto

lend a certain 'kind of support to- le-arner. . In the following
..

pages. several kinds of educational types are defined in order

that we can cdnsider the generalist-specialist problem more

Concretely .
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-The educational roles are presented in the form of a

proposal.for an elementary school organization that employs

several actual schools 'or institutions, each 'employing a

particular teaching model or combination of: models designed.

.to further certain aspects of the student's eduCation.

Different Kinds of Education

The rebreatl:onof the institution begins with the

recognition that 'we have been trying t6 make one institution

stretch over a variety of educational tasks that really

require a large number of Institutional forms. To get at

this problem let us begin by identifying several of the kinds

cf education that-are critical for today's children and then

see if we can figure out the types of institutions and

models that best serve those kinds of 'eduCation.
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First, chilcin need learn the basic skills and,

historical and .geographic knowledge that will eAablc then to

sort out todays world and teach the=elves thr:)Ughout the

rest of life.' Time-honored-reading, writing, and arithmetic

aro essential, but also.needed is a knowledge of'contemporary

technology, They need to learn to use printed.edia,osp'eciaUy

to learn to read acrid writes and to communicai;',t; through other

media (as through dramatic.sv film and televiSil), as consumers

of those media (and- for some childch as crers). They

need a hnowlede of the werifings of our govein.body and

They ned to be able co pare andof-our econoilic system.

contrast our cultur9 wdth other major world cultures, in tern'

of poliics,-ecoomics, art and social dyna, They ned to

comprend the world the kinds of &,onomic, racial an

political problems that beset the nations the world over,'

We Can refer to this need for Skills and knowledge as the

basic shills ant knowledge edtcation of the child. The goals

of this education are set outside of him. We want him. to

acquire this eduCation and feel it is necessary for his

development. We want to induce him to learn these things

becawe-they,are-the storehouse of Our common culture that'

he will have to stand on as he builds his individual way in

society-, and they are the skills and knowledge that he will

need in order to relate to the rest of us. Although children

differ in the amount of basic education they will absorb, it

is a sharea education that gives them more in common.'
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A second kind of education begins with the child. We can

think of. it as persenalizod education or education 'for idio-
,

t

syneracy. .It is (161.ALI;nd tb h'elp ttin develop oa his own torts

and to become as uniTue as he can. A personalized 'education

begin:3 With tie persents own pArticUlar talents andspecial

interests and' helps hit develop these on ',his own terms. At

certain. times.-in his life 0,,persenalized ed'udation will simply_

help him.expIore his into He may read through favorite

authors or learn to play a musical iristruirlent or design and

build his qwn rocket,: At other times, it may help him build a now

career ,or a depth of knowledge in a certaln arca.' In any case,

:however, it i, deSirable that everyone, and not silaply the

acadeOly-lent,:cl, have a part-of thoir edbcatir,n devoted

to their perE:onai deve2opment.

A third kind of education hers as its goal to help

youngste'rS learn how scholars work or what we mig t call
academic inquiry.' It teache8 thbm how social scientists

-analyzeihuman culture, and how scientists build and test

rt
theories.' It helps them try on the ideas of Mathematicians

and, to learn how literature can beanalyzed.' This kind of

.education introduces the student to the most sophisticated

ideas-of his time, and helps himrto learn'how the acadethic-

coMmunityHcontinues the_struggle for knoWledge.' It is that

kind of educatioh which has been the object of the academic

reform movement which has ..been going on in education since'.

the middle 1950's and which resulted in the curricular changes

known as the New Nath,u and the "New Science', and so on,'

li
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As presently practiced in the schools; academic inquiry is

sometimes dull and sometimes exciting,: ljhen it. is carried on

in the right way, it is always exciting; fol. it involves

powerful ideas and systems of/ideas .Likelpasic education,

academic inquiry begins outside the.child.

Yet a fourth kind of/edcuation introducesthe students

to a dialogue on the nature and the future of :our .society ,' This

kind of educ&tion-foollses on the critical issues and valueS

of our culture,' It/deals in controversies.and helps the

student to sort out the issues in controvorsie, the kinds

-of values over 4hich we are struggling o and to debate alterna.-.

.tive solutions to our collectie problems, At the present time,

this kind. of education would focus on the prol-aems.Of alienation

that-di,ojd us, on the.problems.6f urbanization-and-mass__

society t at are Confounding uS, on the politial issues

on whic we are joined as-we.attempt to forge the-future of

our p
/

iety, both With respect.' to` domestic affairs and inter-

national affairs.' .This education is critical not only for

the l!radicaiized" youth who are demanding that at least part

of their education, ba built around_the reconstruction of their

society, but it is .just as critical for the apathetic youth

who uncritically, conform to the society without; questioning

it or engaging in the struggle to improve it. it helps the

Student learn td engage in the democratic pror.::ess,,to

Cipate 'in the sharpening of issues and the development of

alternative solutions to problems which confront
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We could include many others kinds of education--

aesthetic educationi.huTan relations tainingp oreativity

seminars, awareness trainingthe possibilities are many.'
. -

However, for illustrative purposes only let us look more

closely at these four and design a set. of ilistitutions to

-accomplish them.'

A Basic Education

The proper teaching of skills and basic knowledge reeuires

great.indi'vidualizationc;- Children.learn to red at vastly

different rates, and both good readers and .pobareaders have

. . characteristic problems that require ndividual_ attention,

Some poor readers 'are such becauSe.they have gsneral 16nguage
/

'problems, 6thers because they have L specific problem of some-

:---sort.___ Some good, readors have problems., such as in the appli-
.

. .
. .

catl'n:of :phonics or. in the7development of their vocabulary,

and these too requirelindividual attention. An institution

that asks a teacher to keep track of the range of individual

differences that occur in reading, writing, arithmetic, 'basic

skills and knowledge in the social studies, and basic skills

-and knowledge in the sciences is simply overburdening the

individual teacher with information to process. Teachers

simply cannot do it If they Zan diagnose adequately the:

individualproblems in the basic.Skill8 and.knowledge-area,

a teacher Who iS'asked to teaCh-one subject to'd hundred,

students; or five or six subjects to thirty students, simply

'cannot find the solutions he needs to the. panorama of

1/
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individual differences that confronts him.' Hoyever4 in the

last fete years, -we are beginning -te experiment 1.FiL'l-Al institutional

arranzements that Shmz rent promise for this .Lind of
A

education. For example, at the University of-?ittsburg

Research and Development Center and the Philadlphia Regional

LaboratOry Research for Better Schools, there re-being developed

and tested genei.al systems for instructing ind:.viduals in

the basic skills and knouledge area, in such a way that the

pattern of individual differences is accommoded.' 'Such a

system consists of a diagnostic program in an individual

is tested and otherwise examined, and his patrn of individual

development in an area such as arithmetic is c..;sessed, On

the basis of that assescment, the teacher make:.: a prescription

for youngster, The Youngster takeshfcs piescriptj,on to a

storail'e center .0f-self-instructional mat o_ He is provided

with materials that,-match theprescription ane: he works on

those materials, which may be tapes, programacd. material,

workbooks, or books with,instructions4 and as he completes

each section of work, an embedded test provids an indication

of whether he has learned the things which those materials

were designed to teach' On the basis of that assessment,

the-prescription is modified,. and he continue:3 in the same

manner.' Similar systems are being built using filMs, television

tapes, and other media, and Combining them with. teacher--

administeTed.inkouption, "There. is present-IT going.on.a

major_ program, sponsored by the United-States -Off ice, Of

Education to develop feacher'education programs on the same'
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basis, with television being used to provide a diagnosis of

the teacherts capabilities and instructional systeiiis being

provided to give the teacher p:cactice in the skills that he

needs help int to teach him how to use tolevision tape to view

himself and make further diagnoses, and to track his on

progress. At the Far West Laboratory in Berkeley, 'a series

of self-instructional courses for teachers called Zini-Courses

have been developed using a similar approach.

The kind of schoolthat'is good for ba,ic skills and

knowledge educati6n is one that provides for elaborate diaznosis.

in the areas concerned, 'prescriptions based on the diagnosis,

and then treatment or instruction closely tunes to the develop-

menta3 y:attorzt of the individual. /tinder s-uch E system, some

eomplee the course of stu'l- iii ^ very shrTt

others can take a very long over the same naterial. Some

wi,11 complete some*kindS of dev/elopment very quickly, and

linger over others, but in any case, instruction is tuned to

the individual.

Personalizect Educatinn_

Systems like the/above, however, cannot very well pro-Ade

an education which helps each person to do his own thing, to

explore, his own capacity for creativity and his own personal

interests.' For that/ye need an institution which enables

the student to 7:cot with his teacher on a one-to-one tutorial

basis so that the teacher can explore his interests and

capabilities/and help:the student develop a program which fits
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in additon to beini.;

able to help the student finec......, intorests ard develop his

own educational progrm, has to be backed.: up ly the kinds of

instructional resources that can be shaped to an individual

need. Some of these resources need to be thcr teachers,

who might work at the school on a full or part-time basis,

as artists, i7.usioians,. and writers. 'Geed lib:.rtries arc

essential, and can include banks of motion pitues that the

student can use to teach himself,, television (..ourses,, parti-

cularly short courses that he can draw on when he needs-,them,

laboratory y-materials o shops, and on .The f,nstitutiona

arrangements that make for good` per onalized (1.ucation are

.-
the tUtorial relationship and the ba tc.,.'y of open-'-ended.

resorces backirg up.., The exist' school as an institution

is very poor for this :kind o:Cieducati n, perh.ps even worse

than it is in basic skills and. knowled,e edUcr,tion.$\The..._

teacher; meeting with lard-6-humber6 df studen'.8 and teaching

large numbers of subjects, simply tanno prov:"..de the tutorial

time necessary.' Imagine for example, an Engl:J.sh teacher with

only a hundred students (and that is very few students for

an English teacher) trying to' instruct students in grammatical

skills, help them learn-to read and analyze literature better,

trying to provide then withcreatiVe writinglopportuniti.es,

analyzing the products of those opportunities and providing

feedback; who in ndAition to. that 110 lid. be flf.le to iaeet with

interested students on a-regular basis 'to'pr.ov'ide tutorial help2

It is safe-to say that the only kindOftutorial help provided
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. in such an.institut-i,onis built-around the skills problei:is

of'individuals or is given to the highly talented. The averaLe

student simply cc.nnot be catered to in such a situation..

Learning What the Scholar .Does

-.The third. education is to learn .how scholarL; analyze

human society, how they ongage.in scientific activity, .and:

how they analyze-literature and. art, The .inbitutional.

arrangements which are appropriate for this enable small

groups of.students to get togetherto analyze-critical problems,

applying tools of the social sciences and the other.scienceS
.---

as they. are appropriate. They need.ne advice and Counel

of skilled teachers Who themselves enjoy engaging in scientific

inquiry and who enjoy. d so with youny Stud-Eitts, In addition,

they Y;' to be 1.n.cked -op by-library:equipment and by:instruc-

.tional materials. prepared by scholars 'which introducestudents.

` to the .modes of analysis that the SchOlar. uses.

In the present institution, we are beginning to have

instructional,matorials which can. be Awed for this purpose.
,

They are materi4s that have'been developed by anthropologists,

political scientists, physicists, chemists,. mathematicians

and otherS,wh/iohcan help youngsters e7:plore the scientific
I.

disciplines and apply these to the study of their society,-

Even in ,areas like. Blacks: Studies, which are relatively new
/-

in the schools the paperback book has brought much material.

to the junior high. student and above, although the area is

still lacking. that we do not have is'an adequate supply of
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trained teachers whO.are ithemselVes competent to do academie

inquiry and. who en joy doing so, Nor. do we hav:..1 an.institutiona:j_

arrangement which provides the opportunity for small groups

of students to work together\with such. teachero with relative

leisure. -PhYsics classes, pout\ed in four .or five a day' on I.

the science teacher twenty-five or thirty studonts strong,

simply cannot engage-fi:n the vigorOUs, leisurely analtir of

significant problems long enough to Ucqu ire the modes of

inquiry of :the discipline, The presen institlition, in-other

words, has shortcomings on two fronts--o-e is the proportion

of teachers ,who are prepared to give this net of educations

and the second is a kind of institutional err -agement that

does not permit the time -,consuming cooPerative .nouiry char-

acteristic_ 6f this kind of study.

Z:LiEE.f;inp; in a DialoFue'on the Critical Problems 01132aall.

There may haVe been a time when it would not haVe.beeZi

critical for the .education to" induct the stuaet into the
.

long dialogue over the nature of human sogie vy and as of

iMproving it, although we' doubt it. Eut it ip clear that

today we cannot turn away from this kind of education as

an important component of the student's life. Even if .it

were not the case thatwe were aware of the society's serious

problems, and even if:the adult community were not engaged in

*serious debate oVer'alternatiVeys of coming to grips

with the problems.: ofi.the internation, the,oitfes4 our

relationships one to'another4 our need to achieve broader
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these were not a part of the dialogue of the adult soci ty,

the students would be insisting that we include .impert,'nt :

issueS, values and alternative solutions in their education°

:Until quite recently,- the much less-of this kin of

oducation.in the schools than should have been theca e because

!so many people felt that the schools should steer blear of.
1

controversy, that the study of critical values-wca.c natters

for the home and 'not for the schoOls. That lay is gone, thank
i

goodness, but the institution still has severe diff culties
t

in this area for two or three quite obvious reasons/. One of

the most important is that there is a conflict between in,

structionand'the carryng.on of 'dialoue,. A teaGaer whois

preor:.17..uPir. with teabting 217.ills to his students, is inhibited

from engaging them in the slow processes of debate and
1 -.

analyses of social issues. The teacher_often feI ls that when

.he'gives time to the study.of society he is robb,ng the

student of important skills and basic informati n that will

enable him, to get on later. Second, many teachers have.

little experience or taste forjhis kind of edupation (while

.a few enjoy. it greatly and regard it--asof-ParaImountimpor-,

tanCe). Third; many of the instructional-materials that have

been prepared for the consumption of school child

deliberately bland and have avoided.the

1 .

or at least are questioned to-day, in that many educators did

have teen \,

Partly this

was from good motives., although they seem questionable today,
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not feel that children are able to deal . dec:p prrblcms

of the cities and the international aroia. The responsibi lity

does not lie in the hal,(1:-.3 of the textbook publf.hers

for the kinds of materials that were produced Le doubt reflected

the kind of market that existed. At any rate a the supply of

materials is slowly changing and some honest efforts are being

made to provide the schools with the kind of ir:Tormation

sources that children need if they are to debLe the serious

and interesting issues of the society. The irstitution, however,

will have to i;han;,:e in a nuniber of ways if to to be much

effect in this daril. for it has allays been o:,;:;nied so that

it tended to isolate the students from the socety. Zancation'

is not inheenty 5rrelevrnt, but it is if it carr5cd on

in a childls world. The problems of the mayox's office, and

the problems of the Congress take place a long w,y from

local public school. Also, the public is in gneral very

nervous about the school's role in inducting the students into

the hurlyburly of political and social debate. (Parents and

other citizens are afraid that the school might inluct the

students to a point of view which conflicts ulth their own.)

The present controversy over sex education illustrate:: this.

The public is not afraid that the students will not eventually

learn about sex, what it is afraid of is that the sexual

attitudes that will,be developed by the students will not

correspond with their own, and many people would prefer to

see the school le;ve sex and politics and many social issues
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alone, rather than .fisk the development.of a different- point

of .view from the...prevailing one, or the ].).1e held by the

parent or concerned community.membes.

The conditions for dialogue include an immersion in

cOntroverty, an openness of disCour0, and an intention t

.act.- These require an institution which is.

teachers vhd enjoy dialogue and where students bre'helped

to engage themselves incleep issues and to see them through.

Putting It co. Together

Wof have outlined.four kinds of education, and now we
1,

must talk about the DossitAlities for accommodating' them.

To break with our ways of looping at the school, let us dream

a bit into a future in which'we do/lit have one IcAnd of

'school trying to serve ail our 6iverse kinds_of children .

or fulfilling all the possible kinds of edlication we want

for children,' Tr stedd of one school let us inagine several

kinds of education., eabh one to hel-1) our children in a

cular way.. Let,us begin our dream by reiterating-purobjectilie,

of providing four kindt of education for our'children1 . basic

education, education for'idiotynCracy, academic inquiry and.

education for dialogue,
.

We have 6h-cSse,zi_thesQ. four kinds,of edudation-because they

are very different1 in term's of gbals, and Yet all of them will

seeffimportant t people:" -They- are all necessary for

a humane, contciporary eduCation.

satisfy every mans desire for. an

They will not, by any means

education fort/ his Children
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r kidst'dosires, certainly-. ,r are they the only way

of describing desirable educa-:Loni -But they-Lectn get us started

on the way to thinking through 4 new kind of schooling and.
-

,

schools,

For the schools which we have inherited. fom-bur past

generation were deSigned only' for the first ki*zyl o=f education --

;basic skills and intormation. Worse,'perhaps, they were designed

loettprfor.elementary skills in reading and -writing'than for:

solid engagement with inforMation abo4t a Concmporary

We have str. them_and pushed. then.. ha.b-changed

their.sliapebuilding them in round shapes, .u' c:lusters

cottages:, in television studios and in.,great libraries. For

all its failings in.basis
,
education,

of education chat the present does

how6ver,

1.-4:10V17,

develop on their own terms, helping them

is...that kind.,

n.. .1 fr,+vt.rg

engozEo in-academic

inqUiry,7 and: helping them'participate in a-dialogue on the

nature of sbele4 are things that our school 6..oes,Much less.

well than it does basic education, whatever may be its faults
.'in-that directoh. . In short, we have a one-prArPose schobl,

.

.

,

.1 whiOh does-none too well at7that'one purpoS64.-tryingto do

many jObSti

:Suppose we dream of a kind of adacational systemthat

encompasses the four kinds of education and which provides

theM all to our children with equal 'effibiency:,: What 'would

that educ-tionaLisystem (school ?) look like? Let us take

each of the tour kindS of education in turn and, see what each
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Would we put %.11 theses four hinds of education under one

Tool anyw.here? I thinh'not, We can have-self-instructional

centers scattered throu;;hout our city .which Can accomplftsh

basic education. Individualized self-instructional systems
\\

together with tutors in the basic subjects can -werk in

neighborhodds for the young children ..and in larE:e library

type coLi4exe8 for the older'childrenu A diagnostic system

needs to be developed so that one can determine the stage

of ea611 youngster's hnowle..dr;c and skills, and develop the kind

of .situation appropriat for hlm. If he cannot

learn usingself-instructional mater.,11, experts in basic
N

education may teach him to read by having him write'storios

that he 71:0:1.do h4mse7 f, or by havins' him select , j.al that

he can relate to easily (adenture 'stories for sons' bipgraphies

for othE:rs even "Dick and Jane" for some.)

The second kind of education reauires a lot of open -

ended resources and requires that the student meet his tutor

regularly. For the-younger children, this also ould occur

in the neighborhood, and for the older children ibrary -like

compleixes will be appropriate, In these complelfes, we can

have bankb of television courses, films, self-instructional

materials of various kinds, libraries, laboratory -equipment,

and the othrr.kinds of thin,s that young people.need in order

to develop on their own terms and follow theiri own interests,

In our lare cities we have artists, ftusicians, artisans, and

many others 'who, could, work part-time in such centers offering
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:\their f=vices, T.n. neAchborhoods and in center cities, art

Centers, rimsic Centers, literature centers, :121. studios

and the like car: attract a substntial clientc:._e of children.

Academic :tliquiry in the sciences and math,:imatics c,n be

cariied on in labdratory centers equipped for .:11.e purpose.

Some of the scientific inquiry might be centerrd around the

traditional academic areas, other parts should be directly

related to our, current problems. The study 'of human ecolobr

could be carried on right in the'environMent -our waters arc

there to be studied,' as is our air, our earth, and the other.

things. that fill'ourspace. In the 4.ocial sqinces, the

whole human environment is the laboratory: lon;: industries,

our orr'Dlcd

yce'la:t;ions. Our local government-is here to be studied, Our
_ .

\ oblems:of oveThrowdinc.; and transportation anA poverty and
'

of our search for love and joy are everywhereaxound us and
,,

can\be studied. Centers for the study of .these things can
\

..bdestabIished throUghout.the city; ,Some should.be'sin every
f

,.

ne rhood so that, the younger children can -hale ready access

to the center. .0thers, for the older-children, can be located

whore it .makes the most sense from the pOint of .view- -of study.

Aroad our transportation facilities, for example, aro the
/
ossibilities for a myriad of centers and they will not lack

for, problems. Our ghettos, our money markets,- our banks; our

'churo our theaters, our indlptTles, and our commercial'

world .are all Places in which thbre.shouldbo centers where
. "

children gather'to study and-reflect on their social world.
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And where shall fire carry on a dialogue with the children?

Pa,rtly, of cd,:riev we should -ue our Rlass media:fojj this

purp5s6. Our politicl !parties can Present .Pro.be'arded

to the young identifying problems from their point of vie.
. _

But most.of:all, they need to be brought togethor in groups.

with the kind of adult that Ii1;es to engage in.- a dialogue with
,

the younga These places will not ook like schf:dols with

children 'sitting in rows learning dead Language e.,4 These

groups would go to our theaters, visit our gove._:.,medt officials,

interview delegates to the United I6.tions, and tbie other

things thrxt_should happen when groups of ten or twelve or

.:fifteen children meeting two or three times, a wi.;ek with a

wise adult z.A.:.:111y p17-,7.:ue their im:luiry.

The'Fourinds'of Rducation.and the Mode14: 3;437' Ti.-th.TAL----
, _

We have spoken, at length about different Ifinds of education

and different types of dwellings:td.houpe' theM, but if each

of the Tariou8 educations are riot transmitted in a manner

or manners compatibleiwith its aimsptheri'hey'carinot be

realized.. Thinking of the models as the learning. medium,

we may ask ourselves: What models of teaching. could be used

by, such a school? Let.us look at e the available alternatives

for just the four kinds of education we hisve been disCuSsing...

Basic Edueation. In the previous 'discussion we suggested

a variety of behavior modification model's.(;:-
f_.

. .

but these -are not the only .possibilities. Group investigation

or Reflective Thinking are
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possribilities, -The modes of inquiry approach

,could be recommended. (As by those who feel -t..at arithmetic

is best learn.edf in:terms of academic inquiry 'Llto mathematic!;

or,those. who feel that reading-and ',language a:.tsu.should be

approached t4rough 'Non-erective

approaches have been used in. the basic information

areas Ausubel$s Theorg of Neaningful

Verbal Learning and hisAdvalice Organizer stn::,::egy w a.s con-

structed e:,:pressly for the purpoi7e.- Tabals Ccept-Fornlation

-(-ehaptcrTtiu) and BrUner,s Concept Attainment

are particularly appropriate for basic skills :yid information.
3.4

Perhaps a combination of,models'would bo most -Tpropriate

especially because they would accommodate a ..viety of learning

styles& Systems planning might create

'modular curriculum using behavior modification techniques

(a la IP') and -modules structured around, advar/....e organziers

or inductive strategies. Teachers called ace;c:emic counselors

Might stand ready to assist the children and night use
P.

personalized teaching strategies modeled after Rogers or

Hunt to help the children forwhoM the7-

.cyberne ic'system was not, sufficient or appropriatesto modify

it for hem..

Personal Education. Nenrdirective'medells
.

appear superficially to be sufficient for:this area.The
.

non-directive model would certainly make much sense as .the

basic pattern for the'tutorts behavior, as does Hunt's

c.
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Conceptual ,Srstems Eodel Hwever, short

courses built on Training-.1.1a1Dlas

could be OthiL.tblc.ina kind of educational -sr,lorgasbord from

which the student could select.' In addition, courses built.

oh Synec4cs principles could. be offered for

thos wishing to try' to .dovelop their creativity. Awareness
. .

Training is 'especially desJ-ned for

, _

personal. develomont, . Inquiry traim.ng. exercises might

be made available for training in scientific inairy,...

Academic Inquiry. The academic inquiry moacls, such as.

Schwabts Science inouiry 110del 1rould. .appear

to be ideal in this area Groups of students could..-Tiork:-

tozethp:op trying on the mpde6 of) the. isciplin and developing

cono,TitionS of the major ideas the academic area

-Howqveiv, academic..inquiry-iSynot, by any hearts, the',

only possibility. The Advance Organizer model

was developed to teach the structure of the disciplines

and could be used as the major model in this area. Inductive

-and. Reflective Thinking . 'models

also are used to'structure, a:Chao/4C inquiry, 4s ale Inquiry

Training models Group Investigation

and Social Inquiry 1lDdels developed.

from developMental psychologies like Piagetis.;

provide paradigms on which we could-approach academic inquiry.

It could be reasoned thatTseveral models-,should be

combined for this kind of education. For example Group
.,
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The model presented, above suggcn9ts.thatthe elementary school

teacher mlght he any one of a, number of kinds os specialistsHe. might

engage in more that one mode of_activity, but it is inconceivaable_that

very many teachers would stretch over - several very differentmodes.

It is possible_to'think of the model of the teacher in terms

of three dimensions which would decline his needed competencies

and their limits. Ono is the age of the children with whom he could work.

A second is domainthe subject or skill area in which he would work.

The third is Mode Or the type of general strategy which. he would'usp.

Thus, some teachers might be.prtpared to work with young children in science

with acadethic inouiry modes. Others to work with ol'der`children in

media ,with a mode emphasizing creative thinking. And so.on:

In other words, there-is a generdl choice between a generalizized

model-Of the'teacher and specialized models, which can be combined to

develop-the ceonception of the specialist. The use of the more specialized

models permits the construction of more compact training programs which

might well consume much shorter periods. of tim .than the
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present ones. It is possible to conceive of a Eeneral

basis for teacher. training which might be,acquIred it

universities or- other acadeic settings, followed by

training in inservice se'ttin`s. for the clinical competencies
0

necessary to carry out specific modes of education in
. .

specific domains at P4rticular levels of operation.
,

The Mddei.of the Teacher and Innovation in Education

The generallyined.:teacher-of.the past has not

been, on the whole, an effective innovator. .He has'been

particularly.ineffective In. handling the institution of.

whiCh he is a part in order to:161111g about changes in it.

One wayof Conceiving the teacher's inability' to

bring about innovative form of ed0Cation is that while

he may have been able'tO be effective in the general

role of teacher, he has not had the capacity-to-teach

himself the new models of eduCation that the innovative

roles have required. For example 'let us suppose that

one wants to open a school on the model created by

A. S. Nelltat Summerhill. One would if he did so, expect:

to.haie, to 'sort:through a 'large quantities of teachers

before'he .found. even a small group :Who would be able to
o

.:moye into a .physical environment and create a Summerh111-

type of education.
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Performance-based-approaches to inservice education

can potentially be .combined with innovative efforts th.ii.t

by organizing so that traininE Support,systemG -related to.:,

the appropriate miodelsof the 'teacher are incorporated Into
.\

the Innovative effort. For example, supposinE,we' were to

attempt to build an-educiational-prbEram for children

built `around leartinE centers reflecting the formats

described above. A.teacher edudation support ._system could

be attached to the operation in such a_way that teachers.

- could be trained for the Mode that they were to. staff.

Those developing the idtosypdratI,0 mode might be rained

to Roaerian, coOnsellnE methods; those who would staff the

cybernetics system mode might be trained in the instructional.

management techniques and behaviOr modification techniques

to such a precise type of -education. Those who, would staff

.

the academic inquiry component or-the academic inquiry

centerS'could be trained to the al.riate teachinE models

to support those activities. In otpr words, the selectiOn

of the modes of education would be folowed by the identi-

fication of the appropriate models f the teacher, and
4

:theS, in turn, would be followed by th consruction of

perfortapce-based_teacher tra,ininE. syst1ems to enable the

peponnel to become competent. in the appropriate model.
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Chanter ;even

The National Teaching Styl,e

The study of present-day teaching Can enhance the development of

competency -based teacher-education-by establishing the configuration

.of Present teadhing.styles. The outline 'of this Configuration

represents the- picture of teaChing'behavior'which competencY-based

education is expected to change. The study uf teaching behavior 'tells

us. bow teaching behavior today compares with the l!,udels of the teacher

which form the _goal of competency-based programs:

The configuration is also useful because it- permits an extimate

of the mgnituda of the difference between the working conceptions of the

teacher which are presently acted out and the working conceptions

which are sought. Thus value- differences ;Ire made more clear.

Our review of the literature on teachirig suggests that:

1, There is,a national.teaching style,.

2. It:is.very different:from_the goals of present performance-based

teacher training programs.

3.. It represents a:normative conception of teaching which

. directly conflicts with the technical coneeptsof teaching which,

underlie most performance-based approaches.
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.From 1950 .to 1970=there has been an increasing emphabis

'On the objective study of communication within.the claSsroom4.

At this oint, abOuteight instryteHtsllave been :developed

for classIfying CommunicatiOns betwe n teachers.and.students
°

and relatingthem to each other.

Although the results of this type of investigaion

lave to. be interpreted with the' knowledge that 'the objective

study of the clasbroom is still in its infancy,-someof the

consistent findings are -striking espeCially because of their:

consistency with respect to the types of Styles. Vihich-

teachers display. In fact,:theresultsthus far Indicate

that we must approach the .future ofzUch.fstudies with the

,proposition that the classrbom styles- of teachers are notable

more for their similarity that for their .differences and

that it seems _possible that there is indeed. a national
I .

teadhing.:stilewhich: has certain definable characteristics.
..,,

- /

For example, theInteraction.Ana.lysis System developed.
'

bvlied Flanders has been the most widely used for studying

teaching:behavior; and in several .0'zen Studies-,. the

following-gene.nallzationsrseem to be warranted:' .about two-thirds

.7V
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Of all teacher questions are concerned with narrow lines

of Interrogation which stimulate an exp cted response. In

other words, teachers-tend to ask questions for'Which thdre

are. definite answers, and the preponderance of these-

[questions it so great that 'the classroom can be best

described as a place in whiCh teachers ask.most-of the

questions and. in which students' are expecte'd to have ready

answers of the .convergent type.

Fewer than, ten per cent of teacher communications

in any way respond_to a student's id a even to elaborate

it or correct it. In very few of the. :natiod'a classrooms

I

do.a significant proportion. of the teacher responses deal.

with pupil ideas, and we'can'say 'that there is not any

likelihood at all that the student I.deas are dealt with in-:

1any depth or adequ?.cy in more t ahan tiny group, of the.

classrooms.

A very.small proportion of th communications' in class-

rooms consis-t-Of questions asked by ,pupils. The range in

some studies IS only' about one per cent to only about:four.

per cent, Pupils,:-In other words,, contribute: very_ few of

of the,questions to classroom discourse. . Rarely are more
.

than ten per cent of the questions asked in a classroom

.asked by pupil and probably more important, nearly all

of these questions are questions ,of clarification about
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subject matter or directions rather than questions which

represent.a line of inquiry by the student,

About nina out of ten_of.the'cycles of communication

ln a classroom are initiated by the teacher - - meaning 'that

the game of the classroom 'is largely controlled by the

teacher as chi of player. (I) //),

Nearly all teachers are extremely direct in.lteaching

style and the. exceptions to this are very .rare.. Within till's_

general style, there is considerableVariation amona teachers:

It appearsat_this point, however, safe to generalize that

In. nearli/!all cases teachers are' using very drrent stylpS"

of instruction and the differences between most of them

are variations on a theme-rather than:representing-strategi:

wally different styles.
4

Evidence to sup-Port this generalIZatipn comes from the

Joyees.WeillWald, dulliph, studies of 1970-71 in which

teachers why: were deliberately trying different teaching

strategies behaved'im ways which are very rarely found in

studies:7Jf the natuxalLstyles_of teachers as they-behave in

the 'classroom. This wasitrue'for all strategies'-

whIch-were,practiced indi cating that a teacher who would be
-

practicing -a counseling strA-.tegy *aiGroup Investigation

,strategy, an inductive strategy, :or a behavior modification .

o

strategy behaves in ways which are significantly different-
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from evem'extres In classroom style under normal, conditions.
One of the -really as-anishin`g things was that this findina
seems true for teaching which is engaged in in Setting's
other than the public school classrooth. For 'Instance,

a doctoral dissertation by Brocade contained the following

conclusl'ons: that Sunday Scho,_1. teachers do most of the
e .

talking in their classroomS, and most of the talking is

direct; questions are utilized by the teacher, but most
are .limited quistions requiring one answer; ,pral -

rare and of the "short comment type," although church
.

school teachers in Sunday School situations spend less time
juitifying authority than do public schOol teachers, and

f:

their-Children'do t.,boUt twice as much talking or contribute
about twice,as much to the interaction.: Thus apparently

-f Sunday School teachers are a somewhat milder variation on
the theme of public school teacher. Cb`7:0

'Patterns of Behavior As They Developduring Training

Over the last few years Joyce and his associates, Hunt,
Din?, 'Brown, Seperson, Peck, OlDonell, Wald-J-140:1, and

gullion.have engaged in an nextesiverSeries studies into
.

flext'ollity in teacher behavior and Into the influence that ..

cooperating teachers have on the; behavior of student teachers.

During ,the course of student teaching student- teachers become

leis rewarding than they are at the beginning 'ask fewer
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questions fewer openLended questiong bdt the most
_

Striking change is in the amount of teacher behavior which

invites the to share in the Shaping of the learning,

activity either by asking him how.he 'feels about what la

beinE done or \asking him to contribute su estions. This

behavior is very common atIthebeYnnina. of student teaching

but almost disappears completely by its end. In other

words, there appearstO be'-a aeneral funneling of those,

elements in the styles of, the young teacher. which might

lead him to havea very different styIe'from ,the national

norm' and which press him toward behaving.in the accepted

Way. As 'he, becomea less rewarding, more.punishi'xig-, asks

fewer questions ,and fewer, open qu e sti,on plans/ reaS with`
A

students ; he becomes more generally direct 1 n, his s beha-V.1 .

In some: atudies e dback'dsing_Interaction Analysis

or' micro e arrested this fldw ,tOWard
: 0 ..

direct. behavior, but up to thiaAPOAnt° there' haVebeen Op,
.

studies in which the flow, has been n0, only arrested but,:

has bedn reversed. is necessary In order to understand

how we can bring about ,a greater diyersitY\1 teaching styles

to underptand the dynamics by-which the ap'PrentiCeship

aspects of training the teacher Iniatience this funneling

of styles Toward this end, Se person 4=4pd Joyce donducted

a study in which they determinea,correlationa bet '),een
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stude4 teacher and cooperating teacher behavior in the class -
\

room and found very substantial correlations in most of the

important dimensions of teacher behavior. Student teachers

very rapidly once they have entered the classroom take on

many of the behaviors of their cooperating teacher, and the

proCess of influence continues during the association

although it is not as strong over time as is the initial

Influence.

Rosenshine has conducted a series'ofexhaUStive

reviews of the patterns, of teacher behavior and their

relationship to pupil achievement which indicate that

within the national style certain kinds of patterns produce

greater pupil learning than do others:

1. Rosenshine concludes that the findings about

relationship between teacher praise and pupil

achievement is mixed with no definite conclusions

being possible at this time. There appears to be

/`
some evidence that the most punishing teachers

retard pupil achievement.

2. About the same kind of finding is true with

respect to general indirectness of teacher

behavior. The extremely Indirect teacher and the

extremely direct teacher seed to 7et different

kinds of effects In favor of the indirect one,
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but the\ result is not consistent in terms of a

linear c-orrelation.

3. Teachers who ask the most questions seem t.o

get somewhat better results. than others, but up

to this point there is no indication that an

open-ended question is more effective than a

closed question. 'However, only a few teache-,cs

regularly employ a large. proportion of open-

-ended questions.15-1)

My As that the variables which are pre-

sently being investigated should not be expect to have

substantial effects so long as they only revec' variations

on the usual theme of teaching. In other 'words, if some

teachers are somewhat more indirect than others, some

reward'a little More than others and others punish a little

more, some ask a few more questions and others a few more

-open-ended questions; these differences in dimensions of the

teaching act constitute only slight variations within a

general teaching style. They are differences within a

relatively homogeneous type of behavionside a relatively

homogeneous institution.

Joyce and Hunt have conductcd seve,a1 'studies which

Indicate that teaching styles vary somewhat As a result

of teacher personality. Teachers typed as more rigid
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apparently have more restricted styles and punish more,

reward less, ask fewer questions and fewer open questions

. and plan less with students than do flexible personality

types. The Joyce-Hunt work has been replicated by Murphy

andiBrown in an Independent series of studies with about

thei.same findings. The finding is somewhat disturbing

beCause if teacher personality' is too closely related to

one may not be able to bring about a new style

WAthout making first a change in the personality.

Fortunately, the Joyce, Weil, Wald, aullion studies ha:ve)

Indicated that teachers of very different perSonality types

can learn a very large variety of teaching strategies.

This finding encourages us to believe that personality

variables, while they may account for Some of the variations

In teaching styles, may not account for as much of the

variation in trainability.

The general findings about teacher behavior are

exemplified by the data in Table,One which shows the

results of the study of a group of teachers in the New York

City area. Table One shows the frequency of questions

asked by those teachers at seven various cognitive levels.
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Table One

Teacher
Questions

Teacher
Statements

Student
Questions

Student
Statements

Level 1 10.352 10.534 0.839 12.541

Level 2 5.457. 5.270 '0.171 7.419

Lev61-3 3.262 0.623. 2.917

Level 4 0.535 0.010 0.010 0.370

Level 5 0.061 0.101 0.000 0.071

Leve1,6 0.021 0.000 0.000 0.010

Level 7 0.000 0.010 0.000 0.000
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The frequencies indicate'that tha-lower.cognitive levels

account for nearly of the questions asked by the

teachers. The fraction of communications at the high-
,

order levels is very small. This is the kind of finding

that has 'been repeated many times in the history of the

study of teaching. It is accompanied by the fact that

so many` other dimensions of the teachexo.s_behaylor are in

line with this,kindof finding.. For example, in their

study-, Brown andJoyce found that In more than twenty thousand

communicatiOne.by carefully selected cooperating teacherP-

In the New York metropolitan area only eleven communi-

cations provided a reward to a student for an activity other

than memorizing something or-following directions accurately.

In a study in West Chester County, again of teachers who

were carefully selected by school administrators as being

out-Standing, the kind of pattern described earlier. was

repeated; and, in addition, OUt of eighteen thousand

communications which were directed'at procedural matters in

the classroom only thirtxoof.those communications involved

the student in away.which permitted hip:achlevement,.his

needs, or his ideastb contribute to that determination.

Nearly all of the AcroCedural communications- were simply the

°giving of di.rectiobsi sometimes simple and.sOmetimes more

,compleX but. always Cont-rollina.
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The homogeneity of teaching styles, combined with the relative

homogeneity of curriculumS and school organization patterns, dndicat1 e that

teaching has been a,: normative rather than a technical activity, That

is, teachers have been behaving according to a normative-concept, abOut,

what teaching is, and they,. consequently, lool similar when they are at

work. A technical concept of teaching defines teaching as decdsion-'

making skills and teaching strategies whith the teacher applies to each

teaching situation, When he does this, the results vary greatly,

for his decisions are different in every case and his strategies
.

vary as a consequence. Hence; a technical concept of teaching leads to

a'more heterogeneous picture than "we apparently have atrbresent,

because it assumes that teachers will use their skill6 to

create a variety of environments tailored to the'needs of their.

students.

Performance-oriented education hAs to be built on the assumption

that' teaching is a technical, matter- -a process of decision-making, interading

with children, developing of content, etc.. The clustering of teaching

behaviot around identifiable. norms .suggests thatzit has been an

intuitive, imitativeact.

Probably the implementation of performance-based education

will require the secilllization.of the education profession into a

techlical stance which is,fOreign to the norms of contemporaty practice.



Chapter Ei5ht

What Would Be the Nature ofia Comprehensive
N

,Competencased TraininF System?

It will take a number Of trials to determine with any .
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certainty what would-be. the nature of an effective competency-
1

based teacher education-system. However, the'evidence

thus far'accumulated from these experiMents which have

been condUcted( combine with the experience of the systems

builders who. worked within the Bureau of Research's teacher

education program.( %.) to form a base on which we can build

emergent but workable guidelines for the development -of a

full system.

From the experiments and from software testing It

appears that it'is.feasible to train teachers to a considerable

variety of decision - making Skills:and teaching skills and

strategies. What Is not clear is whether we can, puild a

complex_ training Program comprehensive' enough to prepare a

teacher for the full role of classroom teadher'Or even for

more limited specializedroles. There) is absolutely no

evidence .that this cannot be donehowever, and the success

of military progras in training perSonS to very complex

performance ilodels encourages the belief that a program

to train a, teacher is feaSible.

The experience in programmed nstruct_lon and the forms

that have evolved from it suggest that training systems do'
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not have to employ minute sequenced steps, but that ioderate

to large -sized steps are effective and have even greater

client acceptance.

Cybernetic psychology has contributed the proposition

that quite complex behaviors can be effectively learned

under simulated conditions and transferred to field

situations. By controlling tasks completely, cybernetic

techniques can give superior results,to the less controlled

demands of field training. To have effective teacher

training, however, requires that field situations be

compatible with and reinforce training goalscTie aspects

of training must be comp atible with the entire t aining

System. As indicated earlier, the enormously complex roles

of teachers in present sChools-may be'untrainable--people

may simply be unable to fulfill them.

Principles of Program Planning

Each of the Bureau of Research planners created the

elements.of their modefprograms by engaging in the com-

pletion of/six tasks which' are common to-systematic program

planning. Although systems procedures have by no means

been standardized, the six tasks generally appear in any

paradigm in systematic instruction although they sometimes

exist under different names from the ones with which they

will be described here and the order in which they are
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certain-loFic ln the following order:

1. The creation of a "working model" of the teacher, des-
..

crib'sd as interrelated sets of competencies and as a

subsysten of th'e relevant.Yarger environment in

which the teacher works (teams, schools, communities,

support systems,' etc,)

211

2. The analysis of this model into streams or,

194C1.

related coal-7

petencies that can. fOrm the basis of components of the.

training system.

The selection.of.component strategies and the develop-

ment of specifioations'for components.

The:creation of the overall training system, especially

interlocking relationships among.coMponents, support

systems and communication systems.

5. The organization of manageMeht systems to monitor pro-
-

gress, program eletents,.and program testing and revision,.

6. The.reconciliation of the program with the client (stu!-.

dent) and the field. (educational system), This step

must be synchronized to the other steps,
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In Chapter Five the Bureau of Researoh,projects were

analyzed in terms of the models of the teacher which were

,created and the sets" of interlocking components which were de.

-Veloped by accomplishing the six tasks outlined aboVeo

eompetency-based training system consists of a.descriptiO

of a model or series. of models of the 'funCtioning teac

)Each of these models Is broken into elements which-

represent aspects of the teacher'S functioning and which

are accompanied by training systems which attempt through

-the use. of direct instructional means to accomplish the

development of those competencies and the teachers who are

'the clients of the 9y stern. Each .of the, training cOmponents

isdesigne&,in a "modular" fOrm, which. simply means that it.

Is divided Into sections each one of which consists of its

performance objectives,, the-e5tperiences dbsigned to achieVe

those objectives, land evaluation devices to determine whether

the competency has been at.::hieved. Thus, we find a, serleS-
r.

of conceptions of the teacher and_a-set of training systems

to provide cOmpetenCe-inaspects of each conception.

-$1nalIyi the entire.. system is organized under a Management
.

system wach-permits the progress of each student to be
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tracked reliably and information to be fed back to the

student him3elf so that he can modify his performanc

to the faculty so that they can help counsel the student

and provide him with alternative training; and the, program

managers and developer's so that they can determine which
1

aspects of the program are functioning well and which are

not and can attempt to respond to the developmet and

)";-managerial level to correct the problems which a Ise.

/

The conceptions of the teacher can vary,by level,

domain, and curriculum mode as indicated in the previous

section, and, addition one may envision hierarchic

teams in which students may prepare to be assistants or

aides or general instructional developers and'Managers

(master teachers). It is possible, of course, to try to

produce S. generalist, but I cannot suggest too strongly

tha.t. a generalist 1S'a. collection of swcialists. Rogerian

counseling, managing an instructional program, using

simulation games,and/leading groups of students in inquiry

are by no means homogeneous behavAors. One can simply not

prepare a general /kind of person called a teacher and expect

him to be able to work in every domain, model and level.

It is pCssible to conceive of a person who....hasmast*ed a

number of modes, domains. and leyels and such a person might
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function as a gene.ralist although I do not think very many

of the people entering teaching have the capacity to reach

such a comprehensly level of performan:.a. It-is more

likely, to Imagine that a certain number of teachers might

be prepared to be general manaFers of teams and to relate

to a variety of modes which are staffed by personnel

trained in special ways to the special competencies which

are required of those modec..

It seems essential and agreed on that coulprehensive

performance -based training has to effect not only the trainee

but the sites in i!thich he is gained. To train a teacher to

a particular type of performance and then find that one does

1.) not have a

and practice hat type ofVerformance is an aosurdity and

would soon make cynics of everyone,. including the teacher

trainee. 'Thus, it is essential that comprehensive performance-

based programs be operated by consortia of institutions

representing. trainng capacity, management capacity, and

institutions which educate children so that the training

programs and the educational activities within the

school in which he can do practice teaching

institution tl settings can be coordinated to a high degree;

This .seems,, particularly imi)ortant because of the evidence

that performance-based training is most effectivewhen It is

accompanied by a curriculum revision and the availability',
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of materialS for children. It As hard to 'imagine, for

example, that one could train a teacher/to function
[

effectively in the I.P.I. system unless he had one present

and operatina.with children. At any mite, assuming that one

might be able to do so, it would be absurd.

A comprehensive perforbance-based systeL relying

heavily as it would on modular instructional systems, should

almost certainly use cybernetic teehniquesiespecially.

simulation in many of the phases of training. Nearly all r

of the systems models use simulation, notsimply'because it

is a fad, but because it permits training to occur in

unified sequential segments that relate, to the other.

et\
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Chapter 'Nine

'What Would Be the Nature of a Competency-Based Teacher Center?

The function of a competency-based teacher center within an educational

area (a complex of,schools serving' a defined geographic area) is to provide

three types-of'flexible teacher educat3on support to the educational effort:

1. General support through training to improve teacher competence

within defined teacher roles. This support should he guided by

diagnosis of teacher perfortance in the area with training concentrated

in the domains of .greatest need in terms of the educational priorities

of the area. For example, if a priority in the area were English as

a Second Language for young children, training might be concentrated

but not limited to competency in that domain,.

2. Flexible support to teachers by helping .them diagnose their,per-

forMance and receive training to increase specific competencies in

terms of their needs. For exampre, if a,teacher wises to improve

his skills in affective education or in inductive strategies, or in .

diagnostic skills, training would be provided on the most individual

basis possible.

3..Supportto innovative efforts within the area. For example, a

; \
teacher center should be capable of providing support to all phases

of a genera f innovation 'like the Parkway School in Philadelphia or

to a thrust in school orgalAzation (such as the establishment of

open-plan SChools built around learning' centers) or to a curriculum

reform thrust (such.as the improvement of instruction in a curriculum

area such as science or reading).'

Thfulfill these missions, a teacher center will have to develop a

combination of precision and flexibility vh'ich probably cannot be obtairx:d
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without the magnitude of development effort required to create a comprehensive

teacher education program.

Eadh of the three missions of a teacher center requires diagnostic cap-
!

ability, a flexible modular training system, and a management system for

relating the two monitoring effectiveness, and organizing program revision.

A teacher center need not offer all possible services but could be de-

veloped to accomplish limited training objectives or types of training support

within the three types of mission, but even in a limited center precision of

diagnosis, training and management would require a complete system of inter-
.

related diagnostic, training, and management functions.

Thus the effectiveness of a center will depend on the definition of

working models of the teacher or aspects of teacher performance, and the

development of training systems to bring about .competence within the models

of performance. If.this is accomplished, then the mode of functioning of a

teacher center can be diagrammed thus:

Diagnostic

System

P

r

R

a

0
n

Training
Modules ,\

Without a reasonable flexibility in training components the mission of a

teacherc\eft-er would have to be quite specific and limited. The greater the

array of training components, the larger the mission of support can be and

the greater its flexibility in meeting teacher needs.
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Whether training and assessment occur in field settings, laboratories

closely related to field settings, or at univeristies, a great deal of

software is necessary to bring a,competency-teased inservice center into being.

Fortunately, a vreat deal of software is being produced presently and nearly
1.0

all of it is realted to specific competencies.

As in the case of any teacher education program, the Selection of the

goal. in this case the performance model of the teacher, is of vital impor-

tance because it reflects a prefeence for thgkinds of education teachers

will he trained to provide for children.
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Appendix

The Enormous Software Problem

One of. the requirements that distinguishes competency-

based teacher education from other approaches to it is the

need for great quantities of software in order to implement

it. The software is needed to serve three purposes:

1. Assessment. Assessment tasks of a variety of

types require mat,:-.rials which present the tasks,

rating forms and record-keepi.ng devices.

2. Instructional. To present instructional alter-

natives to students, extensive materials are

required. The greater the individualization of

the-progra and the greater the array of alter

natives for pursuing objectives, the :.,ore

elaborate' the software has to be,.

3. Management. To track progress and provide infor-

mation to students and faculty, to coordinate

support systems, and to enable counselors and stu-

dents to achieve control -over events, an elaborate

software complex is required. (See pp.204 to

;237 .)

The creation of enabling software is in its infancy,

and most of the products to date, are fragmentary. The

accumulation, however, is beginning to be subdtantial and

organizations such as the Far West Regional Laboratory have
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developed ri'gorous product development and testing .paradigms,

which have considerable.promlse.

In Ole following pages there is,a description of

presentlavailable.material with illustrations. .of its

applic4bill.ty in a 'perform4nce-ased teacher education

program.



INTRODUCTION

Background 'of the Project

Competency or Performance-based education grew out of the recent,
nation-wide effort to improve.teacher education. Motivated by the same
desire, the National Teacher Corps requested its various local nrograms
to move toward competency-based education in-the design ,of their own
training programs. This is no sMalltask,,as developers of the Elementary
Models of-Teacher Education 1,rograms can attest. -Merely conceptualizing
a sound, integrated performance-based program is a full-time job.
Coupled with the details of implementation --developing or obtaining
the material supports, training and coordinating the teacher education
faculty and providing a comprehensive management schema-- the job is
monumental, especially if programs begin,from scratch.

Recognizing the difficulty of the task, the National Teacher Corps
provided its local programs with assistance in their efforts to develop
'competency-based training programs. First, = consultant services and
workShops explaining the rationale and procedures fot designing a comp-
tency-based program were provided.. Second, Teachers College,_Columbia
University, was asked to identify and describe performance=based materials
that were availabland could be incorporated-lhtlocal Teacher Corps
progra0s:. This report isthe_result of'that effort.

_ _ _

Organization of the Report

The fraMework for the report emerged'fromHourdesire- to maximize
its potential uses. At. the beginning weiMagineda. simple,list and des-
criptidt of performance=based materials-- an annotated director However,
aswe began identifying and previewing the materialS we discovered that
the state of performance-based materials was not highly developed.
Some means of...analysis was required to reveal the., substantive gaps and.
behavioral limitations., Second, a functional classification systemwas
needed to facilitate programmatic'decisionmakingand,integration.., The
reportis intended,.then,- to both describe and analyze; to serve
theOurposes of materials selection and decision- making at the program-
design level and to point uPithe Present state and future needs-ofTerforr
mance-based materials.

;-,These purposes are reflected in its organization. The sections include
this'introduction which outlines the background Of-the 'Project and the.

.,

organization:of.thereport, describesthe proCedures for, selecting, classi-
fyingand describing the materials, and provides a summary analysisOf4;
the present status and uses of theMaterialS; an alphabetical Listing of
Competency2Oriented.Materials'jor Teacher Education; A:Classification.of
Competency-:Oriented MaterialDeseriptions of Previewed_Materials;
.Short.DescriptionS of Non-Previewed Sources; and Additional Sources About
CompetencY7-BasedEducatiOh The introduction includes two descriptive
charts. 'Figure;B cOMpares the:foxmat of the sources:'fhe kind. behavioral
objeCtive.attended-to, the activity structure of the program,: and the':
`.administrative features of' the program. Figure A identifiesthe Behavioral
Status. "

.C2



Selecting the Materials

Some clarification on the nature and scope of the materials selected
for this report is necessary because several kinds of sources related to
performance-based education are presently available. Our focus was on
identifying competency-oriented materials that Would be the basic software
for instructional modules. This. parameter excludes general sources about
competency -based education, as well as specifications for modules. However,
in the course of our search, some excellent examples of these two types of
materials did come to our attention and we have listed their sources in a
.special section of the report.

The substantive range of the materials includes "traditional" teacher
education content as well as preparation for new educational forms and
positions. Materials for training the teacher supervisors or team-
leaders (a Teacher Corps staff position) were also included. Though our
search was conducted for Teacher Corps whose programs involve preserOce
teacher training, the materials we located are applicable to inservike as
Well as preservice uses. In fact, the distinction is probably a
spurious one!

The -crucial criterion, of course,- in selecting these materials was
whether their form met the requirements of performance-based education.
Initially, this meant the specification of:behavioral objectives, theprOvision
of adequate measures to assess. those objectives and the identification of
required levels of performance. ,It became evident very quickly that few
programs met these-behavioral standards (hence,-the.shift in the.title
of this report from Competency-Based,to Competency-Oriented Material's for
Teacher Education)., Out of necessity our criterion loosened to include
materials either explicitly or implicitly specifying behavioral objectives
or for which behavioral objectives could be readily ascertained and/or
those materials that-provided-asemblance of criterion measures, however
behaviorally imperfect. In practice;\this excluded only the usualtextbook
or printed sources and filmed sequences. Programmed text's and filmed
sequences accompanied by provisions-for\analysis and discussion were included.

Probably many more sources than-those described here meet this liberal
behavioral criterion. This list cannot be viewed as exhaustive but merely

'

exemplary of the kinds of products being developed. We know, for instance,
that there are now many taaterials describing'behavioral objectives -- what
they are, the different kinds, ancrbow to write them: We have not located
nor listed all of those sources here. The relative state of abundance
is generally true in highly defined areas such as behavioral objectives.
In areas of-less definition, the repository of materials is thinner.

Over fifty sources:were contacted by telephone, Zetter and personal
contact, including directors of the Models of Elementary Teacher Education
programs, the, egional Educational Laboratories,the Research and
Development Center for Teacher. Education,selected commercial sources,
technical.assistance persons for Teacher Corps programs, and colleagues in
teacher education. The result is a listing and description of approximately
sixty material sources. Most of these have been'previewed by the authors of
this report. A few have been described by the developers of the materials.
All of the material's are available or will he available ShOrtly.



Format of Desdriptions

There are two sections of materials descriptions---Tirfirst includes
sources that have been previeWed and are_generally available. These are
described and analyzed rather-extenIVely. Sources that were not previewed
or are available_on-7a`rimited basis make up the second/section-of short
descriptibils..

The format of the descriptions insection one includes the following
informatien: title; author or developer4 pUblislier or source; -cost; special
ordering instructions; type of material -such printed'material, video-*tapes, filmstrips; a description of the purpose, content;-organization .

and administrative features of the materials; a deScription of the sequence
of activities teacher-candidates would be engaged.in while;using the
materials e.g. discuS,sion; reading, micro-teaching4 objectives and criterion
'assessment, an analysis of the present/behaVidral status and potential of the
materials; and possible uses. in e);istingte4eher education programs such
as clinical experiences ConnectedWith student teaching. or methods courses.

Several teems' are usedinterchangeably throughout the descriptions --
student, participant, teacherand teacher-candidate,refer:to thepreseryice
or inservice'teacher-7-in7..traiding,'the target-audience .for,theseMaterlaIs.

.

Micro-teaching means.anactual,teachingexperienCer:with children while peer
-

teaching refers to a:simulated'teaching experience withronc'S peers'such
as role-playing.

Classification -and Analysis of Materials
A

To facilitate decisions about materials Selection 'and program design
the previewed'materials described in this report have been analyzed in
four ways. iFirst, an eleven-category,system was developed for classifying
the major cbmpetency-type,.substantive emphasis,or function
of the materials.. The categories are:'

1. >-Basic Interactive Teaching Skills
2./ IlAtructional Planning and Design SkillS\
31. Teaching StrategidS_

/4. Analysis of. Classroom Activity: Interaction Systems
/ and GUides

// 5.. Instructional Decision-making (Problem-solving)
_6. Student Diagnosis anU,Evaluatiom
7. Foundations of Education
8. Content Areas":
9. Media and Instructional Technology
10. Educational Staffing and Instructional..

Organization -
11. Staff Development

")

This is a.crUdehybridElassification syStem reflecting both emergent
teacher' education programs built upon behaliioral competencies and those built,
upon a traditional,` subject- matter course-structure. This particular
Schema, probably a result:of intuition and-intention initially served as
an.impreSsiOnistic taxonomy that provided some order to. our search.' It is



included in this report for its heuristic value in program design and materials
selection. Many alternative classification systems are possible such as
those based.on role conceptions of the teacher or program components.
This schema does not dictate program design; it is simply a vehicle for perceiving
the relationships amon^, behavioral competencies, program content or materials
and program structure.

The materials have also been analyzed for their behavioral status,
the kinds of behavioral objectives attended to; their activity structure and
administrative features. The format for each of. these analyses can be seen
in the figures below.

Figure A

Assessing the Behavioral Status of
Competency-Based Materials

for Teacher Education
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Figure B ,
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Further explanation of the categories and the actual classification
and analysis charts can he found in the section on Classification and
Analysis of"Competency-prient,ed Materials.

;

Present Status of Materials

An analysis of the materials described here reveals some interesting
/patterns in regard to the degree of "completeness" they exhibit. This
'oiality of completeness has several aspects.

In the section on Classification of Materials a chart is included which
ildicates the "behvioral" status of each item. Very few materials are

/ rated as complete ,in the sense that they have: specific behavioral objectives
stated; adequate assessment measures provided; required levels of per-
formance identified. About one third of the materials need further spe-
cification of objectives. In most instances these objectives seem implicit
in the materials and can probably be produced locally withoilt much diffi-
culty. One fourth of the materials lack assessment measures, but again
in many instances these can be derived fairly readily from the existing
materials. Almost all of the materials lack identification of required

.

performance leVe113. This is the area that needs immediate work at the local.
level if a competency-based program is to be instituted. Some might consider
this an inadequacy of the materials, but it may well be that identification
of-performance levels:is a decision best reserved for those using the materials
in the local situation.

Another aspect of "completeness' of materials is th.e range of types of
behavioral objectives represented. This information is also included
in the'section on classificatiOn.- Five types of objectives have been
identified in theHandbook for the Development of Instructional Modules
in Competency-Based Teacher 'Education Programs. They are: cognitive, objectives;
affective objectives; psychomotor objectives; demonstrative objectives
(demonstrating teaching behaviors); consequential objectives (demonstrating

. changes in pupil behavior); expressive objectives (experience only). The
available materials'are heavily (over half) in the area of cognitive objectives.
About one third of them are based on demonstrative objectives. None'bf them
are' designed for consequential objectives, and relatively, few for expressive,
affective, or psychomotor objectives. It will be fairly easy for local
,programs to design modules around expressive or psychomotor objectives,
but much thought needs to be given to the designing of materials for affective
And consequential objectives. Probably the best way to move. immediately
is to revise and extend existing material "'using demonstrative objectives.
With minor additions many of these could -be developed to include conse-

. quential objectives.

The materials seem to be more complete as regards variety of instructional
activities involved. The type of activity most frequently used is an
observing- writing format. 'Observations may be in actual settings, such as
classrooms, but more often they are based on films, videotapes, or slide-tapes.
Students describe their observations, or respond,to prepared questions, in writing.
Several other types of learning activity are well, represented. These are:
reading-writing format; group discussion format;.simulated teaching format; actual
(or micro) teaching format. This'variety of instructional formats is a
strong point of the materials, for,it enables ,the program planner to provide
a more balanced learning experience.

407



Much the sathe variety exists as regards types of administrative pro-
cedures. A large. number of materials are designed-for self-administtration
by individual students. An almost. equal number-are developed for administration
Under the,guidance of a knowledgeable instructor.. A very few are organized
for use with a group under the guidance of a 'coordinator," or an instruc-
tor who is not particularly.knowledgeableqn.the field. Several materials
are set up for self-administration7bywmall groups of students. Narying
the administrative procedures also provides strength to a progrAm, but the
large number_of_materials designed for administration by a knowledgeable
instructor emphasizes the need for Staff retraining implicit in reorganizing
for performance-based programs. Most teacher. education faculties.are not-
presently knowledgeable,in the areas that these materials emphasize.

An interesting sidelight to this consideration' of "completeness" of
materials is thlirfact that the variety which ekists may well be a happy
accident. In'analyzing the materials it became evident that each regional,lab
oN,development center has tended to specialize in a particular type of material.
For example, the Far West Lab's minicourses' involve cognitive and demonstra-
tive objectives- in. a micro-teaching format which also makes use of observing-
writing activities. The minicourses are all self-administered by individuals.
Most of,the programs developed by the Northwest Lab are 'based opidemonstravive
lobjectives in a groUp discussion 'format, and are administeredyby a'
knowledgeable instructor. Materials produced by the Research and Development
Center for Teacher Education tend to be organized around cognitive objectives,
for use in a reading ~writing format, and they are self-administered by
individUars.. It is fortunate that this tendency,to'specialize resulted in
development of a variety of - types of materials, but it-4S important tOjlote
that a program must tap several sources in order to--Zake,advantage of
this phenomenon.

Considerations for Program Planning:,Individual Differences, Sequence and
Integration

The question of variety of available materials -;is important if one
assumes that a teacher education program should be responsive to individual
differences. ,Typically, .materials developed to enhance individualization
of instruction respond to only.one or two aspects of differences: differences
in rates of'learning and differences in areas of interest. Onlynrarely is
there an'opportunitY,for the student to vary his instruction, relative to
preferred amounts of Etructure or direCtion, preferred styles of thinking,
preferred means of communication, or preferred amounts of human' interaction.
A..program that is truly geared to individual 'learning patterns needs to '
take these factors into'account.

Only a few of the. materials reviewed-here Aovide optiond-within them.
which, would allow for adaptation to individual differences of the latter four
types mentioned above. Almost all of these options are in the area of
administration of materials; forexample, the materials on questibning
skills can _be self-administered by an.individual or by'a group. This parti-
cular type"of flexibility would,seem to relate chiefly'to differences in

. .

preferred'amounts of huaan interaction.

Happily for the program planner Who does, wish to provide more individual
options, there is some variety of both instructionalformat and 'administra-

,-



stion of materials within each category area. Some variety of types of
objectiveS.also e-Aistwithin enciatefsopy area:! This variety can
be seen by studying the:ts, which appear'in the'section on Classifi
cation of Materials.

.

.Consider the problems and Possibilities in relation,to selection
of materials: in the category of "baSic interactive 'teaching skills.
Under the toRic of questioning skills, there are two types of materials.

minicoure materials utifize a micro-teaching format
and are-Self"-administered.bY an individualwhile-the Allen. materials

.

'(Gentral Learning Corporation) on questioning skills_utilize a simulated
forMat and can'be self- administered by either,_ an individual.'

or a group. It is probably not economically feasible to have both
types of materials available to'' teach an' area sUChjas questionTiTskills..
But the program planner mightprovide variety and balance by choosing
to use (for `example) the minicourse to teachnuestioning_skills, tke
DisCoveiy Teaching Simulation materials to fOcus on reinforcement tech-r
niques, and "Facilitating Inquiry in the'ClasSroom" to:focuS on .inter--
active techniques related:tO.,problem

- All of these three items deal with questioning'skills: The latter
two deal with a,number of other skills in additienThe biscovery:
Teaching materials utilize a,simulated teaching format andcan-be
administered by a grounor by a coordinater.. _"Facilitating Inquiry. in
the:ClassrOom".utiliZes agroUp discussiOn fOrmatandis .administered
by a knowledgeable instrUCtOr. These three items, then, provide a,
variety of options to the studentithin the general category of interH
solve teaching Skills. Byteareful.selection of materialS with an eye.
to.the question of variety and balance, the program planner can proVide
optiong within each category area as well as options across.zcategOry areas,
thus achieying a good deal of flexibility in providing for individual
differences in students

/other important consideration s'-effective:sequencing of
One/possible basis for sequencing is the conceptof',,progressive .increase
of--ilnyolvement.' On this basis one might decide to-begin with,systerasH
for observing children andjor classroom interaction (Analysis of-Classroom
Interaction; Foundations -of Education), move tO:pre-active teaching
skills (Instructional lqapningand Design;Student Diagnosis;' DecisiOn-:
making),., and finally to interactive teaching skills (Basic. Interactive
Teaching,Skills1 Teaehing,StrattgieS).

Andther way to organize ;materials in seqUencemight,be in` relation
to generality. Of, ideas or s4iIls.4:,SomecurriculUm planners opt,for 'starting
with the more general and working,,to the more .specific. In this type of
organiiation, MaterialSTspch as the Northwest Lab's "Facilitating In-
quiry in the classroom".and "Devtiopment of Higher Level Thinking Skills"
would, precede materials such. as theminicourse on Effective Questioning.

ateriaIS,Might also be '''-equented,in.terms of'typeof behavioral
objective. One Would begin with a set of: materials. organiied around

.

An expressive or'affective Objective, move to materials geared for a
cognitive objective, anCthen progress ,to materials designed around.
demonstrative and consequential objectives. This cycle could .be 'repeated:

as,



'several times in relation. to various topics.

. A program which is highly individualized may leave decisions of
sequence of experiences up to the individual student. But even in
this instance it will be important to suggeSt possible alternatives
to the student. lie will need to understand alternatives in order to
exercise his options effectively.

;

A third consideration in program. planning is the integration 0:"
these materials. For example, it is possible. that the assessment measures
in the category of basic interactive teaching skills could be bel"rally
improved by adapting the materials from Observation Systems and,euides,
or that measures for Planning and Design Skills could be coord4nated
with materials from Student Diagnosis and Evaluation, In add-rtion
to improving the behavioral status, coordination of materials can
produce a more substantively integrated, in-depth educational experience.
Materials can be selected so that learning activities in methods courses,
'foundations courses and clinical experiences dovetail with each other.
For example, in a student's laboratory experience he can be learning 'a
science inquiry teaching strategy and the basic interactive skill for

inquiry (eg. Facilitating Inquiry in the .C1Assroom),.mhile in a
Science Methods block he is.completing'a sect once on instructional Plan
ning and design (e.g.,The Teaching of Science A Self-Directed Learning
Program). Back- in the clinical block he may ; :hen engage in instruc-
tional decisionmaking.taSks.

Decisions, Decisions, Decisions

There are several decisions,. that peed to be made prior to selection
of materials for a program. Some of the questions that might be asked
appropriately are:

.

1. What types of levels of behavioral objectives do we wish to
emphasize most strongly
2. What types of instructional format do we believe to be most
effective?
3. Vhat.types of Administration of materials will be most feasible
for our program?
4. How much retraining, of staff will be necessary for use of
various materials?
5. How much revising of materials (or development of new materials)
are We willing and able, to do?
6. What aspects of individual, learning patterns do we wish to
provide for?
7. What basis will we use for sequencing of materials?
8. What materials seem to provide the most variety'of uses,in,
the most economical way?

The framework for describing and analyzing programs'that we have
used in this report may provide a basis for making some of these decisions.



A LISTING OF
r

COMPETENCY-ORIENTED 'MATERIALS
FOR TEACHER EDUCATION

Title and'Author/Developer

Analysis of Teaching BehaVior
Gene E. Hall

The Assessment Training Kit
C.,- Lisa Lewis and S.L. Menaker

The Basic Course: Teaching is
Learning to Listen; Ac'tivities
in' Metaphor

W.J.J. Gordon and Tony Poze

Basic Teaching Tasks; A Teaching
Laboratory Manual for

, Beginning Teacher Candidates
O.L. Davis, Thomas B. Gregory,

Marcella L. KYselka, Keven R.
Morse, B.R. Smoot

*Behavioral Objectives Package

Cameras in Education
Educational Media Laboratories

Classroom Behavior Analysis and
Treatment

Robert L. Spaulding

Classroom .Management Simulation
Sys tern.

Paul Twelker

Source Page0

Research and Development 53

Center for Teacher Education 33,51,

The University of Texas
Austin, Texas

Research and Development
Center for Teacher Education
University of Texas
Austin, Texas

Synectics Education Systems
121 Brattle Street
Cambridge, Massachusetts

02133.

Research and Development,
Center for Teacher Edudation
University of Texas'
Austin, Texas

55
51

56
31

58

21, 25,
29, 31.

Southwestern Cooperative
. 117

Educational Laboratory
117 P.ichmond Drive N.E.
Albuquerque, New Mexico

87106

Technifax Education Division 59

The Plastic Coating Corpora- 47.
tion
Holyoke,:Massachusetts,

01040

Dr. Robert L. Spaulding, Dir. 61

Child Development Institute 33, 37,
San Jose State College 51
San Jose; California 95114

Simulation Systems Program 62

Teaching Research-Division 35
Oregon State System, of

High(,r.Education
Monmouth, Oregon 97361

* Asterisked titles are.found in. the Short Descriptions section.

'First number refers to.the. description, otheis. to the classifications.



Title and Author/Developer Source Pa ,e

Competencies in Mathematics,
'Instructional Strategies: Division

E. Glenadine Gibb

Competencies in Mathematics,
Instructiional Strategies:
NUmeration

E. Glenadine Gibb

CuMpetencies in Mathematics,
'Mathematics in. the Elementary
School: An Overview.

E. Glenadine Gibb

*Conventional Media
-Educational Media Laboratories

Critical Momenta in 'Teaching (film
.seies) and Guide for Indepen-
dent Discussion and Study

David Gleissman, editor_

Developing Effective Instruction

Development of Higher Level
Thinking Abilities

John A. McCollum and,Rose Marie
David

Discovering New Dimensions in the
Teaching Process.-

Greta Morine, Robert Spaulding,
Selma Greenberg

The Discovery Teaching Came
Paul Twelker and Donald Kohl

Research and Development 64
Center for Teacher Education ' 29', .31

UnivUniversity of Texas 41ersity
Austin, . Texas

Research and Development
Center for'Teacher Education
University of Texas
Austin, Texas

Research and Development
tenter for Teacher Education
University of Texas
Austin, Texas

65

9, 31,
41

66

29, 41

Technifax Education DiviSion 117
The Plastic Coating Corpora -,
tion

Holyoke, Massachusetts 01040

Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc. 68
383 Madiscln Avenue 35, 45
New York, New York 10017

General Programmed Teaching
P.O. Box:402, 424 University.
Avenue
Palo Alto, California 943Q2

Northwest Regional Educational
Laboratory
710 S.W. 'Second Avenue
500 Lindsay Building
Portland Oregon 97204

Intext Educational Publishers
College Division
Scranton, Pennsylvania 18515

Simulation Systets Program
Teaching Research Division
'Oregon State System of Higher
.Education
Monmouth, Oregon 97361

f2/L?'".

'70

29, 37,-

47

71

21, 25,
29, 31,
37, 41

.72

33, 51

73

35



f

',Title and Author /Developer

DiscoVery Teaching SiMulation.,System
Paul"Twelker

r

Distar Series."
Englemann-Becker Follow.Through

Project

/

FaCilitating Inquiry in the Ciassroom,,
Fred. Is. Newton,
Northwest RegionalEducational

Laboratory

Films on Cognitive Development
Ruth Formanek and Greta Marine

Simulation.Systems Program
TeachingiResearch DMslion
Oregon State -System of -Higher

Education
Monmouth, Oregon _97361

.

Science. Research Associates
259 East Erie, Street
Chicago, Illinois ,60611

Copy -Print Centers
1208 S.W.- Jefferson Street
Portland, Oregon 97201

ForWard Looking FilMs
'RFD 1/1

State Line, MassacliusettS
0126.1

74

25,'27

75
,25, 31,

41

77
27, 31
41

,79

33, 37,
45-

, z
*Guided Self- Analysis - Language. Guided SelfAnalySis PrOfes-

,

,117

Sional' I)evetopment Systems
2140 Shattuck.
Berkeley, California

.Gulded Self - Analysis Profes-, 80 :.

sional DevelOpmen,Systems
2140-Shattuck ''.'.

:Berkeley, California-9004

Development
TheodoreParson6

Guided Self-Analysis: Teaching
for Inquiry .

Theodore Parsons,

Human Relations.Training Unit
Far West Laboratory for Research

and Development

InformationcUnits.
Far Wet laboratory for Research

and DeVelOpment

Inner -City Simulation Laboratory
Donald Cruickshank

Instructional Design A'Self-
Directed Learning Program

'David P. Butts

.AntiDefamation League
:315 Lexington Avenue
New York, New York- 10016

Lockheed Education Systems
P.O. Box 504 -

Sunnyvale; California 94088

ScienCeResearch 4ssociates
259 East Erie Street
Chi:Cago Illinois 60.611

,

Research. ad Development, 86_,

Center for Teacher Education: 129

o,University f Texas.

:Austin; Texas

33, 51

82
35

83
35,

84
35

19.



Title and Author /Developer

Intellectual Development of Babies
:Ruth Formanek and Greta Morine

Interaction'AnalysisT
John "H. Hanson and-Robert A: Anderson

'Interpersonal Communications
JohnWallen o

°

IntrOtuction to Early:Childhood
Education

Verna Hildebrand

Learning Interaction Analysis: A
Programmed Approach

Miles C. Olson.

*Meeting Your Cooperating T a her

*Micro-Counseling
Allen :C. Ivey
University of Massachusetts

Forward -Looking: Films
-,RFD 01 .

State Line, Massachusetts
. 01261

Northwest:Regional Educa-
tional Laboratory
710 S.W. Second. Avenue
500 ,LifidSay Building

--Portland, Oregon 97204
,o

Northwest_ Regional EdUca
tional Laboratory.
710 S.W. Sado:id Avenue
500 Lindsay Building
Portland, Oregon 97204.

-Minicourst on EffectiN;eAuestioning-
in-a Classroom DisCuSSion,
(Elementary) *:

-Far West, Laboratory for Research and
Development

Minicourse on Individualizing
Instruction initathematics:

Far,Weet Laboratory fot Research
and Development

The--Macmillan Company.'
866 ThirdAvenue.
New YOrk,'New York 10022

EducatiOnall Consulting
Association; Inc.
3311 South BroadWay, Suite 304
Englewood,'ColOrado 80110

Research 'and Development
Center forTeacher'Education
University:of Texas
Austin, Texas .

University of Massachusetts
Amherst; Massachusetts'.

87.

33,45

.88

a3,51

90
27 If 51..

Macmillan EducatiOnal
Services; Inc.
13701 Wilshire.Boulevard.
' Beverly Hills,. 'California

90211

..

Macmillan Educational
,ServiceS, Inc.
001' Wilshire Boulevard-,
Beverly California

90211.

a3,

118

118

93
23,

.94

23, 29_
41



Title and Author/Developer

Minicourse.on Organizinvthe
Kindergarten for Independent
Learning. and'Small7Croup Instruc7,
tion

Far West Laboratory for Research,
and Development

'Minicourse.onehought and Language:
Skills for.Teaching the Child
With Minimal Ldnguage.Develop
ment.

Far. West Laboratory for Research and
-DevelOpmeni

Models of Teaching: Self.Instructional
Modules.

Bruce Joyce,- Marsha Weil,-Rhoida Wald

Modifying Classroom(Behavior.
Nancy Backley and Will Walker.

Mr. Land' 6th Grade (Simulation-,

-Films)

Bert Kersh

Organizational Constraints (Games
and SiMulations) t.

'.*Performance-Bdsed;CUrricUlum in
----Human Relations

Allen'O..Iveyl
University .of Massachusetts

*Precision-Teachini0Tool for
the School Counselor 'and
Teacher

Ogden, R. Lindsley%

*PPIT 7 Principles. -and Practice of
'Instructional Technology

Source

.

Hutchins , -\\

Far.West Laboratory fOr,
Research and Deelopment
]:w Garden Circle .

Hotel Claremont
,Berkeley, California.

t 94705

Di. L. Hutchins
.Far West' Laboratory' for.

ReSOarch and Development
A..:Garden Circle
HotelClaremont
3erkeley, California

94705

Bruce Joyce
Teachers College,
Columbia University
New York, ;New York 10027

,

Research Press Company
',---Champaign, Illinois 61820

Dean Bert "Kersh
Oregon College-of Education
Monmouth,- 0regon_9736.1

''Research and. Development'.

.Center for Teacher Education-
Universiy of 'Texas.

:Austin, Texas

University of Massachusetts
AMherst;-MassachUSettS .

Ann-Duncan
Yeihiva University

''New York, New York

-Page

95

96'

23, 41,

:119.

97.

31 45

120

120

r

General Programmed Teaching
P.O. Box 402-
.Palo Alto, Californiw94302.%.

121



'Title and Author/Developer

Professional Decision- ?faking

,foe,Teachers
Bert Alfrey, Ron G. Joeke4

Alan Seagxen
UniverSity of Nebraska,

*Programmed Instruction
Educational Media LabOratories

The Psyehology. of Learning

and-InstruCtion: Educational
Psychology

Sohn P. .De Cecco

RUpS: Research Utilizing'Problem-
- Solving
Charles Julig, Rene Pino and

Ruth Emory_

*The Sensitivity Training P:rogram,
Bruce Joyce, David E. Hunt,

Harry Schroeder

Soclal Studies Modules,
a Living

Miss Clyde I. Martin

Making.

t.

Source Page .

Nebraska Educational
Television Council for
Higher Education,.Inc.

Lincoln, NebraSka 68508

TechnifaX-Education Divaiot
The Plastic Coating CorpOra,-
fion
Holyoke; Massachusetts

. 01040'

Prentice-Hall
Englewood Cliffs,
New Jersey

Copy=Print Centers
1206'iS41:.- Jefferson Street
POrtiand nre?,on 97.201

Systematic and .Objective Analysis
.of Instruction

James R. Hale arid R. Allan Spapjer

Teaching-AchieveMent Motivation
Alfred S. Alschuler, 'Diane.:Taboe,-

.James McIntyre

Teaching for Problem- Solving:
A Teaching Laboratory Manual

ThomaS B. Gregory

%

Bruce Joyce .

Teachers College,
Columbia University
525 West 120th Street
New York, N'ew York 10027

.Research and Development
Center for Teacher. Education

:University 'Texas'.

AUstin,-Texas=.

'Northwest. Regional Educational
Laboratory -

710 SA. W. seCond Avenue
500 Lindsay Building
Portland, -Oregon 97204

Education Ventbres
209 Court*Street
Middletown:'Conn. 06457

99..

35, 49

121

100
,45

101'

35

122

102.

41

103

27, 51

Research and-7DevelOpment 105:
Center for Teacher Education 27, 31'
UniVersity of Texas
Austin, Texas

Teaching in"IPI (Individually Researchjor Better Schools
Prescribed Instruction) Mathematics` 1700 Market Street,

Philadelphia, rennsylvania.

107
29,.37,
41-



Title and Author /Developer

The Teaching of Science: A Self-
Directed Learning Program-

David:P. Butts, Gene E. Hall

Teaching Skills for P.ementary and
'Secondary School;. eachers

Dwight Allen, Kevin' A. Ryan,
Robert N., Bush; and James H. Cooper

*Team Teaching in the Elementary School

Team Teaching Modules
L. Jean York

*Techniques of Evaluating Types of
Literature:.

Educational Media Laboratories

*Training Competency -Based Instruc-
tional Personnel

Using Tests Intelligently
Quentin Stodola

Viiicet Filmstrip -Tape Programs

Source

Research and Development-
'Center,for Teacher Education
University of TexaS,
AuStin, Texas

General Learning Corporation.
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A CLASSIFICATION OF COMPETENCYORIENTED.MATERIALS
FOR.TEACHERtbUCATION

1. Basic Interactive TeaChing Skills

General Communication and. Presentation Skills
Questioning Skills (Modulating Cognitive Level and General.Discussion).
Structuring , a.

Sanctioning
Problem- Solving (Inquiry)
Group Dynamics (Interpersonal Communication Skills) 0

2. Instructional Planning and Design Skills.

3. Teaching Strategies.

AnalYsis.o.fClaSsroom Activities: Observation Guides and InterAction
Systems

5. Instructional Decision - making (Problem- solving)

6. Student Diagnosis and Evaluation

7. 'Content Areas.

8. 'FpundatiOns of Ed4cation

9.' Media and Instructional Technology

10. -"Educational Staffing' andInstructional Organization

11. Staff Developmelit



BASIC INTERACTIVE TEACHING SKILLS

General Communication. and Presentation
Skills

1. Basic Teaching Tasks:A Teaching
Laboratory Manual for Beginning
Teacher Candidates'
clarity of Instructional Objective
--Presentation (introducing, °Trani-

. audio- visual aids;

:losing, making assignments)
7-Refocusing

2, Teaching .Skills-Presentation Skills
71-Completeness of Communication
-Lecturing

- 7Use of Examples
-7Planned Repetition

3. Teaching Skills-Response Repertoire
-- Verbal .R.esponses

--Non-verbal Responses
- -Combined Verbal and Non-verbal

Questioning Skills (Modulating Cognitive
Level and General Discussion)

-1. Basic Teaching Tasks:A Teaching-
Laboratory Manual for Beginning
Teacher Candidates
- - Interaction

--Nestioning as a classroom strategy

'2. Development of Higher Level
Thinking Abilities
--)uestioning Strategies and

Discussion Skills

Guided Self-Analysis: Teaching for
Intuiry

-Behavioral
StAtus Objectives

InsCruc-
tional.
Format
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stration
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4. Minicourse on Effective Questioning
in a Classroom Discussion (Elementary)

5. Minidourse.on Effective Questioning
in a Classroom Discussion (Secondary)

6. Minicourse on Individualizing
Instruction in Mathematics

7. Minicourse on Thought and Language:
Skills .for Teaching the Child With
Minimal Language Development.

8. Teaching Skills-Questioning 'Skills
(Secondary)
--Fluency in Asking Questions
-- Probing Question's .

--Higher Order Questions
--Divergent Questions

9. Teaching Skills-Questioning Skills
(Elementary)

Structuring

1. Guided Self- Analysis: Teaching for
Inquiry.

2. Minicourse on Individualizin
Instruction in Mathematics

-Teaching Skills-Creating Student
Involvement
--Set Induction
--Closure

. Vimcet Filmstrip-Tape Program
116 (Set Induction)

Behavioral
Status Objectives
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.1-

Sanctioning (Reinforcement)

L. Basic Teaching Tasks: A Teaching
Laboratory Manual for Beginning
Teacher Candidates
--Interaction

2., Discbvery Teaching -Simulation Svstemt
Phase II
--Indirect Guidance and Encouragement
--Reinforcement of Exploration

3. Distar Series: Training Teachers an
Paraprofessionals-iin Englemann-
Becker Follow-Through Classrooms

4. Guided Self-Analysis: Teaching
' for Inquiry ,

5.' Teaching Skills-Increasing Student.
Participation -

--Reinforcement
--Recognizing Attending Behavior
--Silence and' Non-verbal Cues

. 7-Cueing

6. Vimcet Filmstrip-Tape Pfograms f,'

1112 Knowledge.of,Results
#15 _Dis,cipline in the Classroom

(Beh. Mod.)

Problem-solving (Inquiry)

1. Development of Higher Level Thinking,
Abilities
--Interpretation of. Data -

--Application of Knowledge

Behavioral
Status.
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A

2. Discovery Teaching Simulation System,
Phase I; 'Phase II 1

-.-Focusing on the Problem
77Springbdards

!3. Facilitating Inquiry in> the Classroom

4. Ouided Self-Analysis: leaching
for Inquiry,

S. Teaching for Problem- Solving: A
Teaching Laboratory.. Manual

--Creating Incongruity:Presenting
the Problem

'Atta00-ng IncongruitY:'Formulating
Hypotheses

Group,Dynamics (Interpersonal Communica-
tion Skills)

1. Interpersonal Communications

2. Systematic and Objective Analysis
of Instruction.(Phase One)

'11

.
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Status Obiectives
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.INSTRUCTIONAL PLANNING AND
DESIGN SKILLS

Categories:
1. Determining Instructional Objectives.
2. Instructional Activities (deriving

content and planning lessons)
3. Appraisal and Assessment
4. Individualizing for Instruction
5. Grouping

1. Basic Teaching Tasks: A TeachJn.g.
Laboratory Manual f'or Beginning
Teacher Candidates
--Clarity .of instructional objec-
'tives (1,2)

2. Competencies in Mathematics (1,2,3)

3. Developing Effective Instruction
(1,2,3.)

4. Development of Higher Level Thinking
Abilities -(1,2)

. Instructional Design: A Self-Directed
Learning_ Program (1,2,3)

. Minicourse on Individualizing
Instruction in Mathematics (1,2,3,4)

7. Minicourse on Organizing the Primary
Classroom for Independent Learning
and Small Group Instruction (4,5)

8. Teaching in IPI Mathematics, Vols. One
and Two (4)

9. The Teaching of 'Science: A Self-
Directed Learning Program
(Instructional Design for Science
Teaching) (2,3)

Behavioral
Status Objectives
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Format - stration
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10. Team Teaching Modules
--;Module III ,(2)

--Modules V and VI (4)
--Modules IV. (5) -

11. Vimcet Filmstrip-Tape Program
-111 (1) 119 (2) 1113 (3)

112 (3) 010 (2) 06 (2)

113 (1) 1111 (2)

114 (1,) .#13 (2)

05 (2) 1114 (2)

117 (3)-- 1116 (3)

118 (2). 1117 (2)

Behavioral
Status Objectives
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tional Admini-

Format stration
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TEACHING STRATEGIES

1. The Basic Course: Teaching is
learning to Listen; and Activities.
in Metaphor .

2. Basic Teaching` Tasks: A Teaching
Laboratory Manual for Beginning.
Teacher Candidates
--Presentation (The active lecture).

3. Competencies in Mathematics
--Instructional Strategies: Division
--InStructional Strategies:
Numeration

4. Development of- Higher Level
Thinking.Abilities..

. 'Distar Series.: Training Teachers
and Paraprofessionals in.Englemann-
Becker Follow-Though Classrooms.

- -

Facilitating Inquiry in the Class-
room

7. Modifying _Classroom Behavior

8. Teaching Achievement Motivation

94 Teaching fox Problem-Solving: A
Teaching Laboratory Manual

Behavioral
Status Objectives
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ANALYSIS OF CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES: -,

nBSERVATION. GUIDES AND INTERACTION SYSTEMS
Instruc-
ti.onal'

Objectives Format

Categories:
1. Comprehtbsive Pupil-Teacher

Interaction Patterns'
2. Pupil-Teacher Interaction:

SOcio-EmOtional.Climate

3. Teacher Questioning Patterns
4. Teacher Response Patterns-

Child-BehavjorPatterts
6. Teaching'Strategy
7:' General. Observation Guide

`8. ievelsof Thinking

1. Analysis of Teaching Behavior'
(Science Teaching) (1,2)

2. Classroom Behavior Analysis and
,:Treatment (5,4)

3. Discovering- New'; Dimensions in. the

Teaching Process (430,6,8)

4. Films on Cognit "ive Development (5).

5. Guided Self.Analysis: Teaching for

. Intellectual Development of Babies .

(5)°

7. Interaction Analvsis.(2)

8. Introduction to Early Childhood
Education (7)

9. Learning Interaction Analysis:
A Programmed Approach (2)

Behavibral
Status
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INSTRUCTIONAL DECISION- MAILING
(Problem-solving)

Instruc-

Rehavic)ial tional

Categories; Status Objectives Format

1. ;Human ,Reiations

2. Teaching Style, Skill or:Methods ,

3. Students with Academic Problems
4. .Students,with'Personal Difficulties

.CUltural COnflict

.6. Grading
7. Classroom Organization
8. Classroom Management
9. Educational Staffing Arid

School'-.Organization
10...School7Community Relations
11.' Curriculum,

1. Clag-broom Management Simulation
System (8)

2. Critical. Moments in Teaching
(1,2,3,456,7,8)-

3.- The Discovery Teaching Game (2)

4. Human Relations Trairiing Unit
(1,5,7,8,10 -- particularly oriented

toward inner city)

5. Information Units (11)

r1,7

6. Inner -City Simulation'LabOratory
(1,2,3,4,5,7,8,10)

7. Professional Decision-makin for-
-Teachers (1,2,3,6,8,10)

RUPS: Research Utilizing ProbleM--
Solving (7,8)
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STUDENT:DIAGNOSIS AND EVALUATION

0

1. Classroom Behavior Analysis and-
Treatment

Competencies in Mathematics -
"Assessing Student,Behavior"

Competencies in MatheMaticS-
' "Diagnosing ;Student Difficulties"

If Develoning Effective Instruction
--Citerion Tests,
--Determining Entry Level
7-Entry Level

-Validation
--Tests

Development: of Highe'r Level Thinkiiig'7

Abilities i

-- Concept DiagnosiS

6. Films on Cognitive DeVeiopment

7. Teaching ih IPI Mathematics-
, --Vol: 3: Diagnosing Student

Achievement
J-Vols. 4,5,6: Developing Prescrip-

tions7-Three Cases

8. ,TeaM Teaching Modules
-- Module VI: Evaluatibn.of Team
Teaching and Children's Continuous
P'rogress, Team Teaching Modules.

. Using Tests Intelligently

Behavioral
Status Objectives

;Instruc-

tional.
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CONTENT AREAS

1. Competencies in Mathematics

2-. ,Development: of Higher Level

Thinking. Abilities
--Social Studies

3. Distar Series: Training Teachers
and Paraprofessionals in Englemann-
13e0cer-Follow-Through Classrooms

--Reading
-7-Language
--Mathematics

/f. :Facilitating Inquiry in the
Classroom .,(Science)

,__,Introduction to Early Childhood
Education: A Laboratory-Workbook

. Minidourse on Individualizing
'Instruction in Mathematics.

MinicoUrse.On.ThoUght. and Language:
Skills-for Teaching-the Child
with Minimal Language Development

Social Studies Modules, Making a
Living

9.. Teaching in IPI Mathematics

10: The Teaching of Science: A Self-
Directed Learning Program

Behavicits1

Status
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43 tional
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FOUNDATIONS OF EDUCATION

-Psychology (Educational Psychology,
Child r,8velopment)

'L. Critical Moments in Teaching and
Guide for Independent Discussion and
Study

2. Distar Series: Training Teachers
and Paraprofessionals in Englerann-
Becker Follow-Through. Classrooms

3. Films on Cognitive Development

4. Intellectual Development of Babies

5. Modifying Classroom Behavior

6. Teaching Achievement'Motivation

7. Using Tests Intelligently

8. The Psychology of Learning and
Instruction: Educational Psychology

Behavioral
Status Objectives

Intruc-
tional
Format

Admini-
stration
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MEDIA AND INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY'

1. Cameras in Education.

2: Developing Effective Instruction
--Development and administration
of programmed materials.

Be7avioral
Status Objectives,

Instruc-
'tiorial Admini-
Format siratfon
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L.

EDUCATIONAL STAFFING. AND INSTRUCTIONAL ORGANIZATION

1. Professional Decision- Making for'
. Teachers .

2. Team Teaching tiodulas

/c

Behavioral
/ Status

Instruc-..

tional, Admint-

Objectives° vormat. stration
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STAFF DEVELOPMENT.

Categories:
1. General Interpersonal Skills
2. Supervisory Skills

1/4 Analysis of Teaching Behavior (2)

'2. The Assessment Training Kit

3. Classroom BehaviorANAnalysis and
Treatment (2)

4. Discovering New.- Dimensions in the

Teaching Process

5. Guided Self-Analysis: Teaching
for Inquiry (2)

6. Interaction Analysis (2)

7. -Interpersonal Communications (1)

E. .Learning Interaction Analysis:
A Programmed'Approach2)

Systematic and Objective Analysis
of Instruction(2)

Status

Instruc-
tional Admini-

Obiectives Format . stration
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